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EXHIBIT I

EXHIBIT I

TESTIMONY OF PETER H. WEINER
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE GOVERNOR FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
RE ALTERNATIVE WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES
FEBRUARY 2, 1982
BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND
· TOXIC MATERIALS

Assemblywoman Tanner, Members of the Committee, I appreciate the
opportunity you have provided today for discussion of California•s deliberate
and responsible steps to reduce the pollution of our land, and consequent
poll.ution of our air and water and neighborhoods, by disposal of toxic wastes.
We have long been a model for hazardous waste control programs, and
recent bills passed by this Committee and by the Legislature will help
assure continuity of that leadership position.

Nevertheless, a great deal

remains to be done in California, and other states and countries have sometimes
surpassed us in using safer disposal technologies and encouraging waste
reduction at the source.
Two years ago, cognizant of the need to keep abreast of this fastchanging technology, Governor Brown proposed and the Legislature approved
of a study conducted by the Office of Appropriate Technology to determine
the availability and practicality of new waste reduction, treatment, and
disposal technologies that would reduce our dependence of land-polluting
disposal methods.
The OAT Report, which you will hear about in detail today, has achieved
national significance because of its careful blend of technological and economic
analysis and its fairly exhaustive compendium of alternative technologies.
The attached letters from the Governors of North Carolina, Michigan, Nevada,
and Hawaii offer glowing support for the Report and its conclusions.

As the

-2Chief of EPA's Hazardous Waste Implementation Branch, Mr. William Sanjour, wrote:
"Just as the Federal government and the rest of the states have
followed California's lead in the use of the hazardous waste
manifest I pray that they will follow your lead in phasing out the
land disposal of untreated toxic wastes so that we can see an end
to all the misery and expense that this foul practice is causing."
(Emphasis added.)
·
We think we are justifiably proud, therefore, of the OAT Report as a
responsible first step toward the development of a hazardous waste regulatory
system which is protective and cost-effective for society as a whole, not only
the immediate profit picture for an individual firm.
You will also hear today from several industry witnesses who have concerns
about the Report and the proprosed implementation program based on the Report.
I would like very briefly to highlight some of those concerns and some resulting
questions for those witnesses.
1.

The technology assessment is accurate.

Throughout a lengthy

consultant report, industry concedes (with a few quibbles) that OAT did a
good job in assessing the available waste treatment and disposal technologies.
2.

Is reduction of landfill disposal the right goal?

Some claim that

there is no need to reduce landfill disposal, pending proof positive of
human health damage at each site or a years-long risk assessment study.

They

claim that "now" we ''finally" have secure and safe landfills; why change?
First, we do not plan to ban all landfills; they are appropriate for certain
types of wastes.

Second, the scientists and engineers have reassured us before--

at Stringfellow, at .Calabasas, at sites throughout the country--that there was
bedrock or impermeable soil or other protections.

They have been wrong, just

as wrong as the scientists who told us that TCE was too volatile to stay in our
water or that DBCP couldn't sterilize the men who manufactured it.

Certainly

it is better to be safe now than to tell our children we are sorry later.
3.

Is the timing practical?

We will ban no waste before its time. As

other witnesses will testify in detail, we believe the small immediate goals of

2.

3 .3.
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the implementation plan are practical and achievable.

And, given any increase

in costs to the disposer (as well as reductions in cost to local government
health and emergency response personnel and the public}, regulatory consistency
is needed to achieve these goals.

All too often, industry witnesses before

EPA, OSHA, and other regulatory agencies have pleaded impossibility or
radically higher costs, only to find that the costs are small after their
engineers have applied technical ingenuity and innovation to the problem.
But the workshops in February are designed to continue the dialog already begun
on this issue, and we will not take steps which would only result in more
midnight dumping.
4.

Will it cost money? Of course.

But not much, even under some of

the unusual assumptions made by some people in industry.

And certainly the

costs are minimal as a marginal increase in total disposal costs.

More

importantly, and most appropriate to consider, is that there will be a net
decrease in costs . to society due to decreases in pollution, adverse human
health effects, and raw materials depletion.

Our disposal fees in California

are now only 10-15% of what they are in the rest of the country: California is
in no danger of getting out of line in this respect.
5.

Is industry responsible for technological development? Of course.

We have cheapened the information by collecting it in one place, but each firm
must be responsible for its own practices in order to (1) internalize costs
where they belong--in the product, and (2) achieve industry flexibility to meet
objl!Clives in the most cost-effective manner.
Ac:. Mr. SchnPidPr of Roulic CIH'mic.ll hd'> couuu!mtPd, l.hP OAT RPport •;hould
not be seen as monolithic, but as a living thought.

We hope that companies

like 3M will be able to describe our actions, as they described the Report,
as "extremely thorough" and "pragmatic." We look forward to your active
consideration of the Report and the need for responsible reduction of landfill
waste disposal in California.

Thank you.
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
RALEIGH 27611
JANCS

B . HuNT,

JR

December 28, 1981

G OVERNOR

•

Dear Jerry:
I want to thank you for sending me a copy of a report
entitled "Alternatives to the Land Disposal of Hazardous
Wastes: An Assessment for California" which \'las recently
completed by your Office of Appropriate Technology. You
have qood reason to be proud of this study of your hazardous
waste disposal problem and the search for safe technological
alternatives to land disposal of hazardous material.
At the 1981 session of our General Assembly, I sponsored
legislation for a comprehensive waste management ·program.
It was adopted, .and we are beginning to see the benefits
of treatment and reduction of industrial wastes as alternatives to land disposal.
Again, I want you to know that I
copy of this excellent study.

appreciate your sending a

My warmest personal regards.
ly,

'

The Honorable Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Governor of California
Governor's Office
Sacramento, California 95814
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December 10, 1981

OE'C 1 8 t981
The Honorable Edmond G. Brown, Jr.
Governor of California
Governor's Office
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Jerry
Thank you for sharing the report "Alternatives to
the Land Disposal of Hazardous \-Jastes" prepared by your
office of Appropriate Technology. It has been reviewed
by the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection and
will be a valuable reference for us in developing our
hazarJous waste management program.
Nevada industries do not generate large volwnes of
hazardous waste. However, out-of-state industries and
waste management firms are looking at Nevada and other
western states for landfill sites. I feel the dcvelopmt~ nl' of altcrnrttivcn to landfill is er.sc..'nllal for the
long ·- ter-m pr-otection of the public and environ•ncnt. It
is gratifying to sec California taking a progressive
role in addressing one of the most pressing public
health and environmental problems facing the western
states.
Sincerely,

q$ ..-.
ROBERT LIST
Governor
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December 16, 1981

~Ovt..IIIINOR

The Honorable :Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Govm•not•
State of Cnliforniu
Governor's Office
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Jerry:
Than!<: you for sending mq_a copy of "Alternatives to the Land Disposal
of Hazardous Waste: An Assessment for California."
Our Department of llco.lth and the California Health Services Hazardous
Material::; 1\'lo.nagement Section have worked closely to implement the provisions
of the Ucsource Conservation & Recovery Act. As a result of this coordination,
we arc acutely aware of the hazardous waste disposal problems faced by your
state. We fully agree with the recommendations of the report--particularly the
rccommcndntions nbout recycling, or treating hazurdous wastes, as opposed
to thch· disposal in Class I and Il-l landfills.
I nm confident thnt California will mnke great progress in the management
of hazardous wastes, and will be watching your progress with great interest.
With warm personal regards, I remain,
Yours very truly ,
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The Honorable Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Covcrnur of California
.State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Jerry:
Thank you for sending me a copy of your r~::cent report
dealing with "Alternatives to the Land Disposal of
Hazardous Waste."
"St<ltt~ Hazardous Waste l'tanagemL'nt Plan"
lists landfilling as the lea~t desirable disposal option.
Your report will go a long way toward promoting proper
hazardous waste management by documenting alternatlv~s
to j andfilling.

Hid1igan's draft

Warm personal regards.
Sincerely,

~
Governor

UNITED STATES ENVII?ONMENTJ\L PHOTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C . 20460

December 2 3,

1 ~~ B J.

OFFICE OF
SOLID WA5TE AND EME AGENC 'I nESPONSE

Honorable Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Governor Brown,
I have just finished read.i ng Alternatives to the Land
..
Disnosal
of Hazardous Wastes: An assessement for California a~
well as the implementation programlbasedt~that report, Which
which was sent to me for review, and I want to congratulate
California for once again being in the Corefront and showing the
rest of the country how things should be done. We have known for
a Jecane that hazardous wastes can be managed properly as well as
the consequences of their not being properly managed, yet we have
han to wntch the unfolding of one horror story after another while
"solutions" are sought in every direction but the right one .

__

.rust as the Fenerrtl govc_rnmPnt and the rest of the states
followed California's lead in the use of the hazardous waste
manifest I pray that they will follow your lead in phasing out the
J ctnd cHsposal of untreated toxic wastes so that we can see an end
to all the misery and expense that this foul practice is causing.

h~vc

Very truly yours,
/

Lt/ _;;--~
William Sanjour
Chief, Hazardous Waste Implementation Branch
Office of Solid Waste
cc:

s.

Kent Stoddard
Gary A. Davis

-
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Mr . Edmund G .
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.Jr. ,

3M

(iO\'l'l"llOr

State of California
' :-.; llf f J ce
~~Lc rnmt-'n to, CA ~1581.4
l~O\'t•rnnr

llt ~ ar

Governot· Brown:

Thank you for sending a copy of the report "Alternatives
to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes:An Assessment
for California" to Mr. Lewis Lehr, Chairman of the Board
tlf ~M.
Mr. Lchr passed this report on for review by our
~~nv i ronmt~ ntal engineering stnff.
havl~ reviewed with inturost this report which was
p n•pa r1 ~ d by tho Tox t c WaH to Assessment Group of your
01 fic1? of Apprupriate 'l't!chnology.
Th lH report iR an
l':X t n•rntd y t ho1·nugh documen tnt ion of a 1 tern at I ve technologies

W1•

ltll' mana~Pnll•nl of hn?..arclous wastn and of thf! Hpecific
situation in the Statu o! California.
:1~1 lias lnnv, l.wen nn advocate of applying appropriatn techIIIJ!tll!:ies fur wast.t..• mannp:c•menl n.nd y·ecognized that lnnd
disposal is 11ot app1·opriat.o for nll waste having co t: :;tructed
a rutary kiln jncinerator in 1970 for combu~;tion of waste
tJI'~:\nic ~olvt•nt.s.
Fu!'ther, 3M agrues \vith the conclusion
that sout'l't' l't!duction is lhe most cieHirablc mothod of reducin~ waste quantitieH,
Throu~h the Pollution Prevent.ion
Pays m· :w pl'ogram that was ndoptncl 1n 1975, 3M is committed
to a prot.tt·nm of sourco rncluction through prevcmtion at the
:;ource of J~ c'neration by product rt•for·mu1ation, process
rnodifieat.ion, equipment redesign and wastn rouse.
However,
it must he recognized that, even with source reduction, re"Yl'lt>/t'ettSl' pt· o~t·nmH, nnd tr(~ntm<•nt system:::;, a residue will
stil 1 remain lhnt will have to he landfillnd.
The report is
pl'a~matie in that i t does rccognilw that a need will remain
for land diHJ.>OSal nnd t.hn.t. there ts a time nlement for
d,.,· ,!}opmt•nt of those fact lities.

Tlh.' Offil:1! of Appropriate Technolop:y is to he conunended for
a vt ~ ry Lhorou1~h 1·oview of this extr·~mcly important issue.
'l'llank YlHt for Hharin~ this report with us.

'"

\

. :.

H. H. Susag
ll1r0ctor En\·ironmentn.l
IUISijp

OpPration ~~

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
25

KEARNY STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAI.IFORNIA !).1108

415 421-6561
II'<UIIington

O£~ce

lj!!5 I S"fREt"T, N.W.

NI!W York 0(/ics

January 21, 1982

122 EAST 12ND STR.EE1'

SUITE 600

NEW YORK, N . Y. 10168

WASIIIN!; "fON. II.C . !!OOIIti
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The Honorable Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Governor of the State of California
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Governor Brown:
I am writing you to express my support for the recent
Office of Appropriate Technology (OAT) report, Alternatives
to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes: An Assessment for
California.
Before addressing specifics I would like to
comment on the general approach of this report.
Hazardous
waste dump sites pose a serious threat to human health and
the quality of the environment. Current landfill techniques
do not guarante~ the safe isolation of these toxic substances
from the surrounding environment. r1oreover, future land
disposal methods may not safely contain these wastes.*

Do.~

Granted that adequnteAdisposal methods muy never exist,
it is spurious to attempt solutions that concentrate on
improved performance of land disposal techniques, i.e., the
present federal approach through the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act.
Therefore, I applaud the path taken in the
0/\T report which recommends attacking the hazardous wastes
problem by pursuinq alternatives to land disposal. No purported solution to this issue could seriously consider any
other approach.
In particular, the report is comprehensive, well-organized,
clearly written, and readable. The six categories of wastes
to be barred from land disposal were correctly chosen. These
high priority wastes represent the most deleterious substances
now deposited in dump sites.
The authors conducted a thorough
review of the alternative technologies to land disposal.
In

If

Peter ~·1ontaquc in a rec,~nt study of tlw most advanced disposal
sites-- surpassing RCRA standards-- chemicalsstill escaped into
the qroundwatcr. "Four Secure Landfills in New Jersey - A Study
of tllC' State of the Art in Shullow Durial \vaste Disposal Technology",
Dept. of Chemic.-tl EtvJinecriny, Princeton Universi.ty.

~r:;

... a

1\•"•'.• Kt.'l)dctl l'apcr

2

Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.

January 21, 1982

this case, it was appropriate for OAT to do a careful literature
review of these technologies rather than conduct their O\'in
original research.
With regards to the economic analysis, OAT forthrightly
indicated the substantial increase in costs to industry that
these alternative disposal methods will produce. Nonetheless
these sums represent a minescule portion of industry's total
profits. The time has come to internalize the costs, or
cnviornmental externalities, of hazardous wastes.
Thank you for yourconsideration of this letter.
Sincerely,

(J. ~~l~ 1\t\~
D. Lawrie Matt
Project Scientist

IJ.1:
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MOUNTAIN VIEW (UP()- The
Environmcntnl Protection Agency
has given limitrcl npprovnl to a
chemical procl'ss developed by
Acurex Waste Tt'chnologles thnt
\'irtually destroys toxic PCBs, rompany officials said Monctny.
. ·A WT vice prt'sldcnl and g~·neral
qtanager Don Fra!;er said a newly
developed mobile chemical PCBdestruc-lion prorc•ss hashecn certiC!ed· fo.r commercial use by EPA
Region 8, which inclucles Colorncto,
Wyoming, Ulah, Monlana nnd the
Dakotas.
: . EPA officials said the federal
ngenl:y was "happy to roor1crate In
efforts which will contribute to the
destruction nf PCRs lpolychlorinntcd biphenyls) In a snft• 111111 crrldenl

\

manner," Frac;cr rnld.
Fraser ~aid AWT, a subsidiary of
Ar.urc:.: lorp., cxpl'cts to recel•:c
npprnvnl from all 10 EPA regions
wilhln the next frw weeks.
In n demonstration witnessed by
EPA of£1clnls, Acurcx treated two
batches of PCD-contnmlnnted transformer oil: 200 r,nllons with a PCB
level of HO pnrts per million and 100
gnllons r.onlnmlnntrd at n level or
1,062 pnrts per million.
Analysis shnwr.d lhe !rented oil
contained no detectable traces of
PCBs.
The Acurex prnrcss safely and
r.ffr.ctively destroys PCDs in oil without producing nny hazardous bypr,_
<lurrs an1i without clcstroylng the oil,
Frnser :;nicl.

------r
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EXHIBIT II

•

TESTIMONY OF KENT STODDARD
DIRECTORJ TOXIC WASTE ASSESSMENT GROUP
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

PRESENTED To THE
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE FOR CONSUMER PROTECTION
AND TOXIC MATERIALS
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 2J 1982

STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTOJ CALIFORNIA

MADAM CHAIR~ MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE~ MY NAME IS
KENT STODDARD. I DIRECT THE TOXIC WASTE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
FOR THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY. I
WILL BE DESCRIBING THE MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE REPORT YOU HAVE
BEFORE YOU TITLED ALTERNATIVES TO THE LAND DISPOSAL OF
HAZARDOUS WASTES: AN ASSESSMENT FOR CALIFORNIA AND THE
GOVERNOR'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM WHICH RESULTED FROM MANY
OF THE RECOMMENDATI6NS CONTAINED IN OUR REPORT.
BEFORE LAUNCHING INTO A DESCRIPTION OF OUR REPORT AND
THE NEW STATE PROGRAM1 I WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE A BRIEF
PERSPECTIVE ON THIS COUNTRY'S EXPERIENCE WITH SO CALLED
"SECURE CHEMICAL LANDFILLS." I BELIEVE THIS INFORMATION
PROVIDES AN IMPORTANT BACKDROP FOR A SERIOUS DISCUSSION OF
OUR STUDY AND THE NEW STATE PROGRAM.
SINCE DISCOVERIES AT LOVE CANAL IN 1978~ THERE HAS BEEN
A STEADILY GROWING BODY OF EVIDENCE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
THAT LAND DISPOSAL IS INADEQUATE FOR THE SAFE~ LONG-TERM
CONTAINMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTES. lAST YEAR THE U.S. EPA
SUMMARIZED THE CONSENSUS OF OPINION IN THE SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITY ON LANDFILLS. IN THE FEBRUARY 5 FEDERAL REGISTER
EPA STATED:
"AT THE PRESENT TIME~ IT IS NOT TECHNOLOGICALLY
AND INSTITUTIONALLY POSSIBLE TO CONTAIN WASTES
AND CONSTITUENTS FOREVER OR FOR THE LONG TIME
PERIODS THAT MAY BE NECESSARY TO ALLOW ADEQUATE
DEGRADATION TO BE ACHIEVED. CONSEQUENTLY~ THE
REGULATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE LAND DISPOSAL
MUST PROCEED FROM THE ASSUMPTION THAT MIGRATION
OF HAZARDOUS WASTES AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS
AND BY-PRODUCTS FROM A LAND DISPOSAL FACILITY
WILL INEVITABLY OCCUR." (FEDERAL REGISTER1
VOL. 46 #24~ FEB. 5~ 1981)

THIS POSITION HAS ALSO BEEN EXPRESSED BY SUCH DIVERSE
GROUPS AS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK AND THE STATE OF ILLINOIS~ THE KANSAS ENGINEERING
SOCIETY~ THE PRINCETON UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING~ AND THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF
SOIL SCIENCES,
I

A RECENT STUDY DONE AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY HAS
SHOWN THAT FOUR NEW LANDFILLS IN NEW JERSEY
THAT EXCEEDED FEDERAL DESIGN STANDARDS ARE LEAKING
ORGANIC WASTES AFTER ONLY ONE-TWO YEARS OF
OPERATION.

I

RESEARCH DONE AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY HAS SHOWN
THAT CERTAIN ORGANIC COMPOUNDS LEAK THROUGH
CLAY LINERS 1000 TIMES FASTER THAN DESIGNERS
ANTICIPATED BASED ON PREVIOUS TESTS WiTH WATER,

I

THE 1400~MEMBER KANSAS PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
SOCIETY HAS OFFICIALLY TAKEN THE POSITION THAT
ALL LAND DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES SHOULD BE
PROHIBITED,

I

SEVERAL

STATES~

INCLUDING

ILLINOIS~ ARKANSAS~

MASSACHUSETTS~ MISSOURI~

AND KENTUCKY HAVE
ENACTED LEGISLATION WHICH WOULD PROHIBIT LAND
DISPOSAL AND REQUIRING THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES.
THE LONG-TERM SECURITY OF A HAZARDOU~ - WASTE LANDFILL IS
DEPENDENT UPON MANY FACTORS, EVERY LANDFILL WILL NOT BECOME
A LOVE CANAL OR STRINGFELLOW QuARRY.
HOWEVER~ CONFRONTED WITH THE HUGE BODY OF EVIDENCE ON
THE FAILURE OF LAND DISPOSAL SITES~ 1 DON'T BELIEVE THERE
ARE MORE THAN A HANDFUL OF SCIENTISTS~ IF ANY~ WHO WOULD
ATTEMPT TO ARGUE THAT LAND DISPOSAL IS ANYTHING OTHER THAN
THE LAST RESORT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF HIGH~Y TOXIC AND PERSISTENT WASTES.

24'7

WASTE CHARACTERIZATION
WE HAVE KNOWN FOR SEVERAL YEARS THAT CALIFORNIA WAS ONE OF
THE NATION'S LARGEST GENERATORS OF HAZARDOUS WASTES, EACH YEAR
MILLIONS OF TONS OF HAZARDOUS WASTES ARE GENERATED BY CHEMICAL
COMPANIES~ REFINERIES~ ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS~ UTILITIES AND
SCORES OF OTHER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. YET WHEN WE BEGAN OUR
STUDY ABOUT 1~ YEARS AGO WE FOUND THAT OUR REGULATORY AGENCIES
KNEW VERY LITTLE ABOUT THE TYPE AND VOLUME OF WASTES PRODUCED
AND DISPOSED OF WITHIN THE STATE, As A RESULT~ THE FIRST FEW
MONTHS OF OUR STUDY WERE DIRECTED TOWARD DETERMINING THE TYPE OF
BASELINE INFORMATION ON CALIFORNIA'S WASTE STREAMS THAT WOULD BE
NECESSARY TO PREPARE ANY ASSESSMENT OF THE ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL
FEASIBILITY OF USING ADVANCED WASTE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES.
WE WERE EXTREMELY FORTUNATE TO BE ABLE TO SECURE THE SERVICES
OF PROFESSOR DAVE OLLIS AND THE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF
UC DAVIS IN DETERMINING THE TYPE OF INFORMATION THAT COULD BE
EXTRACTED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES MANIFEST FORMS AND
IN PREPARING CALIFORNIA'S FIRST DETAILED WASTE CHARACTERIZATION.
PROFESSOR OLLIS HAD PREVIOUSLY DIRECTED A MAJOR HAZARDOUS WASTE
STUDY AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY BEFORE ACCEPTING A POSITION AT UC
DAVIS.
THE WASTE CHARACTERIZATION PREPARED BY UCD PROVIDES A
DETAILED AND COMPLETE PICTURE OF HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION AND
OFF-SITE DISPOSAL PATTERNS, THE UCD TEAM DEVELOPED A VERY .
DETAILED WASTE CATEGORIZATION SCHEME WHICH INCLUDED 94 DISTINCT
CATEGORIES OF WASTE~ AND THEY EXAMINED A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF
MANIFESTS WH'ICH HAD BEEN SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
SERVICES. THE SAMPLE SELECTED BY UCD INCLUDED OVER 12~000 INDIVIDUAL
MANIFEST DOCUMENTS COVERING TWO MONTHS -- SEPTEMBER 1979
AND MAY 1980,
UCD PRINTED A FINAL REPORT IN OCTOBER TITLED~ "HAZARDOUS WAST~
GENERATION AND OFF-SITE DISPOSAL PATTERNS IN CALIFORNIA". HOWEVER~
THE MAJOR OUTPUT OF THEIR STUDY WAS A COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM
ON HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL. THIS SYSTEM~ WHICH WAS AVAILABLE TO US
IN MAY 1981 IDENTIFIED:
I

THE VOLUME AND TYPE OF WASTES PRODUCED AND DISPOSED
OF IN CALIFORNIA LANDFILLS

I

THE TYPES OF 1NDUSTRIES WHICH GENERATE AND DISPOSE
OF HAZARDOUS WASTES, AND

I

WHERE HAZARDOUS WASTES ARE GENERATED AND DISPOSED

THE UCD COMPUTER RUNS MADE IT POSSIBLE TO UNDERTAKE A
SERIOUS EXAMINATION OF BOTH THE TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF USING ADVANCED WASTE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR ALL
OF THE 94 WASTE CATEGORIES IDENTIFIED BY UCD.
THE MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE UCD STUDY ARE OUTLINED IN
ATTACHMENT A. YOU CAN SEE THAT ALMOST ~ OF ALL THE WASTES
DISPOSED OF IN CLASS I AND CLASS Il-l LANDFILLS ARE ACIDS,
BASES AND SLUDGES WHICH ARE CONTAMINATED WITH INORGANIC
MATERIALS. WE'RE TALKING PRINCIPALLY ABOUT METAL CONTAMINANTS.
THESE ARE NOT DIFFICULT WASTE STREAMS TO TREAT. THE UCD
STUDY ALSO FOUND THAT 37 COMPANIES GENERATE ABOUT 60% OF ALL
THE WASTE'S. WHICH ARE DISPOSED OF IN CLASS I AND CLASS 11-1
LANDFILLS.
A SUMMARY OF ALL THE WASTE QUANTITIES DISPOSED OF IN
OFF-SITE LANDFILLS ACCORDING TO THE UCD WASTE CATEGORIES IS
ALSO INCLUDED IN ATTACHMENT A.
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE SHOULD UNDERSTAND THAT THERE
ARE CERTAIN INHERENT WEAKNESSES IN ANY WASTE CHARACTERIZATION
STUDY WHICH IS BASED ON 12J000 INPUT DOCUMENTS PREPARED BY
HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT COMPANIES. YET ALL OF OUR DISCUSSIONS
WITH SEVERAL OPERATORS OF WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES INDICATES
THE UCD STUDY DOES PROVIDE AN ACCURATE PICTURE OF WASTE
GENERATION AND DISPOSAL PATTERNS, IT IS ALSO THE MOST DETAILED
STUDY PREPARED BY ANY STATE IN THE COUNTRY,

HI GH-PRICRIJ'( WA)J'E$
ONE OF THE MAJOR MISUNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT OUR REPORT AND THE
STATE'S PROGRAM IS THAT WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO ELIMINATE ALL LAND
DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES.
PROHIBITIONS ON LAND DISPOSAL.

WE HAVE NEVER EVEN CONSIDERED BROAD
IN FACT1 WE BELIEVE THAT LAND DISPOSAL

IS AN ACCEPTABLE METHOD OF HANDLING MANY OF THE WASTES NOW GENERATED
IN CALIFORNIA.
WE FOUND AT THE OUTSET OF OUR STUDY THAT THE MOST CRITICAL
CONCEPT IN ADDRESSING CALIFORNIA'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROBLEM WAS
UNDERSTANDING THE ENORMOUS DIVERSITY OF OUR WASTE STREAMS.
ORNIA STATUTES DEFINE HAZARDOUS WASTES VERY BROADLY.
• ••• ANY WASTE WHICH IS TOXIC1 CORROSIVE1

CALIF-

THEY ARE:

FLAMMABLE~

A STRONG SENSITIZER OR WHICH GENERATES PRESSURE fF
SUCH A WASTE MAY CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL INJURY1 SERIOUS
ILLNESS OR HARM TO HUMAN1 DOMESTIC

LIVESTOCK~

OR

WILDLIFE."
MOST OF THE WASTES GENERATED IN CALIFORNIA DO NOT REPRESENT SERIOUS
LONG-TERM RISKS TO HUMAN HEALTH OR ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES.
THESE

WASTES~

FOR

LAND DISPOSAL W-ILL CONTINUE TO BE A VIABLE OPTION.

HOWEVER1 SOME OF THE HAZARDOUS WASTES PRODUCED IN CALIFORNIA ARE
HIGHLY TOXIC AND ARE TOTALLY INAPPROPRIATE FOR LAND DISPOSAL.
THE PRINCIPAL FOCUS OF OUR REPORT IS ON WHAT WE CALL "HIGHPRIORITY WASTES"-- THOSE WASTES WHICH REPRESENT THE GREATEST RISK
TO SOCIETY WHEN DISPOSED OF IN A LANDFILL ENVIRONMENT.

THE CRITERIA

FOR IDENTIFYING THESE HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES WAS DEVELOPED IN CONSULTATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES AND MEMBERS OF OUR
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

THE CRITERIA INCLUDED:
TOXICITY
-- PERSISTENCE
-- BIOACCUMULATION
__________--_ _M_9BILITY IN THE

ENVI...:.:R-=-ON:...:.!M...!.:E::..:..:N~T

~~0

_ _ _ __

EACH OF THESE CRITERIA IS BRIEFLY DESCRIBED IN ATTACHMENT B.
WHEN WE APPLIED THESE CRITERIA TO CALIFORNIA'S WASTE STREAM
WE WERE ABLE TO IDENTIFY SIX MAJOR GENERIC CATEGORIES OF HIGHPRIORITY WASTES:
PESTICIDES

TOXIC METALS

PCBS

HALOGENATED ORGANICS

CYANIDES

NON-HALOGENATED VOLATILE ORGANICS

MOST OF THESE WASTE.S ARE GENERATED BY THE CHEMICAL AND PETROLEUM
I

INDUSTRIES AND YOU CAN SEE FROM OUR CHART THE KINDS OF PRODUCTS
WHICH GENERATE THESE HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES.

PRIMARILY:

PLASTICS

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

PAINTS

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

METALS
CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY NOW DISPOSES OF APPROXIMATELY
~

MILLION TONS OF THESE HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES IN OFF-SITE

LANDFILLS,

ALTHOUGH THESE WASTES REPRESENT ABOUT 40% OF

THE TOTAL VOLUME OF WASTES CURRENTLY BEING DISPOSED OF IN
CLASS I AND CLASS Il-l

LANDFILLS~

RECENT INFORMATION FROM

UC DAVIS INDICATES THAT A VERY SMALL PERCENTAGE OF HIGH-PRIORITY
WASTES ARE CURRENTLY DISPOSED OF IN ON-SITE LANDFILLS.

THIS IS

VERY ENCOURAGING INFORMATION AND WE WILL DISCUSS THIS LATER IN
OUR PRESENTATION,
OUR REPORT DESCRIBES IN SOME DETAIL THE HUMAN HEALTH HAZARDS
THAT RESULT FROM EXPOSURE TO EACH OF THE HIGH-PRIORITY WASTE
STREAMS.
ATTACH~1ENT

A SUMMARY OF THE HEALTH HAZARDS HAS BEEN PROVIDED IN
C.

You CAN SEE THAT MOST OF THESE

~~ASTE

MATERIALS

ARE CAPABLE OF CAUSING DEATH AND MOST ARE ALSO CARCINOGENIC IN
LABORATORY ANIMALS.

THE HEALTH HAZARDS OF SOME OF THE TOXIC

METALS~

'~HI CH ARE CONSTITUENTS OF THE LARGEST HIGH-PRIOR ITY WASTE STREAM~ ·2-S/

INCLUDES DEATH BY INGESTION OR

INHALATION~

AND KIDNEY DAMAGE1 NERVE DAMAGE1 MENTAL
IN

INFANTS~

BONE

DISEASE~

AND CANCER,

ANEMIA~

EMPHYSEMA~

RETARDATION~

LIVER

CEREBRAL PALSY

CLEARLY THESE ARE WASTES

WHICH DESERVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND ARE OUR HIGHEST PRIORITY
FOR PROPER MANAGEMENT •.
I WANT TO POINT OUT THAT THERE WAS NOT A SINGLE MEMBER OF

OUR ADVISORY COMMITTEE WHO DISAGREED WITH OUR CONCLUSION THAT
SOME WASTES SHOULD NOT BE DISPOSED OF IN

LANDFILLS~

AND THERE

WAS ONLY ONE MEMBER WHO . DISAGREED WITH THE CRITERIA WE USED TO
SELECT CALIFORNIA'S HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES.

.) _,(- ")

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES HAVE NOT BEEN USED
0

EXTENSIVELY IN CALIFORNIA.

As A RESULT THESE TECHNOLOGIES ARE

OFTEN PERCEIVED TO BE EXOTIC1 LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS FOR THE SAFE
MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTES1 SOLUTIONS WHICH HAVE LITTLE DIRECT
APPLICATION TO CALIFORNIA'S IMMEDIATE WASTE PRCBLEMS.
THIS PERCEPTION IS SIMPLY NOT TRUE.

ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGE-

MENT TECHNOLOGIES REPRESENT THE SAFEST1 AND THE MOST EXPEDIENT
METHOD OF DEALING WITH A WASTE PROBLEM IN CALIFORNIA THAT IS REACHING
CRISIS PROPORTIONS,

ALTERNATiVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES 1 .WHICH
ARE MORE ACCEPTABLE TO LOCAL OFFICIALS AND CITIZENS~ WILL BE SITED 1
PERMITTED AND OPERATIONAL LONG BEFORE ANY SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS IS
MADE IN SITING A NEW CLASS I .LANDFILL.
TECHNOLOGIES FOR

RECYCLING~

TREATING1 OR DESTROYING TOXIC

AND PERSISTENT WASTES ARE BEING USED EXTENSIVELY TODAY IN
DENMARKI FRANCEI WEST GERMANYI THE
HERE IN THE UNITED STATES,

NETHERLANDS~

JAPANI AND EVEN

DR. STEPHENS AND DR. STORM FROM THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES WILL BE TESTIFYING LATER THIS
AFTERNOON ON EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES WHICH ARE
CURRENTLY IN USE IN CALIFORNIA.
SOME OF THE MOST COMMON TECHNOLOGIES WHICH ARE USED THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT ARE LISTED IN ATTACHMENT D.
A MAJOR PORTION OF CALIFORNIA's . HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES CAN BE HANDLED

WITH STRAIGHTFORWARD PHYSICAL TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS DISTILLATIO
AND CARBON ADSORPTION.

A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF OUR WASTES ARE

ALSO AMENABLE TO WELL-KNOWN CHEMICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES INCLUDING
NEUTRALIZATIONJ PRECIPITATIONJ AND CHEMICAL OXIDATION,

ONLY A

SMALL PERCENTAGE OF HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES WILL REQUIRE HIGH-TEMPERATURE
INCINERATION,

.:LS'3

THERE ARE NO GAPS IN OUR EXISTING TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE THAT
PREVENTS THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES.
FACT~

IN

THERE ARE SEVERAL COMPANIES WHICH ARE CURRENTLY DESIGNING

TREATMENT FACILITIES WHICH WILL SAFELY HANDLE MANY OF CALIFORNIA'S
HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES AS WELL AS A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF OTHER
TREATAB~E

HAZARDOUS WASTE STREAMS.

LATER TODAY YOU WILL HEAR ABOUT THE PLANS OF THE

BKK

CORPORATION TO CONSTRUCT A TREATMENT FACILITY CAPABLE OF TREATING

65-80% OF ALL THE HAZARDOUS WASTES WHICH ARE NOW DEPOSITED IN
THEIR WEST COVINA LANDFILL.
EXOTIC

TECHNOLOGIES~

BKK

IS NOT PLANNING TO USE ANY

AND THEY PLAN TO COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION BY

THE MIDDLE OF NEXT YEAR,

THERE ARE MANY OTHER WASTE MANAGEMENT

COMPANIES WHO ARE ALSO COMMITTED TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF
TREATMENT~

AND INCINERATION FACILITIES IN CALIFORNIA.

RECYCLING~

COST OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
IT IS SOMEWHAT IRONIC THAT THE REASON CALIFORNIA WAS ABLE TO
LEAD THE NATION IN DEVELOPING THE FIRST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE
HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAMS IN THE

1970's~

IS NOW ONE OF THE MAJOR

OBSTACLES TO OUR USING ADVANCED WASTE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES,
CALIFORNIA HAS HAD A CHEAP~ ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF LAND DISPOSAL
CAPACITY,
I

EVEN TODAY WE HAVE 7 CLASS I LANDFILLS AND AT LEAST

17 CLASS 11-1 LANDFILLS WHICH CURRENTLY ACCEPT HAZARDOUS WASTES.
WE ARE ONE OF THE FEW STATES IN WHICH LANDFILL CAPACITY EXCEEDS
DEMAND~

AND THE AVERAGE COST OF LAND DISPOSAL IS CHEAPER HERE THAN

ANYWHERE ELSE IN THE COUNTRY,
OUR HISTORIC DEPENDENCE ON CHEAP LANDFILLS HAS MADE IT
VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ADVANCED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES TO COMPETE
WITH $30-40-A-TON LANDFILLS,

IT HAS ALSO GIVEN OUR MAJOR WASTE

PRODUCING INDUSTRIES AND OUR REGULATORS A DISTORTED PICTURE OF
THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF USING

RECYCLING~

TREATMENT AND DESTRUCTION

TECHNOLOGIES,
LANDFILLS WILL PROBABLY ALWAYS BE CHEAPER IN THE SHORT-RUN
THAN TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES.

BUT FOR HIGHLY TOXIC AND PERSISTENT

WASTES LAND DISPOSAL WILL ALWAYS BE A FALSE ECONOMY.
IN OUR REPORT WE ESTIMATED THAT THE ADDITIONAL COST OF TREATING
ALL HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES WHICH ARE NOW DISPOSED OF IN OFF-SITE
LANDFILLS WOULD BE APPROXIMATELY $20-30 MILLION PER YEAR.

NOW THAT

WE HAVE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ON-SITE DISPOSAL WE ESTIMATE THE
TOTAL MAXIMUM COST OF TREATING HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES WHICH ARE
NOW DISPOSED OF IN BOTH ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE LANDFILLS WILL BE

$30-45 MILLION PER YEAR.

WE BELIEVE THAT OUR COST ESTIMATES

ARE HIGH AND DURING THE LAST FEW DAYS WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY
SCA

SERVICES~ INc.~

COMPANIES~

ONE OF THE NAT.ION'S LARGEST WASTE TREATMENT

THAT THEY BELIEVE CALIFORNIA'S HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES CAN

BE TREATED FOR SUBSTANTIALLY LESS THAN OUR CURRENT ESTIMATE.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT THE ADDITIONAL COST TO INDUSTRY
OF USING ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES WILL BE REDUCED
AS THE COST OF LAND DISPOSAL INCREASES.

INCREASED COSTS WILL ALSO

BE OFF-SET BY AVOIDED CLEANUP AND LIABILITY COSTS.
WE EXPECT THESE ADDITIONAL COSTS WILL BE PASSED ON TO CONSUMERS
IN THE FORM OF SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICES FOR PETROLEUM
CIDES~ PLASTics~

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

HOWEVER~

PRODUCTS~

PESTI-

THIS ADDITIONAL

COST OF. UP TO $30-45 MILLION IS AN EXTREMELY SMALL INCREMENTAL COST
TO COMPANIES WHICH HAVE GROSS ANNUAL SALES TOTALLING MORE THAN

$30 BILLION,
UNDER THE WORST CASE SCENARIO WE ESTIMATE THAT THE TOTAL
INFLATIONARY IMPACT THAT WOULD RESULT FROM THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES WOULD BE ABOUT 1/10 OF ONE PERCENT.

CONCLUSIONS
THE CONCLUSIONS OF OUR STUDY ARE SUMMARIZED IN ATTACHMENT

E.

WE BELIEVE THESE CONCLUSIONS WARRANT A MAJOR REDIRECTION OF
THE STATE'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM,

WE CANNOT IGNORE THAT:

1. THERE ARE MANY SERIOUS AND UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS ABOUT
WHETHER LAND DISPOSAL SYSTEMS CAN BE MADE TO OPERATE
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME •

.

2. TECHNOLOGIES EXIST FOR THE SAFE MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS
WASTES.

3.

IT IS TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE TO

RECYCLE~ · TREAT~

OR

DESTROY APPROXIMATELY 75% OF ALL THE HAZARDOUS WASTES
WHICH ARE NOW DISPOSED OF IN CLASS I AND CLASS 11-1
LANDFILLS,

4. THE ADDITIONAL COST RESULTING FROM THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES WILL HAVE A MINIMAL EFFECT ON CALIFORNIA
INDUSTRIES.

5.

THE ADDITIONAL COST OF TREATING AND DESTROYING "HIGH-PRIORITY
WASTES IS JUSTIFIED GIVEN THE POTENTIAL RISKS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE LAND DISPOSAL OF THESE HIGHLY TOXIC AND PERSISTENT
SUBSTANCES.

6.

MOST OF THE ALTERNATIVE WASTE TREATMENT CAPACITY NEEDED
IN CALIFORNIA CAN BE DEVELOPED IN THE TIME IT WOULD TAKE
TO BUILD NEW LANDFILLS,

7,

THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO

RECYCLE~ TREAT~

AND DESTROY CALIFORNIA'S HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES WILL MINIMIZE
THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL LAND DISPOSAL CAPACITY,

-

GOVERNOR'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM
0

OUR EFFORTS DURING THE PAST

1~

YEARS AND OUR REPORT ON

AlTERNATIVES TO THE LAND DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES;

AN

ASSESSMENT FOR CALIFORNIA1 REPRESENT MORE THAN JUST A FIRST
STEP TOWARD REDUCING CALIFORNIA'S DEPENDENCE ON LAND DISPOSAL
FOR HIGHLY TOXIC AND PERSISTENT WASTES.

WE HAVE ATTEMPTED TO

SET FORTH A SERIES OF RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH FORM THE BASIS FOR
--A COMPREHENSIVE AND REASONED STRATEGY TO ALTER THE DIRECTION OF

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA'S HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

IT

IS A STRATEGY THAT WAS ENDORSED BY THE GOVERNOR ON OCTOBER 13,
1981
~ASTE

WHEN HE SIGNED AN EXECUTIVE ORDER ESTABLISHING A HAZARDOUS
MANAGEMENT POLICY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA .

THIS POLICY

IS TO REDUCE OUR DEPENDENCE ON CHEMICAL LANDFILLS FOR THE DISPOSAL
OF UNTREATED TOXIC WASTES AND TO ENCOURAGE THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW
ADVANCED WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES FOR THE RECYCLING1 TREATMENT1
AND PERMANENT DESTRUCTION OF THESE MATERIALS.
THE GOVERNOR'S EXECUTIVE ORDER ALSO DIRECTED THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH SERVICES

1.

to:

EXERCISE ITS EXISTING REGULATORY AUTHORITY TO
PROHIBIT THE LAND DISPOSAL OF HIGHLY TOXIC WASTES;

2.

IMPOSE HIGHER FEES ON THE LAND DISPOSAL OF HIGH-PRIORITYJ
EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS WASTES;

3.

INCREASE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT INSPECTIONS AT
ALL HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL SITES;

4.

ENCOURAGE THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW ADVANCED WASTE
TREATMENT FACILITIES; AND TO

5.

ACTIVELY INVOLVE CITIZENS IN THE STATE'S HAZARDOUS
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

THE GOVERNOR'S EXECUTIVE ORDER WAS ACCOMPANIED BY A DOCUMENT
TITLED MANAGI NG WASTES FOR A NON-TOXI C

TO MORROW ~

WHICH DESCRIBED

HOW THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES WOULD PROCEED IN IMPLEMENTING
THE STATE'S NEW HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICY.
I WOULD LIKE TO- VERY BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE STATUS OF EIGHT
OF THE MAJOR COMPONENTS WHICH WERE SET FORTH IN THE GOVERNOR'S
IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE.

THESE MAJOR COMPONENTS ARE LISTED ON

THE CHART:

1.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR NEW INVESTMENTS IN ALTERNATIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES (SB 810)

2.

STREAMLINING THE STATE PERMIT PROCESS TO ACCELERATE
THE CONSTRUCTION OF ADVANCED WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

3. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SITING STUDY -- A PILOT PROJECT
INTENDED TO SPEED UP THE SITING OF NEW TREATMENT
FACILITIES IN THE SOUTHERN HALF OF THE STATE

4,

HIGHER DISPOSAL FEES TO DISCOURAGE LAND DISPOSAL. OF
HIGHLY TOXIC WASTES

5.

CEMENT I<ILN TASK FORCE WHICH IS COORDINATING THE STATE
REVIEW OF AN APPLICATION FROM A CALIFORNIA CEMENT
MANUFACTURER TO BURN INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS

6.

CALIFORNIA WASTE EXCHANGE) THE STATE'S RECYCLING PROGRAM

7,

RESEARCH ON EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

--- ---- --- - _8

I

PHASE-OU..L _OF HIGH-PRIOR IT'(___ 'r'IASTES_ ·---

SB 810

An important element of the land disposal ban program is

Se~ate

Bill

810 authored by Senator Garamendi and co-authored by Assemblyman Chacon and
Assemblywoman Ryan. This committee heard SB 810 late last session and passed
it out 8-0. SB 810 provides financial incentives that will
aid waste generators and waste handlers, in financing a transition to the use
of reduction, recycling, treatment, and destruction technologies.

Financial

incentives include: low-interest loans, tax-exempt bonds, rapid amortization,
and demonstration grants. These financial incentives are an essential ingredient in helping industries make investments in new treatment technologies.
The bill also requires industry to begin developing hazardous waste
management programs in order to encourage the type of long-term corporate
decision-making that is necessary if hazardous waste problems are to be
reduced in the future.

Many of the materials we now dump in the ground

could become valuable fuels or important resources for other industries if we
began looking seriously for opportunities to use these resources more wisely.
SB 810 is currently awaiting a floor vote in the Assembly.

It would

be law today except for last minute industry opposition to provisions that
large generators must plan for waste reduction, recycling, treatment and
destruction.

PERMIT STREAMLINING
WE UNDERSTAND THAT FACILITY PERMITTING IS A MAJOR CONCERN
OF INDUSTRY, AND IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE GREATEST OBSTACLE TO CONSTRUCTING NEW WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES.

WE AGREE THAT IMPROVE-

MENTS IN THE STATE PERMIT PROCESS ARE NEEDED, AND WE HAVE ALREADY
INITIATED SEVERAL STEPS TO STREAMLINE THE PROCESS FOR NEW ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES.

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE SHOULD

UNDERSTAND, HOWEVER, THAT MAN Y OF THE COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE PERMIT
PROCESS ARE BASED ON DELAYs· THAT HAVE BEEN ENCOUNTERED IN TRYING TO
PERMIT NEW LANDFILLS.

MANY OF THESE PROBLEMS MAY BE AVOIDED IN

PERMITTING WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES WHICH ARE MORE ACCEPTABLE TO
CITIZENS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS.
DURING THE LAST SEVERAL MONTHS WE HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH
REGIONAL AND STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES TO REDUCE THE TIME FRAME
REQUIRED FOR THE PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS AND THE
APPROVAL OF PERMITS TO ONE YEAR OR LESS. , THE ESSENCE OF THIS
~ ;.' <!..,e \f' ~i'

APPROACH IS IMPROVED COORDINATION AND
EXISTING STATUTES OR REGULATIONS.
'('

'~

EXPEDIENCY~

NOT CHANGES IN

THE KEY FEATURES OF OUR STREAM-

LINING EFFORTS ARE SUMMARIZED IN ATTACHMENT F.
THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
OF THE STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL
DIRECTOR OF THE AIR RESOURCES BOARD.

WE HAVE MET .WITH

SERVICES~

BOARD~

THE CHAIRWOMAN

AND THE EXECUTIVE

ALL THREE AGENCIES HAVE

AGREED TO MAKE THE REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

A TOP PRIORITY.

THEY HAVE ALSO AGREED TO THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS

OF A STREAMLINED PERMIT PROCESS:
fiRST1 ALL STATE AGENCIES WILL PARTICIPATE IN PRE-APPLICATION
MEETINGS CONVENED BY THE OFFICE OF PERMIT ASSISTANCE.

0

THESE MEETINGS WILL ENSURE THAT MANY PROBLEMS ARE RESOLVED BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE PERMITTING AGENCIES
BEFORE THE FINAL PERMIT APPLICATION IS SUBMITTED.

PRE-

APPLICATION MEETINGS WILL PROVIDE THE PROJECT PROPONENT
WITH INFORMATION ON WHICH AGENCIES MUST ISSUE PERMITS1
SPECIFIC PERMIT

REQUIREMENTS~

AND THE TI ME

RE~UIRED

FOR REVIEW.
A VERY SUCCESSFUL PRE-APPLICATION MEETING WAS HELD
LAST WEEK TO DISCUSS THE BKK TREATMENT FACILITY PROPOSED FOR
WILMINGTON.

YOU WILL NOTICE FROM THE LIST OF ATTENDEES

IN ATTACHMENT G THAT EVERY AGENCY WITH ANY JURISDICTION
OVER THIS PROJECT ATTENDED THE PRE-APPLICATION MEETING.
SECOND1 AN INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO
ACCELERATE THE RESOLUTION OF PERMIT ISSUES WHICH
MAY INVOLVE THE JURISDICTION OF MORE THAN ONE AGENCY,
(THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE FOR THE CEMENT KILN
APPLICATION)
THIRD~

A SINGLE PERSON HAS BEEN DESIGNATED BY THE

ARB~

WATER

BOARD AND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES TO TRACK
AND ACCELERATE EACH AGENCY'S REVIEW OF PERMIT APPLICATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES .

FOURTH~

STATE AGENCIES WILL BEGIN THEIR REVIEW OF PERMIT
APPLICATIONS AS SOON AS THE APPLICATION IS SUBMITTED RATHER THAN

WAITIN~

FOR THE COMPLETION

. OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT.

STATE AGENCIES

WILL ALSO HELP THE LEAD AGENCY DETERMINE THE SCOPE
OF THE EIR AND WILL REVIEW

PR~LIMINARY

DRAFTS TO

AVOID DELAYS AT A LATER DATE.
WE HAVE ALSO HELD SEVERAL

M~ETINGS

WITH REGIONAL WATER

QUALITY CONTROL BOARDS AND A-IR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICTS.

ALL

HAVE EXPRESSED THEIR WILLINGNESS TO COOPERATE WITH THE STATE IN
PROCESSING PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
WITH THESE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PERMIT PROCESS WE ARE CONFIDENT
THAT APPLICATIONS CAN BE PROCESSED WITHIN A 1-VEAR

PERIOD~

WHICH

INCLUDES THE PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SITING STUDY
THE DEVELOPMENT o·F NEW FACILITIES TO REDUCE, RECYCLE, TREAT
AND DESTROY HAZARDOUS WASTES IS CRUCIAL TO THE STATE'S IMPLEMENTATION
EFFORT.
0

THE NEED FOR THESE NEW FACILITIES IS MOST URGENT IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, WHERE WE HAVE RECENTLY SEEN THE CLOSURE OF

3 DISPOSAL SITES, AND WHERE ONE LANDFILL IS LEFT TO SERVE THE
LARGEST WASTE-GENERATING REGION IN THE STATE,
THE STATE HAS RESPONDED TO THIS NEED BY EXPANDING THE SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA SITING PROJECT, A JOI NT STATE, REGIONAL AND LOCAL EFFORT
WHICH HAD PREVIOUSLY FOCUSED PRIMARILY ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA
FOR NEW LANDFILL SITES,

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES PROVIDED

ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR THIS PROJECT IN ORDER TO DIRECT GREATER
RESOURCES TO THE SITING AND LOCAL PERMITTING OF WASTE TREATMENT
FACILITIES.

THE IMMEDIATE GOAL OF THIS EXPANDED STUDY IS TO

DEVELOP THE INFORMATION THAT LOCAL PERMITTING AGENCIES NEED TO
OBJECTIVELY EVALUATE PROJECT PROPOSALS, AND TO PROVIDE BETTER
GUIDANCE TO THE WASTE PROCESSING INDUSTRY. IN SELECTING SITES
FOI NEW FACILITIES.
BY JUNE OF THIS YEAR, THE EXPANDED

PRO~ECT

WILL PRODUCE:

e

A STATEMENT OF REGIONAL GOALS AND POLICIES FOR MANAGING
HAZARDOUS WASTES AND SITING NEW FACILITIES;

e

A DETERMINATION OF THE TYPES AND NUMBERS OF NEW TREATMENT FACILITIES NEEDED IN THE SEVEN-COUNTY SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA REGION;

•

GENERAL SITING CRITERIA FOR TREATMENT AND RECYCLING
FACILITIES AND TRANSFER STATIONS, AND

I

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS THAT STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES CAN
TAKE TO ACCELERATE SITING AND PERMITTING OF ALTERNATIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES.

THE PRODUCTS OF THIS STUDY ARE INTENDED TO BE INCORPORATED
INTO THE GENERAL PLANS OF
WASTE MANAGEMENT

CITIES~

AND IN EACH COUNTY'S SOLID

~LAN.

OUR WORK WITH THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SITING PROJECT HAS
DOCUMENTED A LONGER-TERM PROBLEM WHICH I BELIEVE HAS ALREADY
BEEN RECOGNIZED BY THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE.

HAZARDOUS WASTE

MANAGEMENT IS ONE OF THE MOST NEGLECTED OF ALL LOCAL PLANNING
ISSUES.

I BELIEVE THE STATE HAS FAILED TO PROVIDE THE TECHNICAl

AND FINANCIAl RESOURCES NECESSARY TO SUPPORT EFFECTIVE LOCAL PROGRAMS
TO MANAGE HAZARDOUS WASTES.
IF LOCAL AGENCIES ARE TO PLAY A STRONGER ROLE IN MANAGING
THEIR HAZARDOUS WASTE PROBLEMS1 WE MUST PROVIDE BETTER
QUALITY INFORMATION FROM OUR DATA BASES IN

SACRAMENTO~

DIRECTION~

AND MONEY

TO SUPPORT LOCAL PROGRAMS,
WE WOULD APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH THIS COMMITTEE
IN DETERMINING HOW WE CAN MOST EFFECTIVELY ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
IN MANAGING HAZARDOUS WASTES.

0

HIGHER DISPOSAL FEES
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICE'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM
IS FUNDED FROM THE HAZARDOUS WASTE CONTROL ACCOUNT.

THE MONEY IN

THIS ACCOUNT IS RAISED THROUGH A TAX ON THE LAND DISPOSAL OF
HAZARDOUS WASTE.

THE TAX IS NOW $1 PER TON, ALTHOUGH THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES IS PROPOSING AN INCREASE
TO $4 PER TON TO COVER CURRENT DEFICITS IN THE CONTROL ACCOUNT
AND TO PROVIDE THE REVENUES NEEDED TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM,
DURING THE NEXT FEW MONTHS THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
WILL CLOSELY EXAMINE THE POSSIBILITY OF USING A DIFFERENTIAL
FEE SCHEDULE.

A DIFFERENTIAL SCHEDULE WOULD TAX EXTREMELY

HAZARDOUS OR HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES AT A HIGHER RATE THAN THOSE
WASTES WHICH REPRESENT LITTLE HAZARD TO HUMAN HEALTH OR ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES.
A DIFFERENTIAL TAX WILL:

1.

REDUCE DISPOSAL COSTS FOR GENERATORS OF LARGE VOLUME~
LOW HAZARD WASTES SUCH AS DRILLING MUDS1 BRINES1
REFINERY SCRUBBER LIQUIDS~ AND MINE TAILINGS;

2.

DISCOURAGE THE LAND DISPOSAL OF HIGHLY TOXIC WASTES;
AND

3,

ACCELERATE THE TRANSITION TO ALTERNATIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES.

·

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES IS EXPLORING THE APPLICABILITY
OF A DEGREE OF HAZARD PROGRAM FOR CLASSIFYING WASTE STREAMS BY THE
RISK THEY POSE TO HUMAN HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

THIS

APPROACH WOULD THEN FORM THE BASIS FOR DESIGNING A DIFFERENTIAL

FEE SCHEDULE.

INDUSTRY HAS BEEN SUPPORTIVE OF THE DEGREE OF

HAZARD APPROACH FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT,AND I EXPECT THEY WOULD
SUPPORT EXTENDING THIS CONCEPT TO THE FEE SYSTEM.

CEMENT KILN TASK FORCE
IN APPROXIMATELY 60 DAYS THE DEPARTMENT·OF HEALTH SERVICES
AND THE KERN COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT PLAN TO ISSUE
PERMITS FOR A 6-MONTH PILOT PROJECT IN WHICH INDUSTRIAL WASTE
SOLVENTS WILL BE USED AS A SUPPLEMENTAL FUEL IN A CEMENT KILN.
MOST OF THE WASTE SOLVENTS WHICH WILL BE BURNED AS PART OF THIS
PROJECT ARE STILL BOTTOMS FROM RECYCLING OPERATIONS AND ARE
CLASSIFIED AS HAZARDOUS WASTES BECAUSE THEY ARE FLAMMABLE AND
REPRESENT A FIRE HAZARD WHEN.DISPOSED OF IN A SANITARY LANDFILL.
MANY OF THESE SOLVENTS1 HOWEVER1 FALL UNDER OUR DESIGNATION OF
HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES BECAUSE THEY ARE VOLATILE AND THUS REPRESENT
SERIOUS AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS.
THE WASTE SOLVENTS WHICH WILL BE INJECTED INTO THE CEMENT
KILN WILL BE COMPLETELY DESTROYED BY TEMPERATURES IN EXCESS OF
2600oF AND WILL SAVE VALUABLE FOSSIL FUELS.
KILN WILL BE CAPABLE OF HANDLING ABOUT

20~000

AT FULL CAPACITY THE
GALLONS OF INDUSTRIAL

SOLVENTS PER DAY.
THE PROGRESS WE HAVE MADE ON THIS CEMENT KILN PROJECT IS THE
RESULT OF 6 MONTHS OF REVIEW AND ANALYSIS BY A SPECIAL CEMENT KILN
TASK FORCE MADE UP OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE AIR RESOURCES

BOARD~

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES1 AND OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY.
THE TASK FORCE HAS . REVIEWED THE TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE OF CEMENT
KILN

INCINERATION~

ANALYZED CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS OF TEST BURNS

CONDUCTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD1 AND HAS ACCELERATED THE DESIGN1
PERMITTING~

APPLICATION.

AND MONITORING PROVISIO S OF THE TEST BURN PERMIT

THE TASK FORCE ALSO CONDUCTED WORKSHOPS IN LOS ANGELES AND
BERKELEY TO BRIEF ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS ON CEMENT KILN INCINERATION
AND TO SOLICIT THEIR CONCERNS ABOUT THE USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY,
WE RECEIVED CONCEPTUAL SUPPORT FROM THESE GROUPS FOR THE USE OF
CEMENT KILNS IN CALIFORNIA AS WELL AS SEVERAL EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS
RELATING TO PERMIT AND MONITORING CONDITIONS,
WE BELIEVE THE PROPOSED TEST BURN WILL CONFIRM THAT CEMENT
KILNS ARE A SAFE~ ACCEPTABLE METHOD OF DESTROYING ONE OF CALIFORNIA'S
HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES AND WILL RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT FUEL SAVINGS,
IF THE TEST BURN IS

SUCCESSFUL~

CALIFORNIA WILL HAVE A PERMANENT

FACILITY FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF WASTE SOLVENTS WITHIN 6-8 MONTHS,

0

WASTE EXCHANGE
A WASTE EXCHANGE IS AN INSTITUTION THAT PROMOTES THE TRANSFER
OF WASTE MATERIALS BETWEEN INDUSTRIES SO THAT ONE PRODUCER'S WASTE
MATERIAL BECOMES ANOTHER'S RESOURCE.

THERE ARE ABOUT 20

WASTE EXCHANGES OPERATING IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES OPERATES THE ONLY STATE-RUN WASTE
EXCHANGE IN THE COUNTRY AS A SERVICE TO CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIES.
INITIAL ESTIMATES INDICATE THAT ABOUT l0-20% OF ALL
HAZARDOUS WASTES GENERATED IN CALIFORNIA COULD BE RECYCLED.
THOUGH RECYCLING IS ULTIMATELY CONTROLLED BY

ECONOMICS~

WASTE

EXCHANGE PERSONNEL HAVE FOUND THAT LACK OF INFORMATION ON RECYCLING OPPORTUNITIES IS ONE OF THE MAJOR OBSTACLES TO REALIZING
THIS POTENTIAL.
THE lEGISLATURE ALSO RECOGNlZED THtS IN 1977 WHEN IT ADDED

§ 25175-6 TO THE HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE~ AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT
TO REQUIRE JUSTIFICATION AS TO WHY RECYCLING WAS NOT PURSUED WHEN
A WASTE GENERATOR DISPOSED OF A WASTE WHICH WAS ON THE DEPARTMENT'S
LIST OF RECYCLABLE MATERIALS,

THE DEPARTMENT CURRENTLY REVIEWS

THE MANIFEST FORMS TO FIND RECYCLABLE WASTES BEING DISPOSED OF1 THEN
SENDS THE GENERATOR A LIST OF RECYCLERS ALONG WITH THE LETTER
REQUESTING AN EXPLANATION OF WHY THE MATERIAL WAS NOT RECYCLED.
BECAUSE OF THE POTENTIAL OF RECYCLING TO REDUCE LAND DISPOSAL
OF HAZARDOUS WASTES AND CONSERVE VALUABLE

RESOURCES~

THE DEPARTMENT

IS NOW TAKING SEVERAL NEW MEASURES TO UPGRADE THE CALIFORNIA WASTE
EXCHANGE.

THE DEPARTMENT IS:
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I

INCREASING STAFF AND OPENING A NEW OFFICE IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA;

I

COMPUTERIZING THE HAZARDOUS WASTE MANIFEST
SYSTEM TO ALLOW RAPID SURVEY OF MANIFEST FORMS
TO IDENTIFY RECYCLABLE WASTES;

I

EXTENDING OUTREACH TO GENERATORS~ RECYCLERS~
AND IRADE ASSOCIATIONS BY PUBLISHING A NEWSLETTER~
AND BY INDIVIDUAL CONTACTS WITH WASTE GENERATORS; AND

I

INITIATING A STUDY OF THE REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL
BARRIERS TO THE RECYCLING OF HAZARDOUS WASTES IN ·
CALIFORNIA,

WE FEEL THAT AB 1543 Will ALSO BE VERY VALUABLE IN ENCOURAGING
THE RECYCLING OF HAZARDOUS WASTES BY PUTTING MORE TEETH INTO THE
RECYCLING PROVISIONS OF THE HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE.

•

1

,•

EMERGING WASTE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES
THE PRINCIPAL FOCUS OF OUR ASSESSMENT ON ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES WAS DIRECTED TOWARD IDENTIFYING PROVEN1 WELL-KNOWN TECHNIQUES
WHICH COULD BE USED SUCCESSFULLY IN CALIFORNIA.
THAT 75% OF ALL THE WASTES COULD BE

REDUCED·~

OR· DESTROYED USING COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE

ALTHOUGH WE FOUND

RECYCL.ED1 TREATED

TECHNOLOGIES~

WE ALSO

BECAME VERY INTERESTED IN SEVERAL NEW EMERGING WASTE MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGIES DURING THE COURSE OF OUR STUDY.

TODAY THERE ARE

MANY EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT1 DESTRUCTION AND DISPOSAL PROCESSES
BEING DEVELOPED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
OFFER GREATER

EFFICIENCY~

SOME OF THESE NEW PROCESSES

REQUIRE LESS ENERGY1 OR ARE LESS EXPENSIVE

THAN SOME OF OUR EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES.
IN MARCH OF LAST YEAR WE SUCCESSFULLY NEGOTIATED A COOPERATIVE
AGREEMENT WITH THE EPA FOR A PROJECT TO ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT
AND DEMONSTRATION OF THESE INNOVATIVE ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOG.IES
FOR TREATING AND DESTROYING CALIFORNIA.'S HAZARDOUS WASTES.

WE WERE

VERY PLEASED TO BE SELECTED FOR THIS PROGRAM SINCE IT IS THE ONLY
WASTE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PRESENTLY BEING SUPPORTED BY THE
EPA.
DURING THE LAST 10 MONTHS WE HAVE ANALYZED OVER 40 NEW WASTE
MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES AND SELECTED TWELVE INNOVATIVE PROCESSES
FOR POSSIBLE DEMONSTRATION,

We· RECENTLY REQUESTED

$600~000

FROM

THE EPA TO MONITOR AND EVALUATE FIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS IN
CALIFORNIA DURING THE COMING YEAR,

WE HAVE ALSO COMPLETED AN

EXTENSIVE EVALUATION OF MOLTEN SALT DESTRUCTION,

WE BELIEVE THAT OUR JOINT PROJECT WITH

EPA WILL BE

INSTRUMENTAL IN FURTHERING THE DEVELOPMENT AND ACCEPTANCE OF
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN CALIFORNIA,

BASED ON THE MANY CALLS

AND LETTERS WE HAVE RECEIVED FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS.,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS., AND "COMPANIES INVOLVED
IN

TH~

HAZARDOUS WASTE TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS., IT APPEARS THAT

CALIFORNIA- IS BECOMING A MAJOR FOCAL POINT FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACHES
TO THE SAFE MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTES.

27'1

PHASE-OUT OF HIGH-PRIORITY WASTES
THE

LAST~

AND MOST IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE STATE PROGRAM

IS THE PROPOSED PHASE-OUT OF HJGH-PRIORITY WASTES FROM CALIFORNIA
LANDFILLS.

WE HOPE TO REDUCE MUCH OF THE CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING

THE PHASE-OUT PROGRAM TODAY WITH A THOROUGH EXPLANATION OF JUST
HOW THE STATE IS PROCEEDING WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF REGULATIONS.
GARY

DAVIS~

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER AND ATTORNEY WITH OUR

PROGRAM~

HAS BEEN WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
AND WILL EXPLAIN THE STATE'S PHASE-OUT PROGRAM ••••.

EXHIBIT III

LANDFILL PROHIBITIONS IN OTHER STATES

EXHIBIT III

Annotated laws of Massachusetts, G.L. ch. 21c § 7
Hazardous waste shall be disposed of in a landfill only (a) after said hazardous
waste has been given all treatment as directed by the department pursuant to
rules, regulations, procedures and standards duly prescribed including, but not
limited to, the requirement of treatment at the place of generation when determined to be appropriate by the department and (b) where the department finds
that said hazardous waste cannot be recycled, destroyed, or disposed of by some
other means approved by the department pursuant to its rules, regulations,
procedures or standards.
Missouri--Vernon_s Ann. Mo. Stat. § 260.370
Where proven technology is available and the economic impact is reasonable,
pursuant to rules and regulations promulgated by the commission, the hazardous
waste management convnission shall encourage that every effort is made to effectively
treat, recycle, detoxify, incinerate or otherwise treat hazardous waste to be
disposed of in the state of Missouri in order that such wastes are not disposed
of in a manner which is hazardous to the public health and the enviro~ment. Where
proven technology is available with respect to a specific hazardous w•ste and the
economic impact is reasonable, pursuant to rules and regulations pro~lgated by
the commission, the hazardous waste management commission shall direct that
disposal of the specific hazardous wastes usin~ land filling as the primary method
is prohibited.
Kentucky Revised Statutes i 224.866(2)
'

Any hazardous waste which would migrate, leach, or generate gas in it$ normal
state shall not be disposed of in a landfill unless such waste has been either
neutralized, detoxified, solidified, encapsulated or otherwise treated so that
the character of the waste is such that it will prevent substantial migration,
leaching or gas generation or unless the landfill is designed and constructed in
such manner as will prevent substantial migration, leaching or gas generation, that
in either case may cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality
or an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness
or pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment.
Illinois S.B. 171

P.A. 82-572 Amends§ 39 of the Environmental Protestion Act

Commencing January 1, 1987, a hazardous waste stream may not be deposited in.:
a permitted hazardous waste site unless specific authorization is obt~ined from
the Agency by the generator and the disposal site owner and operator for the
deposit of that specific hazardous waste stream. The Agency may grant specific
authorization for disposal of hazardous waste streams only after the generator
has reasonably demonstrated that, considering technological feasibility and
economic reasonableness, the hazardous waste cannot be reasonably recycled for
reuse, incinerated or chemically, physically or biologically treated ~o as to
neutralize the hazardous waste and re~der it nonhazardous. In granting authorization under this Section, the Agency may impose such conditions as ~Y be
necessary to accomplish the purposes of the Act and are consistent with this Act
and regulations promulgated by the Board hereunder. If the Agency refuses to grant
authorization under this Section, the applicant may appeal as if the Agency
refused to grant a permit pursuant to the provisions of Section 40(a) lof this Act.
I
'

~77
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Florida Administrative Code Ch. 17-7.04(5)
Hazardous Waste: Any hazardous waste which is intended to be disposed of by land
disposal or incineration and which can be reasonably expected to create a condition
harmful to human health or air or water quality shall at the owner's expense, be
rendered non-hazardous prior to delivery to the disposal facility. Should a
hazardous waste be of such composition that it cannot be rendered non-hazardous,
the producer of such wastes must confer with the Department to determine a safe
disposal or storage method and shall dispose of or store the waste by a method
which is approved by the department. The ap~roved method shall be determined
on a case by case basis and shall be governed by the nature of the hazardous
waste and its potential impact on air and water resources and public health,
safety and welfare.
South Carolina Hazardous Waste Management Regs__
. __R. 61-79.8 (K)(l)(a)
Treatment/Disposal Facilities. The following treabncnt/disposal standards shall
apply to any hazardous waste treatment/disposal facility in addition to any other
requirements listed in this regulation .concerning treatment or disposal.
{ 1)

(a)

(c)

(i)

{i i )
(iii)

~rkansas

General Facility Standards.
Where practical, disposal of hazardous waste shall be avoided and
alternatives such as resource recovery, reuse, or other methods
of recycling shall be employed.
Landfills, landfarms, and surface impoundments shall not be used
for the treatment or disposal of the following waste:
.
Ignitable waste, as identified i~ R.61-79.1;
Reactive waste, as identified in R.61-79.1; or
Volatile waste, as defined in R.61-79; unless there is no other
practical disposal alternative, and the owner/operator can demonstrate such to the Department.
Hazardous Waste Management Code i 13(a)(4)

Arkansas • rules state that no "high hazard" waste shall be disposed of in
landfills when it is technically feasible that destruction of the waste can
be uccomplished by incineration. The rules state that incineration wfll be
deemed technically feasible unless:
(i)

the generator or the disposer can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Director that incineration is not
technically feasible;

(ii) ·it is generally accepted by the scientific community that in4ineration
would not be technically feasible or that incineration would ·
not produce the desired results;
{iii)
(iv)

incineration would not appreciably reduce the degree of hazard;
or
the toxicity of the waste results primarily from inorganic materials
which are not destroyed by incineration.

0

0
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Testimony
of
PETER N. SKINNER P.E.
New York State Law Department
Environmental Protection Bureau
before the
ASSEMBLY OF CALIFORNIA
February 2, 1982

--------------------------------------------------------------Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Peter
Skinner and I am a professional engineer licensed in the State of
New York. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to
give testimony about California's program to encourage the
development of modern disposal facilities for hazardotis waste.
Due to time cnnstraintR and the avail~hility nf other expertR, T
will focus my remarks today on the dangers of so-called"secure"
landfills as they have been and are being practiced today and
leave the issue of alternative management strategies to others.
Introduction
Perhaps I should start by explaining who I am. For the last
ten years, I have served the public in the Attorney General of
New York's Environmental Protection Bureau inaugurated under
Louis Lefkowitz and now vigorously supported by Robert Abrams. I
and my staff of five other environmental professionals provide
the technical support for our environmental advocacy efforts in
court, the legislature, and at the negotiating table. I and my
staff have been a instrumental in presenting testimony in
numerous cases such as Atlantic Ocean off-Ahore oil drilling,
recombinant DNA resaarch regulation, chloroflouro carbon bans,
the SST, plutonium and nuclear waste transport limitations,
nuclear plant decommissioning, and more recently, the Love Canal
case and severRl hazardous waste facility siting proceedings in
nnd n1·l~und N<'w York State. Wa likt' to think our nffort11 htlvn
been instrumentnl in the development of this decade's more
sensible national environmental policies.
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As an advocate scientist, I am in the sometimes painful, but
always rewarding position of responding to the concerns of the
public. Some parts of the public today clamor for more haz~rdous
waste dispoRal facilities, citing treatment facility shortfalls
and clandestine dumping. Localities proposed as hosts for such
new facilities, on the other hand, respond ••••• NO!!!!! These
localities perceive that the dangers of such facilities,
especially landfills, are very severe and worthy of spirited
opposition.
Tad Bartimus of the Associated Press recently reported from
Missouri that:
"The proposed hazardous waste landfill has had
pronounced effect on the pyschology of nearby
residents, Says housewife, Norma Miller: "I've
changed. Back in the '60s, when all the ·kids
were protesting, I never listened to what they
were saying, I only criticized their weird clothes
and long hair.
I didn't understand how they could
defy the government. Now I'm sorry I didn't pay
attention. A decade later, I finally understand.""
This woman, like many other people across the country, is
not ~ crazed environmentalist:
she is a person who perceives a
threat to the land and the life she loves. There is dignity in
and oftPn justification for her concern, as we now know all to
well from the chemical time bombs going off in backyards across
the country. Her concern centers on a hazardous waste facility
described by qovcrnment and its developers as "state of the art,"
while still relying on landfills for wast~ disposal.
Unfortunately, landfills are still being called "state of the
art" in spite of mounting evidence that they are a short term
delay of a long term menace. The dimensions of this menace is
what I would like to speak about today.
When I'm through today, I would like you to agree with me
that "secure" landfills for unfixed toxic wastes represent
unnecessary fiscal and physical dangers to our citizens and
environment and that a rational phased program for their
elimination is reasonable and vitally needed now.

:..z_

History of Land Disposal of Wastes
Let me start by tracing the development of the problem of
mismanaged toxic waste. The human species has the unique and
unfortunate capability to pro~uce copious quantities of trash,
much of which today is not readily biodegradable and often
' toxic. We have three media into which to dump this waste: the
air, the water and the land. Albeit late in coming, we have
begun to recognize that these media do not magically destroy all
our excreta and leave us permanently cleansed. Rather, like some
bird species, we have fouled our nest rather badly.
· rn the u.s., especially in the last 15- 20 years since
Rachael Carson's "Silent Spring," we have made major strides
toward stemming the flow of waste to our air and water. For
instance, our visual and olfactory sensibilities were outraged by
the sewage in our rivers and streams. Billions of dollars worth
of construction and massive wastewater permitting programs have
made great strides in river and lake cleanup all around America.
Our air resources cried out for cleansing as well.
Photochemical smog and showers of black particulates offended and
injured all of us. Progress is demonstrable here, as well, as
clean air implementation plans have shown marked success in
cleaner air and safer breathing.
Unfortunately, our land resources never received as much
scrutiny. Perhaps, since this resource is generally
privately held and the U.S. has always had a bountiful supply,
concern for a clean environment has missed this very important
part of our living space ••.• that is, until Love Canal!
~arly

Land disposal of waste has been practiced for millenia.
Archeologists rejoice when they come upon dumps of previous
societies because therein lie artifacts which greatly aid in the
description of the way of life of earlier peoples. Artifacts of
bygone societies, however, were very different from the wastes of
today. Few wastes were toxic and certainly none were
particularly radioactive. Performance objectives of such
facilities did not reflect concern that intruders be kept out or
infiltration be limited. Earlier societies merely practiced the
objective of "out of sight - out of mind."
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waste dumps like Love Canal informally evolved from this
objective into facilities intended to stash unwanted and possibly
toxic materials where people might not come in contact with them.
Facility engineering changed little, however, but the waste
spectra and dangers certainly did. Hazardous chemical wastes
grew in volume, toxicity, and persistence and a new group of
wastes, nuclear wastes, began to need dumping.
Although gigantic amounts of scientific effort went into
creating these exotic wastes, little or no effort went into waste
site suitability considerations, facility engineering, or waste ·
pretreatment. The result of this lack of vision · has been such
notable environmental disasters as Love Canal in New York and the
Montague site in Michigan.
Love Canal exploded upon our consciousness in 1978 with
reports of synthetic organic chemical ooze destroying swimming
pools and bubbling out of cellar sumps. Physical maladies and
birth defects graphically demonstrated a public health threat and
then President Carter declared the Canal America's first
industrial disaster area. The nation's first chemical time bomb
had gone off and public concern for and governmental response to
the problem of land pollution took off. Love Canal has become a
symbol for those who decry reckless government and industry, not
unlike the symbol Three Mile Island's cooling towers serve
anti-nuke supporters. our job is to turn that symbol of
recklessness into concrete programs and engineering systems
capable of permanently preventing a recurrence of anything like
the Love Canal tragedy.
Love Canal did not just occur; it's public recognition was
preceded by many warning signals both at the site and across the
country. They were ignored. Nuclear waste was the first waste
material to be recognized as perpetually pernicious. New York
State was among the first to use specially designed dumps to
dispose of waste recognized to be toxic and long-lived when they
were placed into service at the Western New York Nuclear Service
Center, the nation's only COIT1'Tercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plant.
Let's look for a moment at hpw well the early "secure"
landfills have performed so far.
Based on the same general
performance objective of today's chemical waste burial pits,
namely, waste isolation, the performance of these nuclear waste
landfills can give us some indication of possible problems ahead
for chemical waste landfills~
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New York State's first experience with "secure" landfills
began at that reprocessing plant in western New York in 1963. By
1975, some 14 trenches had been constructed, filled and capped at
the site holding radioactive waste. Unfortunately, in March of
1975, radioactive leachate began flowing out of some caps into
local streams. High levels of leachate had been building up
inside some of the early trenches and had overflowed the bathtub,
so to speak.
A massive leachate pumping program was inaugurated and
engineering study performed to determine mor~ effective trench
caps. Reconstruction of seven caps eventually cost several
hundred thousand dollars and will surely be needed again.
No sooner had that reconstruction been finished, than the
newer trenches were found to be leaking badly. Another
engineering study was done and reconstruction has been recently
completed on the additional seven trenches.
New York State had the foresight to require the development
of a maintenance fund for the site. Unfortunately, it never grew
much beyond $200,000. This amount will not even begin to meet
the needs of the site for the decades and centuries to come after
New York State takes possession of the property. Similar (and in
some ways much more serious) difficulties have befallen the Maxey
Flats burial site in kentucky, the Sheffield, Illinois site, and
the Oak Ridge, Tennessee site. Now, half of the nation's
commercial radwaste sites have been closed down permanently
because of these troubles.
The reasons for the leachate and maintenance problems at
these sites vary, but they all have suffered substantial
infiltration of water whether from the ground or through the cap.
Subsidence, erosion, and vegetative coverage have been major
problems too. They all have cost their respective owners far
more than the maintenance funds available. Kentucky, for
instance, has spent more than $7 million, with no end in sight.
Since past performance objectives required sites with tight
soils to preclude groundwater migration, leachate would
accumulate there, only to later migrate in transmissive horizons
or overflow the boundaries of the disposal units into surface
drainage systems. Site operators and responsible govern~ental
units have been forced to deal with these leachate accumulations
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by implementation of very expensive pumping and treatment
efforts. Numerous expensive studies have been undertaken by
scientific teams after the fact to determine whether the site was
appropriate in the first place!
Other studies have focussed on the post-closure performance
of the disposal unit itself to determine the dynamics of internal
consolidation and soil cover deterioration. These studies have
conclusively shown that stabilization of low level waste disposal
units is a long one indeed. Materials inside degrade, containers
rust away, losing th.e ir. structural strength, and consolidation
goes forward inexorably to some ultimate, but unpredictable
point. This inevitable process of internal consolidation leads
inescapably to a loss of structural support of the the soil
cover, often to different degrees in different parts of the
disposal unit. This loss of support then leads to differential
subsidence of the soil cover, cracks and holes in the cover and
finnlly, infiltration of water.
NUREG/CR-2101, a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Report, dated May of
1981, discusses these phenomena in detail at the Sheffield
radwaste disposal facility in Illinois. The report concludes
that:
"All trenches have a potential for some futtire
subsidence due to piping in soil, natural soil
consolidation, and waste container deterioration.
The location, sizes and extent of this subsidence
is quantitatively indeterminant due to the unknown
void sizes and their numbers and locations within
the trenches •••• Increased incidences of subsidence
may occur from 10 to 14 years after waste disposal
when metal drums, cardboard, and wood containers
will have experienced some deterioration."
This report and others like it for similar facilities do not give
one much confidence that the environment or the finances of site
owners have been well protected by this type of waste disposal
system.
"Secure" landfills for chemical waste
"Secure" landfills have been called "clay barges, filled
with toxics, floating on a sea of groundwater," "inverted mud
huts, 11 and "extremely carefully designed and constructed land
disposal vaults." Regardless of what you call them, they are the
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dominant chemical waste disposal system in use today in the u.s.
Although the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency considers this
method to be the least appropriate for the disposal of hazardous
waste, generators and waste management companies are rushing to
state agencies everywhere seeking permits to construct even more
of these controversial special burial pits.
In 1972, Chemtrol, Inc. opened its first "scientific
Landfill" for the disposal of chemical waste near Lewiston, New
York, a scant 15 miles from Love Canal. By 1978, six such
landfills had been permitted, built, filled and capped. These
"secure" landfills were more similar to today's so called "state
of the art" landfills which, unlike radwaste trenches of that
era, featured such new ideas as dedicated leachate collection and
removal systems, synthetic membranes, compacted clay liners, and
to a limited extent, specialized waste emplacement and
backfilling techniques.
In spite of lengthy state administrative hearings about this
site, a full data base for a performance review has not been
available. What we do know is that leachate has accumulated to
high levels in all six landfills. Separate liquid phases occur
in some leachate standpipes and the organic phase on top contains
per cent level concentrations of PCB's. As of 1981, our NYS
Department of Environmental Conservation had required that no
less than 300,000 gallons per month be pumped out of these
landfills and detoxified on site.
Subsidence, erosion, ·and vegetative coverage problems have
conspired to cause infiltration of precipitation and, as of May
of 1980, its was estimated that 5.4 million gallons of leachate
remained to be removed from these six landfills. Wastes have
been observed oozing up through the cap and one section required
excavation of sludge and the cap before the soil on top would
stay in place.
The cost of refurbishment of these landfills will easily
exceed a million dollars, and at ten cents a gallon, the
t~eatment of the 5 million gallons of leachate will cost at least
half a million dollars more. Tens of thousands of dollars will
be needed for proper removal, storage and eventual disposal of
the PCB liquids atop the leachate. l1ore money will be needed for
perpetual monitoring, repair and site security.
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And that's if everything goes as planned at the site. Given
the continued recurrence of similar troubles at other sites,
problems can be expected to plague the facility for the
foreseeable future. Remember that these landfills are only a
·
maximum of 9 years old!
The newer "secure" landfills depart somewhat from the design
and emplacement of the Chemtrol facilities described earlier.
More careful backfilling, waste segregation, and waste type
control supposedly followed. Designs have also evolved for
leachate and gas collection systems, and construction methods
have changed as well. A more complete discussion of this topic
can be found in my American Society of Civil Engineers
publication entitled "Performance Difficulties of "Secure"
Landfills for Chemical Waste and Available Mitigation Measures,"
and other publications as well.
It remains to be seen, however,
if the problems of the past have been licked and the early term
problems alleviated. The experiences at the early nuclear waste
dumps and other waste burial facilities do not lend support,
however, to this hypothesis.
It seems to me that disposal of
chemical wastes in the ground requires proof, rather than
hypotheses, that isolation of toxics from the environment is
assured by "secure" landfills.
Difficulties at "secure" landfills fall into six distinct
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Site suitability
Facility construction
Waste emplacement
Facility closure
Facility integrity - short and long term
Institutional stability

Difficulties in any one of these areas can cause the landfill to
fail to meet its performance objective~ i.e. isolation of waste.
If landfills for hazardous waste are to perform properly,
the site for their emplacement must be chosen so that the
disposal unit will not change shape or elevation during the
hazardous lifetime of the wastes.
Such site specific p~oblems as
seismic instabilities, underground mine subsidence, and
compressible soils are particular examples of site dangers
recognized after development of several sites around the country.
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Inappropriate groundwater elevations are another site
specific trouble worthy of intense scrutiny. Here, controversy
rages in the engineering world as to whether the potentiometric
surface (usually thought of as the water table) should lie above
the bottom of the waste mass or above. Some professionals argue
that if the water table is above the waste mass and the leachate
level inside the landfill are maintained below the outside water
table, any perforation of the liners will cause the groundwater
to intrude, not the waste to escape. Others believe that
unsaturated soils below and beside the liners can provide a
margin of safety when the liner is perforated.
Whatever the outcome of this debate, the site's geohydrology
becomes a major part of the site's suitability considerations.
One facility has been permitted in an soil horizon perforated
with natural soil pipes through which groundwater under artesian
pressure spurted out, requiring the installation of a slurry wall
and dewatering system preparatory to construction of the
landfill.
Sociological and economic considerations play a part in the
suitability of the site as well. Alt.hough beyond the scope of my
discussion today, suffice it to say, many of the permitted
'secure" landfills today have been sited where people rely on the
land for drinking water, agriculture pursuits and residency.
Such facilities cannot be considered appropriate for landfills,
given their difficulties isolating wastes to date.
When the construction of the "secure" landfill is
undertaken, there are numerous opportunities for damage to take
place which will lead to a loss of isolation after waste
deposition is completed. Certain soils can perform well as liner
material and have Dften been chosen for "secure" landfill liners.
Soil performance in preventing chemical migration is dependent on
moisture content, compaction, mineralogy and several other
characteristics. Emplacement of the soil liner is fraught with
risks of rainfall (making the liner too wet,) dry, hot weather
(making the liner too dry,) and freezing weather leading to
incomplete compaction and slumping during a thaw. All these
problems have occurred in New York at various landfills with
varying impacts. Since telltale layers between the layers of the
liner to monitor for inner liner leaks are not required in New
York, we have no way of knowing whether these liner construction
difficulties have caused premature liner perforation. Failure of
inspectors to catch or require correction of out-of-specification
liner characteristics is another very real danger as well.
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Many "secure" landfill . designers specify snythetic plastic
liners to augment or even replace soil liners. Installation of
these liners has met with notable difficulties as well.
Laboratory experiments have shown that great care must be taken
to assure that the sheets of plastic are welded together properly
and that all risers and other required perforations of the liner
be perfectly sealed. Too much sunlight can embrittle the plastic
and rough handling can put holes in the liner quite easily.
Since compaction of the support soils beneath the liner often
takes place and the weight of the waste above the liner is very
large, the likelihood that any ~lastic liner can remain in
perfect shape indefinitely seems far fetched to me.
The construction difficulties with liners may be dwarfed by
the danger that the waste inside the landfill may be incompatible
with the liner material, either soil or plastic. Laboratory
studies have conclusively shown that solvents severely degrade
the migration resistence of soils and plastics alike. Solvents
are a very important constituent of hazardous waste. Acid
materials are particularly destructive to soil liners. Most
facilities argue, however, that daily backfilling of copious
quantities of alkaline material renders the waste mass neutral to
basic in ph.
I remain skeptical that any real effort is made to
quantify the amount of acid being interred so that an accurate
amount of basic material can be added later. To my knowledge, no
"secure" landfill operator has attempted to expose his proposed
liner to the full range of waste materials he plans to bury, a
seemingly basic demonstration of adequacy.
My skepticism about long-term liner integrity seems to be
borne out. A recent report by Peter Montague of Princeton
University reviewing the performance of four of New Jersey's five
secure landfill facilities indicated that every inner liner had
failed to function properly even before closure! This report,
11
Four Secure Landfills in New Jersey -- A Study of the State of
the Art in Shallow Burial Waste Disposal Technology" (July 19,
1981 draft,) will be released in final form soon and the author
has told me that no material changes will be made from the draft
version I have seen.
Dr. Montague's report discusses "secure" landfills lined
with clay and Hypalon and PVC plastics. Monitoring of the
telltale layers disclosed waste breakthrough of each kind of
inner liner in a matter of months. The landfills were used to
deposit a variety of different, but commonly buried, hazardous
wastes. Clearly, this poor performance is not consistent with
the ohjectives on which the facility design and justifications were based.
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Another surprise occurred recently at the controversial Earthline facility in southern Illinois. Recent
discussions with the scientific staff of the Attorney
General's office there revealed that the site operator
had just discovered a concentrated waste migration plume
over eight feet away from the waste mass. Intensive
efforts by the operator and state environmental officials
are now underway to determine the origin of and explanation for the waste which apparently has escaped the liner
system entirely.
Waste emplacement is another point of danger for
these facilities. Improper segregation and emplacement
led to several severe chemical fires in New York "secure"
landfills. Failure to tightly stack and meticulously
backfill led to very early subsidence and the inevitable
infiltration of rainfall and snowmelt as well. Burial of
liquids has led to copious quantities of highly contaminated leachate in some cases.
Other problems have plagued waste burial. Forklifts
have punctured the liners and vehicles have tracked
taxies out of the landfills. Liquids frozen in drums are
routinely placed in landfills in spite of liquid limits
in certain sites. Fine sediment has clogged trench
drains and leachate risers, frustrating attempts to
dewater the interior of the landfill. Elevated leachate
levels lead, of course, to accelerated migration of
contaminants.
Closure of the landfill leads to another set of
problems. Capping the waste too early allows upper level
settlement to prematurely damage the cap. Capping too
late fosters the entry of rainfall and snowmelt. Poor
design or construction also leads ~o such cap problems as
infiltration, soil slippage, erosion, desiccation cracks,
and vegetation die-off. Because todays caps are often
made of aggregate, plastic and several different layers
of soil, meticulous and expensive excavation, often by
hand, is required to expose and repair both small and
large problem areas.
Once closed, "secure" landfills are intended to
settle down to perpetual quiescence and waste isolation.
In actuality, the first 5-8 years is a period of waste
consolidation, trench cap settlement, leachate collection,
removal and treatment and vegetation establishment.

Unfortunately, recent experience has revealed frustrating
difficulties in installation. and repair of automatic
leachate pumping systems, development of adequate waste
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water treatment capacity, clean out of clogged risers,
thaw and repair frozen wastewater lines and a plethora of
other troubles. In spite of all the pumping, the leachate
continues to fill the risers. Erosion damage and desiccation cracks appear, requiring careful irrigation of the
cap. Four of New Jersey's five "secure" landfills developed
perforations of the inner lines during this early term as
well, the most serious early term failure documented to
date.
Successful waste isolation in the long term is even more
problematical. Nature abhors a hill, it seems, relentlessly wearing it away with its freeze/thaw cycles, heavy
rains and dry weather. The wind tears away what the
runoff leaves behind and the sun's ultra violet rays
quickly degrade the liner where it becomes exposed.
Intruders turn the mound into a dirt bike training hill
and the roots of small trees begin to burrow holes through
to the waste. Consolidation of the waste allows portions
of the cap to settle while the compacted subcell partitions
continue to support other sections of the cap. These
differing support conditions lead to cracks and depressions which, in turn, lead to infiltration and leachate.
These difficulties can be mitigated, of course,
assuming responsible professionals, site owners and lar~e
sums of money exist to cure them. A new landfill cap
costs more than a million 1980 dollars and major repairs
are not cheap either. One firm in New York estimated
that, barring any contingency or inflation, the first
eight years of maintenance would cost upwards of $300,000
for one 2 acre landfill. Since these landfills generate
no revenue after closure, I remain skeptical that the
taxpayers will escape the final fiscal responsibility for
the care of these covered pits.
Conclusions
My testimony here today has covered a wide range of
troubles associated with the burial of chemical wastes.
Industry optimists who will follow we will trumpet claims
that their new landfill concepts will eliminate all the
horrors of the past. All the alluring scale models and
colored graphics in the world, however, cannot hide the
fact that these quasi-engineered pits are no more than in
situ repository experiments, backed up by neither defensible scientific proof of adequate on site performance ndr
component by component laboratory testing. Turning over
our toxic waste to "secure" iandfills operators, there-
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fore, is little wiser than sending it to halls of the
medieval alchemist.
It is clear to me that the costs of repairing the
inevitable cap failures and mitigating the probable
migration plumes for each landfill will be million dollar
propositions. Since these difficulties will occur years
or perhaps decades after closure, the likelihood is low
that the facility developer or even adequate funds in
trust for the job will be available. Like Love Canal
today, taxpayers will be forced to shoulder the burdens
industry should have prepared for long b::'fore.
Some of you may believe the federal government will
take the necessary actions to limit landfills, removing
that responsibility from your shoulders. Such actions do
not appear likely, however.
The December 11, 1980 issue of "Inside

EPA~

reported that USEPA is considering relaxing its ban on
liquids in landfills to an incredible 25% y volume. By
comparision, New York State permits, at least, now require
no more than 5%.
There is no dispute in the scientific community that
the early landfills for chemical and radioactive waste
like Love Canal and West Valley have failed. There is
ample evidence that early "secure" landfills like chemtrol's
are also failing. Furthermore, recent studies like·or.
Montague's are demonstrating that "state-of-the-art"
landfills are failing too. Until this mounting evidence
of failure is satisfactorily explained and fail safe
systems developed to respond to them, continued reliance
on "secure" landfills seems foolhardy at best. I ask
you - would you let your family fly in a type of aircraft
which has repeatedly crashed and for which no scientific
evaluation has been undertaken? I don't think so.
Therefore, I hope that California will quickly implement
a rational phased plan to eliminate this dangerous and
unnecessary form of toxic waste management.
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EXHIBIT V

ASSEMBLY SUBCOMMITTEE ON TOXIC SUBSTANCES
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 2, 1982
REMARKS MADE BY NANCY MANNERS, COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE
BKK LANDFILL HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSITION TASK FORCE--CITY OF WEST COVINA
Madam Chairman and Members of this Committee:
My name is Nancy Manners. I am a resident of the City of West Covina and
served as Chairman of the 1980-81 Los Angeles County Grand Jury Committee on
Hazardous Waste Management, where we made an in-depth study of the many facets of
the problem of toxic waste disposal. We presented a series of recommendations to
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors in a report which I am leaving for
your information.
One of these recommendations deals with encouraging industry to develop and
implement alternative means of toxic waste disposal--alternatives to land disposal-and to aim towards the eventual reduction to a very minimum, reliance on disposal
of toxic and hazardous materials through use of landfills. In fact, our recommendations,
I think, on this score go further than what is being considered in the proposal we
are now discussing. These recommendations included:
1.

Establish specific deadlines for development and implementation of alternative
means of toxic waste disposal; i.e., dewatering, detoxifying, high-level
incinerating, recycling, and other means yet undeveloped, so that the ultimate
residue is reduced to the lowest level technologically possible.

2.

Encourage industry to develop the technology to meet such deadlines by offering
either tax credits to those who do or assessing tax penalties upon those who
do not.

3.

Require new industry to demonstrate the technology, capability, and willingness
to reduce toxic waste to a minimum before such industry is allowed to begin
production.*

I am also a member of the City of West Covina's BKK Landfill Transition Task
Force, which is attempting to address the local problem with the only operating
Class I landfill in Southern California.

* Page 211 - Los Angeles County Grand Jury Final Report 1980-81
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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You have received two letters--dated January 28th and January 29th--from the
Community Representatives sitting on that Task Force, and one from the Mayor of
West Covina. I will not read these letters but would like them entered into the
record of these proceedings as they express clearly how we feel about the Governor's
program to ban disposal of six high-priority wastes from landfills and the implementation of "Alternatives to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes," prepared by
the Office of Appropriate Technology.
Rather, I will present some of the feelings I have and that 1 believe are
shared by the other Community Representatives of the Task Force, the elected
officials, and the residents of the City of West Covina.
The Governor's ban and the program to make a transition to the use of advanced
technology to treat hazardous waste are not merely pipedreams. This transition
is under way right now. The technology for such transition is available and ready
to be implemen~ed. One such facility is already,scheduled to be operational by
early 1983 and will be capable of treating almost 60% of all hazardous waste in
Southern California. Furthermore, that transition can be made economically
competitive.
Any undermining and delay of this effort by the State will create an advantage
for the producers of these wastes at the expense of the citizens of West Covina-which is having to receive 80% of the waste generated in Southern California.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I want to let you know that the mood of many citizens of
West Covina is ugly on this subject, as the concerns and emotions run high. West
Covina citizens ~re bearing the brunt of the burden--we are having law suits,
recalls, bitterness and turmoil because West Covina is viewed as the toxic dumping
ground for Southern California--and the residents rightly resent it.
It is morally and socially wrong to continue to expect the City of West Covina
to accept, virtually single-handedly, the responsibility for the proper management
and disposal of hazardous waste for Southern California and beyond. Industries
producing this waste must be made to assume their proper responsibility. Further
delays will not make it any easier. In fact, the problem becomes more acute daily
and answers must be found immediately. If the industry cannot or will not assume
this responsibility voluntarily, we must then make it mandatory upon them.
We have attempted over the last three months to gain the cooperation of the
waste producers by urging their participation in our Task Force meetings. We
continue to get the response that they will not attend because of pending litigation.

ASSEMBLY SUBCOMMITTEE ON TOXIC SUBSTANCES
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
REMARKS BY NANCY MANNERS (continued)

February 2, 1982
page 3

But this litigation does not pertain to these waste producers. It only pertains to
the BKK landfill. I cannot help but believe that some of these industries are
merely using this as an excuse to avoid cooperating in a resolution of this problem.
Instead, they are working to kill any actions that are taken to resolve the problem.
By this stance, they are not facing reality; and they fail to realize that cooperation at all levels of government and industry is imperative to meeting the challenge
of this enormous problem for California.
My experiences as Chairman of the 1980-81 Grand Jury study of toxic waste
disposal, as a member of the City of West Covina Transition Task Force, and as
a citizen and long-time resident of this community, lead me to the conclusion that
the only way out of this dilemma is a rapid transition to advanced technology in
the processing and treatment of waste, to reduce it to the smallest possible
proportion, and to give up our reliance on the land as a proper disposal ground
for vast quantitites of toxic materials. Chemical waste producers must come to
accept and, in fact, become committed to the use of this technology and do their
part in resolving the problems they help to create.
Therefore, I strongly support the Governor's program and the report prepared
by the Office of Appropriate Technology and urge that this Committee take whatever
actions are available to implement these programs as soon as possible.
I leave with you the 1980-81 L. A. County Grand Jury Final Report so you
may review all the recommendations we made on this subject. I thank you for your
courtesy and appreciate the opportunity to present my views.
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Consumer Products and Toxic Materials
Februacy 2, 1982

My name is Bryant Fischback.

I served on the Technology

Assessment Advisory Committee as the Report for Alternatives to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Waste was being
developed by the Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology.

I

am a chemist by training and have been practicing

;w a profC"!iniona1 c:hemjst for over t.hirty--t-wo yr-ilrs.

My purpose in being here is to provide to this ConunilLee
some background and perspective on this Report in my
capacity as a member of the Technical Assessment Advisory

..

Committee.
When I was asked to serve, I inquired of the Project
Director as to the purpose of the assignment.

I

was

assured that the purpose of the Advisory Committee was to

provide lcchnicill ilt;Sistnnce in the development of a
report that could be used by waste generators as an
"assessment manual" which would indicate what alternative
technologies for hazardous waste were availilble and which
might be applicable for certain types of these wastes.

.

This would allow a generator to assess his or her waste
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disposal practices and consider applying an alternative

0

practice.

In fact, the agenda of the first Advisory·

Committee meeting refers to the document to be developed
as a "Handbook of Preferred Technologies for the Reduction,

0

Recycling, Treatment and Destruction of Hazardous Wastes".
With this goal in mind, I willing agreed to serve on
the Advisory Committee.

•

I agree that reducing dependence

on landfill disposal is appropriate.
Three .Committee meetings were held and I attended the
first two on M.arch 10 and April 15, 1981.

I was not able

to attend the third and final meeting in early July as I
was out of the country at that time.
I was disappointed to find that the focus of the Report
had changed.

I was totally unaware at any time and no

effort was ever made to advise me during the time I
served on the Committee that this Report would ultimately
be used as a basis for a state mandated program seeking
to ban six classes of so-called "high priority" wastes
from landfills.

Had I been aware of this from the outset,

I probably would not have agreed to serve on the Committee
without receiving an adequate assurance that the scientific
integrity of the data generated would never be compromised.
I am on record as disagreeing with the_ Report in three
major areas where my recommendations were never accepted
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nor, to the best of my knowledge, even addressed .

These

areas are what I would call
1.

The technical inadequacy of the Report

2.

The arbitrary mandating of alternative
technologies

3.

The issue of the unjustifiable banning
of certain classes of wastes from landfill.

I shall restrict my remarks to these three subjects.
With regard to the technical inadequacy of the Report,
in the draft of the final Report which I received in
mid-July for comments, I pointed out quite a number of
technical errors, misrepresentations, and questionable
statements.

Examples of these are listed in Appendix I

attached hereto.
This leads me to a major area where I disagree in principle with the Report.

Simply stated, this is that the

Report is a document based on a limited literature survey
with totally inadequate reference citations appearing
at the end of each chapter.

There is no way to determine

which citation goes with which statement - yet the statements are assumed and declared to be facts.

As has been

pointed out, some of these assumptions are scientifically
erroneous and therefore completely unqualified to serve
as the basis for a State mandated program requiring the
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use of alternatives to landfill disposal.

0

Such a Report

should have been the result of thorough research with
complete reference citations placed directly in the
text followed by peer review.

0
LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY ACTIONS SHOULD FOLLOW SOUND
SCIENTIFIC DATA, NOT PRECEDE THEM. Put another way, as in
the cart and horse metaphor, the moving force for regulation

~hould

be sound scientific, technological and

economic data which have undergone the scrutiny of peer
review.

Advisory committees, such as this one on which

I served, do not accomplish in . depth

scientific input

or adequate peer review.
My second area of major disagreement is in the area of
the arbitrary mandating alternative technology.
I was careful to point out at our Committee meetings that
the use of alternatives should not be mandated unless
there was an overriding health or environmental consideration at stake.

The method of how to treat or dispose of

wastes is generally the result of a business decision
and is properly not in the purview of the legislators
or regulators unless there is an overrriding threat to

D

public health or the environment.

I was laboring under

the impression that the Report was designed to allow the
question, "Have you considered this alternative which
!>

seems to work for others •with your type of waste?", rather

3 0/
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than that one's management plan necessarily has to
consist of prescribed alternative technologies.

How

does the Department of Health Services know better than
a manufacturer what business decisions
regarding the use of alternatives?

should be made

What if a company

develops technology that is superior to that prescribed?
Can the State legally and constitutionally deprive this
company of the right to use the fruits of its research?
If alternatives do become mandated b y law, THEN THE
LIABILITY RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE MANDATED ALTERNATIVE SHOULD REST WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES.
Is this Department prepared to accept such a heavy
responsibility?
Finally, I would address the third area of disagreement,
namely the Office of Appropriate Technology's recommendation
to initiate immediately hearings on a prospective ban of
so-called "high-priority" wastes from land disposal.
I strongly object to the assertion made by the O.A.T.
Staff

that there is a need "to present waste streams as

a recognized list of 'suspected bad actors', which deserve
special attention in the search for alternatives to landfill".

I made the same objection in a letter to the Staff

which is attached with other relevant correspondence
on this issue as Appendix II.
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The Report uses a broad-brush· approach to justify

0

.classes of materials being labeled as "high-priority"
wastes.

For example, the last sentence on page 123

states that "Halogenated organics are also extremely

0

persistant".
organics.

This is patently·untrue for all halogenated

Methylene chloride, for example, rapidly

biodegrades in acclimated sewage systems.

Again on

page 131 in paragraph 4, the Report incorrectly states
the "Halogenated organics, as a general class, are
considered inappropriate for land disposal because of the
toxic.i ty and persistence in the environment of many of
the compounds in the class 0

•.

Guilt by association is

no criterion on which to ban whole classes of materials
from landfill disposal.
Secondly,

placi~g

a broad class of wastes on the list of

"suspected bad actors" creates a strong bias against
each waste in this class even though many of these do
not constitute a hazard to public health or the environment.
It is grossly unfair to create such a bias against any
material unless there first is sound scientific evidence
to support the conclusion that the material does indeed
pose a threat to public health or the environment.
I have a problem with bans.

This is an extreme action

and should be exercised only in places where very adverse
\

3o3
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human health or environmental conditions are documented
scientifically and on a case-by-case basis.

A LAST ·

RESORT FOR ONLY VERY GOOD SOUND, SCIENTIFIC REASONS!
Lastly, in fairness to the Office of Appropriate Technology Staff, I wish to state that some of my disagreements
were addressed.
In summary, then, I contend that what was originally
intended to be a technical report to aid in alternative
technology decision-making, has issued as a rather
political publication designed to be the basis for a
State mandated program.

In this regard, I feel my efforts

on the Advisory Committee were misdirected.
Thank you.

Appendix I

I took exception to the sentence in paragraph 2 on
page 185 which states that "Wastes containing •.. trichloroethylene •.• may not begin to degrade into less harmful substances until many years after their disposal".
I asked for references on this proposition, but got no
answer at all.

Yet the statement remains in the final

Report and misleadingly purports to be a statement of
scientific fact.
Other statements, such as found in paragraph 5, page 86,
where it declares that "Exposure to doses (of halogenated
organic insecticides such as DDT, dieldrin, endrin, and
chlordane) as low as 0.2 mg/kg

bo~y

weight may produce .••.

death", is scientifically misleading.
verifies that statement?

What literature

On the next page in paragraph 1,

it states "2,4-D has been found to produce impairment of
the human nervous system upon ingestion or inhalation of
0. 5 to 7 grams ••.

Now since the concentration of pure

2,4-D in formulations amounts to about 10%, this means
one would have to consume up to 1/3 of a cup of formulation
straight from the can to experience this effect.

How

does this compare to other chemicals, I would want to know.
I should think that ingestion of these amounts of most
chemicals would cause some health problems.

Yet this

datum is used to support the conclusions that these
materials should not be

l~ndfilled.

Appendix II
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SAFETY
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OFFICE

BOX

CALIFORNIA

1398
94565

415 ·432·5000

Mr. Kent Stoddard
Toxic Waste Assessment Program
Office of Appropr.i'ate Technology
926 J Street, Suite 1214
Sacramento, CA
95814
Dear Mr. Stoddard:
I have received the minutes of our March-10, 1981 meeting
of the Technology Assessment Advisory Committee.
I would
like to comment concerning one section. This involves
the issue outlined on page 3 of the minutes entitled,
"Discussion of High Priority Wastes~.
The Dow Chemical Company is a manufacturer of several
halogenated solvents such as trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane and methylene chloride.
Halogenated solvents, as a class, are on the list.of
."High Priority Wastes" found in the packet you distributed
and are referred to in the minutes.
I stongly object to~
the statement in the minutes that these are "a recognized.list of· 'suspected bad actors' which deserve special - attention
in the sea~ch for alternatives to landfill".
Advanced technology allows halogenated materials to be
detected at very low levels by electron capture detection
methods which do not apply as well to non-halogenated rna erials •.
These halogenated materials have been detected through
this procedure at very low levels in some groundwater supplies.
The fact that only halogenated materials can be detected
at these levels does not preclude the very real possibility
that oxygenated solvents or hydrocarbons are also there
in similar quantities, but below their limit of detection.
Attached is ·a paper by Dow stating our position on the
issue of chlorinated solvents in groundwater~: .
It should
be noted that Dow believes that the very low levels of these
solvents as found in groundwater do not constitute a health
hazard to humans or animals which might drink this water.
We do not believe that these materials should be characterized
as ~suspected bad actors". As a class, they are not highly
toxic, do not bioconcentrate, and deserve no special attention.
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•

If, on the other hand, the Committee would like to have
two lists, one of high priority wastes and another of wastes
which may be more amenable to methods of treatment other
than landfill disposal, I would support such lists.
PCB's,
dioxin contaminated wastes, cyanide solutions and salts,
etc., would fit on the former list. Volatile solvents,
including halogenated, oxygenated, or hydrocarbon solvents,
which, as a class are not highly toxic and do not bioconcentrate,
would fit on the latter list, since recycle is often a
very viable option in their case. An approach such as
that which is found on Dow's Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) for these solvents might be appropriate.
The MSDS
states:
"Disposal Method:
(in order of preference) send solvent
to licensed reclaimer, incineration, evaporation of
very small quantities, or approved landfill burial
in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations.
Dumping into sewers, on the ground, or into any body
of water is strongly discouraged and may be illegal."
I would appreciate your assessing my comments and Dow's
position paper and making them a ·topic of discussion at
our April 15th meeting.
Sincerely yours,

Services
Attachment
afb

·.·•.
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CHLORINATED SOLVENTS IN GROUNDWATER

!:'uring recent. years,_ using very s·ophisticated analytical equipment ,
industry and public agencies have detected a variety of_chlorinated
organic chemicals at very low levels in some groundwater supplies.
Pmong these are some chlorinated solvents, where quantities generally
identified to date represent less than 0.00001% concentration. These
minute amounts do not pose a health hazard, and they can be removed
by boiling the water.
~
P.ACKGROUND
There are significant differences in physical properties and toxicity
betweeri individual chemicals in the broad class of "chlorinated
organic compounds."
For· example, high molecular weight chemicals such as highly chlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) are quite persistant ·in the environment and can accumulate in living organisms. Thus, a very low order of·toxicity
might be accentuated due to bioaccumulation. Accumulation in lower
species like fish might result in higher than expected exposures to
those who consume the lower species as food. This is the basis for
concern with low levels of persistent materials such as PCBs, even
if they exhibited no toxicity at normal exposure levels.
A completely different class of chlorinated organic compounds are the
low flammable halogenated cleaning solvents with wide industrial applications. Among this solvent group are chemicals which have been
found in groundwater at very low levels: trichloroethylene~ perchloroethylene, and very infrequently 1,1 ,1-trichloroethane and methylene
chloride; These chlorinated compounds have become the solvents of
choice for industrial cleaning because of a combination of favorable
properties such as no flash points and a low order of toxicity.
C~lORINATED

SOLVENTS

.

These solvents do not bioconcentrate or bioaccumulate to a si~nificant
level due to their volatility (rapid dissipation/evaporation in air)
and some solubility in water. No toxic effects to humans are expected
fr~ the levels likely to be found in groundwater, ambient air or
nattiral water streams. Indeed, vapor exposures thousands of'times
higher than exposures likely to result from levels generally reported

...
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in groundwater have been judged acceptable for daily 8-hour exposures
to industrial workers.
Most of the concern with groundwater containing low levels of chlorinated solvents hinges on the alleged, but far from proven, potential
human carcinogenicity of trichloroethylene and perchloroethylene.
Studies conducted by the National Cancer Institute, using del.iberate
injection of-massive doses of chemicals directly into the stomachs of
laboratory animals, have shown increases in liver tumors -fn mice, but
not in rats. The type of mouse used in these studies normally has a
very high natural incidence of liver tumors and the incidence of tumors
was increased only in the liver, not in any other organ. The results
from this study must be compared to all the other data on these chemicals. For example, long-term animal inhalatiorystudies and human
retrospeotive mortality studies have shown no relationship between
exposure and cancer. In addition, detailed analysis of the metabolism
of perchloroethylene also has shown there is no reason to suspect perchloroe~hylene is a carcinogen at levels presently acceptable for
worker exposures, which are far higher levels than found in groundwater.
Extensive long-term animal studies and worker health and death analyses
on 1~1,1-trichloroethane and methylene chloride clearly indicate there
is no rea.son to suspect 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methylchloroform) or
methylene chloride are likely to be a c·arcinogen.
In short, Dow believes the very low levels of trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, and methylene chloride as most
often reported to date in groundwater, do not constitute a health
hazard to humans or animals which might drink this water. This is not
to say the presence of these solvents should be ignored, or that high
concentrations that might result from inappropriate disposal or
accidental discharge might not be of practical concern.
SOLUTIONS
.•

Most past solvent use and disposal practices, which were once judged
acceptable, do not appear to have created a broad and meaningful hazard
as judged by levels of these materials in groundwater. Present practices are being continuously reviewed to be sure that the present low
level concentrations will be significantly decreased with time.
Traces of those solvents in water used for purposes other than drinking
cannot, by the most conservative estimate, constitute a hazard. Some
of the public may still be concerned with the presence of chemicals
in their drinking water. The consumer can economically reduce levels
of these compounds in drinking water by boiling such water for 5-10
minutes in an open kettle. Essentially all of the volatile c6l~~inated
solvent .will be removed with·the steam.
~

..
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Most of the fresh groundwater in the United States has been judged
perfectly acceptable for human consumption. Some of this water contains low levels of naturally occurring chemicals, some of which might
be considered much more toxic than these chlorinated solvents. If a
concern exists about an area•s groundwater, analyses should be conducted
for naturally occurring chemicals as well as for commercial products
to be certain the correct posture is developed.

-

Dow does not believe the finding of very low levels of these chemicals
in potable water sources should be a major concern. We hope the information reviewed in this statement, on which we base our position,
helps dev~lop a proper perspective for the public.
,-

\

'
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CHLORINATED SOLVENTS AS DRAIN CLEANERS
Recently there has been some proposed state legislation, especially in
the Northeast part of the U.S., concerning sewage system cleaners containing chlorinated solvents. This document discusses several aspects
of this issue, with the goal of establishing an informed perspective.
The prime concern appears to be the alleged potential carcinogenicity of
some of the four chlorinated cleaning solvents. (Methylene chloride,
1,1 ,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, and perchloroethylene). We do
not believe the use of any of these solvents presents a significant risk
of cancer to people occupationally exposed to levels below the present
OSHA standards. This posi"tion is further strengthened relative to a
population which may be exposed to them at the low levels modern analytical technology now allows us to detect in some drinking water
sources. A recent review by an EPA appointed Science Advisory Board
Subcommittee concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support a
finding that these solvents were even "suggestive" carcinogens. Thus,
we feel the publfc is being done a disservice and suffering undue stress
from those people who try to use the cancer issue to suppor.t unnecessarily restrictive regulations on these compounds.
These four solvents are used in large volumes for a wide spectrum of
uses because they are considered low in toxicity, 1ow in flammability,
and effective for the purposes intended. The Dow Chemical Company would
prefer that these materials not be used in practices related to highly
emotional, or highly visible stresses, such as identification in groundwater. The total volume of chlorinated solvents going into drain cleaning is a fraction of one percent of the total volume used for industrial
purposes. We have little incentive to jeopardize our products' fine
reputation with a minor use of this type. However, we feel committed to
communicate the appropriate perspective on the toxicity of our products
no matter what the use, and thus have prepared this document.
The use of these solvents in drain cleaners falls into two basic categories -- sewer systems connected to public sewage treatment facilities
and individual systems using septic tanks and drain fields.
We know of no real concerns with the use of drain cleaners for systems
connected to municipal sewer systems. While it is true that at sufficiently high levels, these chlorinated solvents have been shown in
laboratory studies to inhibit anaerobic digestion; we know of no "real
world" problems related to thi"s type of use, and would expect none based
on historical data. In most .sewage systems, the volatile materials
would l5e removed during tne bi"o-oxidation process.
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Septic tank based systems may, however, present a different situation.
It appears that anaerobic digestion of these chemicals is slow, and the
chlorinated solvent may survive long enough, in some types of soil, to
be detected in groundwater. However, we know of no actual observation
that can be traced to the use of chlorinated solvents as drain cleaners.
There is not much of this material used during each application and the
small amount used may be degraded in the septic tank. We do not have
this data available to us.
The one area of chlorinated solvent use in home sewer systems which
might possibly lead to detectable levels in groundwater is as a septic
drain field cleaner. In some areas, with rocky or sandy soil, and
fairly high water tables, such uses might be related to some of the past
observation of one of two of the chlorinated solvents in groundwater
supplies. We believe a more logical explanation is past waste disposal
practices which are now considered inappropriate. Calculations based
on average family use of water {3000 gal/mo), ·and the use of l/2 gallon
of solvent per year for septic drain cleaning, indicates the equilibrated concentration of solvent in water should not exceed 13 ppm if
only the used water is considered. Other water from runoff, rain and
snow present in an aquifier would dilute this even further. In any
case, we are not aware that these solvents are presently used for drain
field cleaning.
we· believe these various uses should be differentiated one from the
other, and each considered individually for efficacy and environmental
risk. Alternatives should be reviewed for safety and efficacy before
further consideration of legislation or regulation of this use for the
thlorinated solvents.
In summary, we do not feel any of these uses offer a significant risk to
people exposed to levels that have been reported in most of the observations ~ade to date. In this document we are not judging the merits of
these uses of the chlorinated solvents. We are defending the favorable
characteristics of these four solvents, and will do so as long as data
supports our position. -Thus, we are quite willing to share available
toxicity data and our perspective with concerned public officials, media
personnel, and individual citizens.
HAF/kks
3/12/81
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.153() lOth St., Sacramento, California 95814, Phone {916) 44)-Jll03

o,mce
Rppropriate
Technology

TOXIC WASTE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
926 J Street, Suite 1214
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 3?3-6578

April 3, 1981

Bryant Fi shbac·k
Environmental Services Manager
Dow Chemical, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1398
Pittsburg, CA 94S65
Dear Bryant:-,
.
..
I am afraid our minutes from the March 10 meeting of the Advisory Committee
may have been somewhat misleading. The minutes indicate that the Committee
objected to the development of a list of high priority wastes which would be'
interpreted to be a definitive list of substances which should be banned from
landfill'. To clarify the intent of such a list of high priority wastes, the
minut'es state that 11 the approach agreed to was to present the waste streams as
a recognized list of •suspected bad actors,• which deserve special attention in
the search for alternatives to landfills ... It was not our intent to imply that
the list distributed for discussion on March 10 was a final list"of high ·
priority wastes. We were only trying to clarify how a final list would be
presented in the Handbook of Preferred A1tern at i ves. .·
I appreciate the information you provided on chlorinated solvents. We are·now
in . the process of revising our preliminary list of high priority wastes, and we
will send a revised copy to all members of the Committee for their review and
comments.
·
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A discussion of high priori:ty wastes w~.ll be included on the agenda fo.r our ·April ··:"~.·~
15 meeting.
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MINUTES OF THE MARCH 10 MEETING
OF THE
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Staff Attending:

Members Attending:
David Bauer
Michael E. Belliveau
Dr. Selina Bendix
Davis Bernstein
Bill Birtcil
Bryant Fishback
Allegra Hamman
Jim Noddirigs

Ken O'Morrow
Richard Perine
H.M. Schneider
Robert Spear
Michael Storper
Dr. George J. Trezek
Jim Van Sant
Jim Wiseman

Bob Judd, Director of OAT
Gary Davis
Peter Deibler
Harry Freeman
Kent Stoddard
Megan Taylor

Others Attending:
..
Johnson Lam, ARB
Jan Radimsky, DHS
Mike Ross, Consultant, Assembly Committee on Consumer
Protection and Toxic Materials
INTRODUCTION
Bob Judd, Director of the Office of Appropriate Technology, opened the
meeting by introducing staff and describing OAT's Toxic Waste Assessment Program.
OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
Kent Stoddard briefly described the major components of OAT's current-.
year program and outlined the role of the advisory committee as:
- provid;ng advice on the overall direction of the Technology Assessment
Handbook;
-

identifying and sharing technical and cost data on alternative technologies; and

-

reviewing and commenting on draft materials prepared by Staff.

DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CALIFORNIA'S HAZARDOUS WASTE CONTROL
STATUTES

\

Committee members were asked to comment on some of the major

a~endments

to

the Health and Welfare Code proposed by the Administration and Assemblywoman
Sally Tanner, Chairperson of the Assembly Committee on Consumer Pr~tection and
Toxic Materials.
•

Committee members expressed the following concerns:

the State should set performance standards rather than prescribe the
use of "best available technologies••;

•

the requirement to reduce waste generation unfairly penalized those
companies that had previously made efforts to reduce their waste
streams;

• eligibility for financing under the California Pollution Control Act
is · a very small carrot in relationship to the requirements imposed
under Section 25172;
• the Department of Health Services is not currently capable of implementing the Statute; and
• more information is needed on the technical and

financi~l

resources

available to smaller companies which generate hazardous wastes.
In addition, several members of the Advisory Group objected to classifying the
generation and disposal of hazardous wastes as an ''ultra-hazardous" activity.
They felt this designation was too broad.
Members were asked to send any additional comments to Mike Ross, Assembly
Committee on Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials, Room 2016, State Capitol,
Sacramento, California, 95814.
DISCUSSION OF THE DRAFT OUTLINE FOR THE HANDBOOK OF PREFERRED TECHNOLOGIES
Harry Freeman presented the outline for the proposed Alternative Technology
Evaluation Report.

The Advisory Committee was asked to provide comments on the

outline and the attached bibliography.
and approach of the report.

Th~

The Committee was supportive of the intent

staff were encouraged to make the report read-

able and understandable by elected officials, the informed public, and various

3/7
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,.

groups involved in developing environmental policies.

One member of the Advisory

Committee cautioned staff not to expect miracles from the report, since he found
most public groups protesting waste
objective information.
comment.

di~posal

operations were not influenced by

Other members of the Committee took issue with this

The importance of identifying regulatory and financial obstacles to

the use of alternative technologies was also emphasized.
DISCUSSION OF HIGH PRIORITY WASTES
Gary Davis explained the criteria used by the Department of Health Services
in developing the preliminary list of high priority wastes.
Most·Committee members expressed concerns about the manner in which high
priority wastes would be presented in the Technology Handbook.

There was general

agreement that the waste streams or compounds included on the list were probably
inappropriate for landfill.

But the Committee thought that the high priority

wastes should not be identified as the definitive list that would
. be banned from
landfill by the Department of Health Services.

The members did not want the

technology assessment to be so closely associated with regulatory functions.

The

approach agreed upon was to present the waste streams (using only generic
categories) as a recognized list of ••suspected bad actors", which deserve special
attention in the search for alternatives to landfill.

Members of the Advisory

Committee were asked to provide written comments on the list of high priority
wastes.
DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES FROM THE U.C.D. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION
OAT s waste characterization project was described by Gary Davis.
1

The

Committee then discussed a memo from Professor Dave Ollis of U.C. Davis, an the
potential for diverting hazardous wastes from land disposal to alternative
technologies.

The Committee was in general agreement with Ollis• findings and

offered some suggestions for cat~gorizing waste streams.

It was suggested that the waste generation and disposal patterns had changed
following the implementation of RCRA, and that U.C.D. should use the latest
available manifest data for the waste characterization project.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Advisory Committee is scheduled for April 15, 1981.

An agenda will be mailed soon.

I
r.·

HIGH PRIORITY WASTES
1. Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) solids, liquids, and sludges.
2.

Polybrominated Biphenyl (PBS) solids, liquids, and sludges.

3.

Polychlorinated Terphenyl (PCT) solids, liquids, and sludges.

4.

Dioxin contaminated wastes.

5.

Halogenated solvents (trichloroethylene, bis
c~rbon

6.

(chloro~ethyl)

ether,

tetrachloride, etc.).

Halogenated organic liquids and solids {chlorinated phenols, hexachloiobenzene, halogenated still bottoms, etc.).

7.

Phenol"s,, phenolic solids, and sludges.

8.

Pesticide (ihcluding herbicide) wastes from manufacturing and formulating.

9.

Pesticides and herbicides (off-spec., obsolete, or surplus).

10. Cyanide solutions and salts.
11.

Cadmium compounds.

12. Mercury and compounds.
13.

Lead (organic) compounds.
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EX HIBIT VII

on Cehalf of the
\'/ESTERN OIL lLNL' C.l\S ASSOCiATION

Before The
ASSEM~LY

OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PRODUCTS
AND

TOXICS

January 26, 1982
Sacramento,

Re~

Califot~ia

Altetnatives to th9 Land
of Hazc:;r.nGus t•!ast8~>

Dispcs~l

----·- ·- -··- ---·-------Hy name i:3 f'aul Cdmber>l, and I am 12mployed by Chevron

U.S.2\.

a~

~n

her e todat

Envicoi:InF:>ntal Specia:.ist.

s~nior.·

d

beh~lf

of the Western Oil and Gas Association,

a trade association representing the coropanies

much of the
of petrol oum

pco~~~in0,
~nd

I am appearing

t~dt

conduct

refining, transportation and market j ng
products in California.

petrol~um

'l'he 1\ s soci.=~t.ion

would like ti) thank you for

tc..l~ing

the time to rccei7e testimony on the implementation of the
Governor's Exee u t i

·.~e

Order, and on the repo:ct on AJ ternat i ves

to .the Land Disposal of

Hazardou~

Wastes prepared by the Office

of Appropriate Techno!cgy ("the OAT report").
my

~~st

J

will begin

many today by discussing current efforts by industry

to improve h3zardous waste disposal, some of the differences
between on-site

a~d

off-site

diapos~

, the necessity of landfill

d i sposa.l .tor. some hazardous \•laf tes, and conclude> with o·•r
thou,Jhts on

the OA'J' report..

1.

Industry is ~lready working to reduce the total
volume of hazardous w ~ ste.
The petroleum industry, as a generator of significant

quantities of waste materials, much of which is classified as
hazardous by

C~lifornia

criteria, wants to emphasize that we

share your concern about the need for proper disposal of all
~l

wastes.

We are concerned, however, with the proposed timetable

for implementing the Governor's proposal to radically alter
current disposal practices in the near future, before appropriate alternatives can realistically be developed.

We believe

that a firm understanding of the n.:-. ture and scope of existing
hazardous waste disposal activities within the state, and &
realistic detailed assessment of the need for alternative
methods of 0isposal, including an assessment of their.
nological and economic

f~asibility,

te~h-

should be completed before

specific proposals are made.
A very important

alt~rnative

to hazardous waste

disposal, \'lhich has already begun, is the increased emphasis
on reducing the total amount of wastes requiring disposal.
The petroleum industry is actively using new technologies and
modified operational

metho~s

which reduce the amount of waste

being generated by our refining and production operations,

\
\

and the jndustry is constantly looking for new and better ways
to reduce even further the amount of wastes generated.
petroleum industry is also actively involved in programs
to find new opportunities for reuse and recycling.
-2-

The

One promising method for reducing the aiTlount of
hazardous wastes which must be

dispose~

of is through the

establishment of waste exchange programs.

Such programs, which

are already operating successfully in other states, match
generators of hazardous wastes to potential reusers or recyclers
in other industries.

The Legislature has already directed the

state to establish a waste exchange program to be administered
by the Department of Health Services (DOHS).

Unfortunately,

although the program was begun several years ago, little, if
anything, has been done to date to actually match generators
and prospective reusers or recyclers.

We strongly urge you to

encourage DOHS to move rapidly to develop an efficient and
meaningful waste exchange program which · will provide an economic
incentive to reduce the amount of \·Jaste generated.
program would also provide valuable

~xperience

Such a

as to the

realistic potenlial for inter-industry reuse and recycling and
should be initiated well in advance of the adoption of any
regulations designed to force recycling.
2.

On-site

vs~

off-site disposal.

For those materials which cannot be reused or
recycled, the realistic disposal options depend to sorne . extent
on whe

1e~

the waste will be disposed of on-site or off-site.

One point which must be stressed is the differences between
on-site and off-site disposal opera\ ions.

Generators who treat

or dispose of hazardous wastes on-sile, are likely to know in

-3-

much more detail the nature of the wastes they produce,
including concentration and composition information, than does
aq off-site disposer.

In addition, the generator•s waste

streRm is le·ss likely to fluctuate in composition and/or
concentration than the waste stream the off-site waste disposer

0

must deal with.
more

rea~istic

As a result, the on-site disposer can do a
technological and economic assessment of the

potential for possible reuse or recycling, and may find a
broader 1 2 nge of disposal options are viable.
On the other hand, the waste materials which an
off-·si-ce disposer encounters are not so e ;1sily
evaluated.
i~als

cate~., orized

or

Such waste streams may contain thousands of chern-

frpm different sources, with varying concentration and

composition levels, and the materials will constantly be
changing.

It is much more difficult to recycle or treat wastes

under these circumstances.

Also, alternatives available to the

on-site disposer simply may not be feasible for the off-site
disposer.

For this reason, it is important that any discussion

of alternatives differentiate between on-site and off-site
applications and cacefully analyze each separately.
3.

State-of-the-art landfills may be the best alternative
for some hazardous wastes.
We believe that it is possible to locate, design

and operate all types of disposal facilities, including land

-4-

disposal facilities, in a safe manner.

The SCS report,l/

jointly sponsored by OAT and EPA, clearly shows that currently
operating off-site landfills in California are considered safe
and have not been responsible for the problems identified in
the OAT report.

The OAT report admits that "none of California's

existing sites have been implicated as sources of off-site
groundwater contnmination."~/
In addition, as interest in hazard waste disposal .
grm.,s , and as experience increases, the technoJ ogy of providing
safe and secure landfill operations continues to grow at a
rapid pace.

f~11ch

more is known now than was known a few years

ago , and it is clear that improvements can be made in current
practices.

Accordingly, we support the continued use and

upgrading of secure land disposal operulions as a waste

manag~-

ment option until alternative technologies are truly shown to
be superior.
4.

The OAT report.
This brings us to the OAT report which forms the

basis for Governor Brown's proposal to ban land disposal of
hazardous wastes.

We consider this to be a major problem •.

What perplexes us most is the fact that the Governor has made
this recommendation despite the finding of the OAT report that

1,1
"Risks Associated with Secure LandfilJing," SCS Engineers,
J une 8, 1.98 1
~/

OAT Report, p. 42.
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current land disposal is safe.

The lack of support for banning

land disposal will be discussed subsequently by a representative
of TERA Corporation, retained by WOGA to review the OAT report.
However, before the TERA presentation, there are a few general
comments we would like to make about the OAT report.
To begin, we believ.e that the OAT report

m~y

encourage

the advancement of wilste disposal technology and the use of
state-of-the-art technology.

Since the state is developing

the resources and available data to determine the magnitude of
the hazardous waste problem and the need for various types of
alternative technologies,

i~

is natural that the state take the

lead in identifying appropriate alternative technologies.
However, the state is also charged with the responsibility of
moving forward in a rational and reasonable manner, and its
proposals must be adequately supported by fact.
In this regard, we are concerned that the OAT report
will be used to support regulatory action which we believe
would be unwise.

The OAT report must be recognized for

what it is-- simply a useful first·step.

It should not be

mistaken for the comprehensive, detailerl analysis which is
necessary to support regulatory decisions.

We believe the OAT

report is deficient in the following major respects:
1.

Broad· statements are made in the report

which may be true in certain instances, but are
definitely not true in all applications.

Because

of the report's tendency to generalize, some of
-6-

the problems involved with current land disposal
technology are overstated and a false picture is
given of the feasibility of employing many of the
alternatives discussed.
2.

The report contains many statements wh i ch

are simply not supported in the document itself.
Again , this is dangerous because conclusions can be
drawn which are not based upon the facts.
3.

The report contains many statemeuts

which are only half true.

Again, this stems from

lack of specifici t y and from a failure to differentiate between off-site and on-site dispoaa! and the
application of various alternatives to widely
divergent
4.

w~ste

streams.

The report does not limit its own applica-

bility. A report as general as 'the OAT report should
be so qualified and should specify that it is only a
preliminary assessment and that much more study is
necessary.

It would also be helpful if the OAT

report clearly specified the areas where further
study is necessary.
However, we do not want to ignore the report's
positive contribution.
University of

~alifornia

The OAT-sponsored study done by the
at Davis is an example of the type

of study which is needed to define the scope of thE:: hazardous
waste problem in California.

The Davis study, which reviewed ·

-7-

mani fest.s from hazardou ."J waste generators, transporters and
· disposers, has provided the first clea1· indication of the
general type and amount of hHzardous wastes sent to off-site
disposal facilities.

In addition, it has provided information

on the geographical distribution of the generation and disposal
of such \'!astes.

'I'his is extremely useful information which wi 11

provide u valuable foundation for much needed future studies.
We suggest that future studies should include the
following areas:
1.

Since the Davis study was based on data

from only two months of hazardous waste manifests, it
is not clear whether the results of the study are
truly representative of the typical waste material
produced in California.

Therefore, a more detailed

study should be initiated which utilizes more than
two months' data.
2.

The Davis study is clearly limited in scope

because it applies only to hazardous wastes sent to
off-site disposal facilities.

A study of on-site

disposal practices should also be initiated.

Since

past programs have not dl fferentiated between on-site
and off-site disposal, this very important gap in the
data base must be filled in order to determine
whether the proposals of

t~e

OAT report anq the

Governor's proposed pcogra111 are appropriate
on-site disposal.
-8-

r. )r

3.

.A

more detailed analysis of the waste

stream is essential.

Additional data is needed on

the concentration and composition of the waste
streams which are now being generated.

Contrary to

the broad assertions in the OAT report, it is not
possible to determine if many alternate technologies
are either technologically or economically feasible
unless information about concentration and composition of \1/aste streams is known.
With this badtground of our general concerns in
mind, I would now l.i.ke to introduce Paul Zimmerman of TEHA
Corporation who will outline some of our concerns about the
OAT's conclusions concerning the proper role of land

dispos~l

in hazardous waste management and the technical and economic
feasibility of the alternative disposal practices suggested by
the report •
. [Presentation of Paul zimmerman]
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EXHIBIT VIII

STATEMENT OF
PAU.. D. ZIMMERMAN
BEFORE TI-E
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION
ANJ TOXIC MATERIALS
FEBRUARY 2, 1982
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Re: Alternatives to 1he Land Disposal
of Hazardous Wastes
My name is Paul D. Zimmerman and I am employed as Manager of Waste
Management Services for TERA Corporation of Berkeley, California. TERA is a
professional services and systems engineering organization which was retained by
the Western Oil and Gas Association to assist in review of the Office of
Appropriate Technology's recent publication, "Alternatives to the Land Disposal
of Hazardous Wastes:

An Assessment for California" (the OAT Report). My

educational background is in chemistry and I have over eleven years of
experience in the commercial or off-site waste management industry. I have
worked for two of the country's largest waste management firms.·
As an introduction to my comments on the OAT report, I would emphasize that I
believe it vitally important that any regulatory program directed toward
hazardous wastes management be developed on a sound technical and analytical
foundation since each step of the program will stand or fall on the strength or
preceeding activities. Based on my review of the OAT report and related
publications, and my familiarity and experience with waste management operations, I have two major concerns that I would like to express to the Committee
today. First, it is my opinion that the OAT report fails to establish the need to
ban the land disposal of hazardous wastes in California. Second, I believe that
the analyses of alternative technologies presented in the OAT report are
insufficient to support the OAT's findings that such alternatives are "feasible,
affordable, and safe," and therefore, do not estab lish an adequate foundation for
the first step in California's newly announced hazardous waste management
program.
B-81-391
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1.

NEED TO ABANDON LAND DISPOSAL NOT SHOWN

With regard to the matter of land disposal, I believe it important that the
meanings of the terms "land· fill" and "land disposal" be clearly understood by
those interested in or involved with hazardous waste management, and that the
major land disposal options currently in use be defined. The term "land disposal"
encompasses a wide spe.c trum of waste disposal technology and practice, and
although it includes landfill disposal, it is not synonymous with that term. The
term "land fill" refers to one form or method of land disposal and is used to
describe a disposal process whereby solid waste materials are incarcerated in
soils or other appropriate media of low permeability within specially designed
and engineered facilities. Included in these state-of-the-art type facilities are
monitoring wells, leachate detection and recovery systems, and thorough documentation as to type, quantity and location of incarcerated waste materials.
Regulatory actions and rules and regulations concerned with waste management
must recognize the distinction between land disposal and land fill and not
generalize about the risks involved with land disposal technologies. Other
methods of "land disposal" include surface impoundments, land farming, and
underground injection. Definitions for these terms are provided below.
Surface Impoundment
A disposal process whereby waste materials are retained within
an engineered impoundment area to provide for evaporation of
liquids, protection from runoff or transport off-site, security
from access, or temporary storage pending further treatment.
Underground Injection
A process whereby wastes are injected into proper rece1vmg
areas deep in the ground, well below areas of useable water
reservoirs. The reception areas are generally saturated sands
which contain indigenous brine material unsuitable for any
known use or cavernous consolidated rock formations which
contain void space available for containment of waste materials.
The depth of a disposal well varies according to local geological
factors; however, in all cases potable waters are separated
from the waste injection zone by proper aquacludes.

B-81-391
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Landfarming
Landfarming is a waste disposal technique in which waste is
either applied to land which has been disked, or is injected into
the soil. This technique allows naturally occuring microorganizms to biodegrade the organic contents of wastes, and
the polyvalent heavy metal cations are restrained through the
cation exchange capacity (CEC) of sail.
Land disposal methods, of whatever form, are employed as a function of the
chemical and physical properties of the waste materials to be handled in much
the same manner as incineration, biological oxidation, or any alternative waste
disposal method. Each form of land disposal is unique from the standpoints of
cost, feasibility, safety and practicability and must be considered in view of a
particular application and waste stream.

Considering the variety of factors

which influence the selection, use and success of land disposal technologies, it is
important to assess the various land disposal options on their own merits rather
than to denounce land disposal in a generic sense.
The OAT report (Chapter Ill) provides an overview of land disposal practices in
California and states (p. 53) that "··· there is increasing evidence of long-term'
risks from land disposal sites that warrant precautionary measures ••• "

The

information presented in Chapter Ill is presumably the basis of the OAT's
recommendation (p. 187) that, "The state should not permit any new Class I or Ill landfills until the Department of Health Services has thoroughly analyzed the
feasibility of using available technologies •••" (p. 187). Several observations are
appropriate at this point.
First, the above-quoted statement from p. 187 of the report would seem to
contradict the finding (p.l) that "••• the use of (alternative) waste management
technologies ••• is feasible ••• " If the feasibility of the alternatives remains

to be

shown in future analyses by DHS, it would seem unwise to abandon land disposal
at this time pending the outcome of such analyses. The wisdom of abandoning
land disposal is further questioned since the OAT report did not examine the
merits of each land disposal method in relation to the high-priority waste stream
proposed to be handled with alternative technologies.

B-81-391
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Second, I would note that certain statements made in Chapter Ill of the OAT
Report concerning the SCS Engineer's report titled "Risks Associated with
Secure Landfilling" appear to be misconstrued in relation to the question of risks
associated with land disposal technology. For example, the SCS Engineers report
was concerned with California Class I landfills and stated so throughout the text
of that document. Yet the OAT report (p. 40), in abstracting SCS' findings,
indicates,
"It appears the long-term risks of land disposal can be substantially
reduced by:
o

eliminating the land disposal of highly toxic and extremely persistent substances which pose serious hazards to
public health and the environment;

o

phasing out land disposal of liquid wastes;

o

requiring the stabilization of hazardous residues from
treatment and destruction processes prior to disposal; and

o

insuring that design, construction, monitoring, and operation conform to the practices considered state-of-the-art
by the Department of Health Services."

It is inappropriate to extend the conclusions of the SCS report to all forms of
"land disposal" for the reasons mentioned earlier in my statement, i.e., each land
disposal option must be examined on its own merits in a particular application.
Land disposal options should be retained as alternative treatment regimen since
in numerous instances there are no alternatives to the landfilling of some
hazardous residues.

I would offer the example of many filter cake materials

which are part of California's waste stream. It would not be meaningful to use
methods other than land disposal for many of the fi Iter cake materials which
contain insoluble metal hydroxides, because thermal oxidation would require a
great deal of supplementary energy to oxidize the materials to soluble metal
oxides and then convert them back to the insoluble form by the use of a high
energy scrubber and neutralization medium.
A third point concerning the discussions of land disposal in the OAT report is
that problems associated with the land disposal of waste materials are cited in
several portions of the document with instances of groundwater contamination
B-81-391
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and overflow being among the worst cases. However, the OAT report clearly
indicates that these failures preceeded the promulgation of regulations for land
disposal and that no failures to date have been noted on any of California's
existing Class I disposal sites. This would indicate that the problem was not that
of concept or land disposal, but that (as indicated by the OAT Report) of siting,
personnel, or operational techniques. These considerations are certainly of equal
importance in the siting and operation of alternative technologies and are not
unique to land disposal methods. It is not proper logic to denounce one
alternative disposal technology on the basis of factors which can equally impact
the success of others.

With . today's engineering and computer methods providing three dimensional
groundwater models and designs to meet specific structural and permeabil.ity
requirements along with use of monitoring and leachate recovery techniques, it
is my opinion that today's land disposal methods are of the highest technology
available.
To summarize my first point, I do not believe that the OAT report demonstrates
the need to abandon land disposal, since I) the only failures noted in the
document admittedly predate design, monitoring, and regulation criteria, 2) the
merits of each land disposal option were not examined, 3) the OAT report
contradicts the findings of the SCS Engineers reports on the risks of secure land
fills, and 4) there is no logical basis for suggesting that the siting and operation
of alternatives can be done in a more feasible, affordable and safe manner than
land disposal.
2.

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES INADEQUATE

With regard to its analysis of alternative treatment technologies, I believe the
OAT report should be viewed as a useful first step in building a firm foundation ·
for California's hazardous waste management program, but it should not be
mistaken for the technical and analytical framework needed to support regulatory decision-making. It is my opinion the OAT report is seriously deficient in
B-81-391
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its analysis of the alternative technologies available to handle California's waste
stream. The data and discussion provided in the report are insufficient to
conclude that alternative technologies are feasible, affordable and safe. lh order
to determine the feasibility, affordability and safety of alternatives to the land
disposal of California's "high-priority" waste stream, there are at least five
major elements of the waste disposal problem that must be considered, to
develop the appropriate foundation.
a.

DETERMINATION OF WASTE VOLUMES

The quantity of wastes available for treatment as a function of time must be
known to justify the expenditure of large amounts of capital and to assess the
viability of a long-term program for hazardous waste management. Without such
information, it can easily be seen that if we finance and construct major
alternative facilities to handle waste components that may not even be present
in appreciable quantities in the near term, we run the risk that such facilities
may not even be usable. In this instance, we are left with a long-term financial
burden with little or no measurable benefit.
To illustrate the importance of this, we know that PCBs are no longer used as
stablizers in herbicides, or added to copy machines, or employed as coolants in
the electrical industry. Also, dioxin is now banned as a by-product in herbicides
in which it was previously found. It would not make sound technological or
economic sense to spend millions of dollars for facilities to treat PCBs or dioxin
when the future quantities of such materials have not been forecast. Today's
waste disposal requirements are severely affected by a backlog of waste
materials from perhaps 30 years. Since some waste disposal quantities now being
handled reflect materials which have, in many cases, been stored for several
years, these quantities can be residues from processes which are no longer even
used in today's industry. It would be inappropriate to mandate the construction
of facilities that may only be of use for an uneconomic period of time.

B-81-391
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b.

DEFINITIONS OF "HIGH-PRIORITY" WASTES

The OAT report (p.S7) states that "No attempt has yet been made to define
lower concentration limits which exempt wastes from the high-priority designation or to determine every waste stream that meets the definition of a highpriority waste". Further, it is stated that "a regulatory program ••• should address
these issues, since there may be certain ••• high priority wastes that do not pose
special risks when disposed of in or on the land." These statements clearly
indicate that the need for additional study and analysis is recognized by OAT,
and must be done to adequately characterize the quantities and composition of
the waste stream(s) amenable to treatment through alternative technologies.
Given that such data are not presented in the OAT report, it is not possible to
conclude that alternative technologies are, in a generic sense, feasible, affordable and safe. This is but one example of the generalizations made in the OAT
report concerning the viability of the program envisioned in its conculsions and
recommendations.

More importantly, it cannot be concluded that "California

will need at least three to six new treatment and incineration facilities to handle
the 500,000 tons of high-priority wastes•.• " (p. 185) or that" it will cost approximately $50 million per year to recycle, treat, and destroy all of California highpriority wastes." (p. 184). The analytical basis for posing such a scenario is not
provided in the OAT report.
c.

ALTERNATIVES MUST BE SELECTED FOR PARTICULAR
WASTE STREAM

Many of the alternatives identified in the OAT report must be designed for
specific chemicals or group of chemicals and are not necessarily feasible or safe
in other waste applications. For example, there has been considerable research
into the destruction or treatment of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), and we
have now employed such methods as molten salt ovens and selective compound
polymerization to destroy the compound or safely segregate it from useful
cooling oils.

But because insufficient data have been accumulated, it is not

possible to ascertain that these polymerization techniques are feasible and safe
for other halogenated chemicals. Another example is the great deal of time and
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effort which has been exerted to treat 2-3-7-8 TCDD or dioxin as it is more
commonly known. Although considerable success has been achieved through the

0

use of ultraviolet photolysis in conjunction with thermal oxidation, the commercial application of such processes as a mandated alternative cannot be supported
with current data. The availability of alternatives for hazardous waste management must be determined with considerably greater analysis and characterization of the available waste stream.
d.

•

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

In the absence of analyses of waste volumes and composition, and comparisons of
the feasibility, costs and safety of alternatives, the OAT report provides no
analytical basis for concluding that
... the alternatives are suitable replacements
for land disposal for the wast~rstream being considered. Such analyses are
particularly important from the standpoint of safety.
It would seem appropriate that a thorough examination of the risks, tradeoffs,
benefits, disadvantages and environmental impacts of all available alternatives-including land disposal options--be done to establish a firm foundation for
regulatory decision-making. The absence of such comparative analyses in the
OAT report must leave question as to whether the feasibility, affordability and
safety of alternative technologies has been adequately established as a basis for
regulatory action.
e.

ECONOMICS OF ALTERNATIVES MUST BE EXAMINED

The commitment of large amounts of capital to construct and operate alternative treatment facilities should only be considered after the economics of such
investment has been examined in considerable detail. A sound economic analysis
of the program envisioned in the OAT report would surely be appropriate as a
basis for enacting legislation to provide financial incentives to encourage
industry to invest in new technologies. The financing of new facilities is
discussed only in general terms in the OAT report, yet it is stated (p. 171) that
"..• the cost of design and construction does not appear to present a serious

D
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obstacle to the development of new facilities because of the many ways
alternative waste management facilities can be financed." The mere existence
of financing options does not demonstrate that the program is viable particularly
given the uncertainties in the above-listed elements.
To summarize my second point, I do not believe that the analyses of alternative
treatment technologies presented in the OAT report provide a sufficient
analytical foundation to support the abandonment of land disposal for hazardous
waste management in California. The information presented also fails to
establish that the alternative technologies are feasible, affordable and safe when
related to the California hazardous waste stream. Regulatory action resulting in
the expenditure of millions of dollars by industry and government must be
founded on the basis of a viable program.
I appreciate the opportunity to express these views to the Committee and will be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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Testimony of
Michael S. Meredith and E. Clark Boll
at the Invitation of the
Chemical Manufacturers Association
and the
Chemical Industry Cotmcil
before the
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE
ON
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND
TOXIC MATERIALS
Chairwoman
SALLY TANNER
Sacramento, California
2 February 1982

Michael S. Meredith
Good afternoon, Madam Chairperson. My name is Michael Meredith. My
colleague, Clark Boll, and I represent the firm of Meredith/Boll & Associates,
Inc., known as M/B&A, located in Beverly Hills, California. Each of us has
worked for 10 years in environmental science, and our work has included siting
studies, technical evaluations, feasibility studies, environmental assessments,
and regulatory analyses. In particular, we have been involved very actively
in the technical and regulatory issues surrounding hazardous wastes management
through our work in California during the past few years.
Our firm was contracted by the Chemical Manufacturers Association in
Washington, D.C., to perform a brief review of the several recent documents
that are the subject of today 's hearing. I suspect ours is the lengthy consultant report t~ which Pete Weiner referred earlier. The results of our
independent, third-party critique are presented in M/B&A 's review document,
dated 15 January 1982, which you have received. In view of our familiarity
with the issues at hand and our recent work for CMA, we have been requested
by the Chemical Industry Council to present our work to your Committee today.
It may be helpful for you to scan the Table· of Contents as we present this
brief summary. Also, we encourage you and your staff to read the document in
its entirety at some later date to gain a more complete appreciation of the
background information used to support our observations.

First, I will discuss M/B&A 's . major findings from review of the September
1981 report by the Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology and our evaluation of related documents available at the time of our work. Then, Clark will
present a summary of recommendations that have resulted from our evaluations.
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Before we begin, however, I wish to stress that the findings and professional
opinions offered in this testimony, as well as in the 15 January document
before you, are strictly our independent perceptions. We do not represent
CMA, CIC, or any group as agents for policy statements.

0

The September 1981 document, now commonly known as the OAT Report, is a
responsible first step toward the goal of providing an adequate information
base upon which to develop a new, comprehensive program to successfully
manage California's wastes, especially those termed by OAT as "high
priority." The OAT Report presents a large body of data and reviews a number
of important issues through compilation of a formidable list of references.
However, it is only the first step of many that must be taken before a solid
foundation of relevant infor·mation is constructed. Upon review of OAT's
report, several indications of the preliminary nature of the document were
apparent. Our major observations concerning the OAT Report, as presented in
M/B&A 's 15 January review, included:
•

The OAT Report states, up front, that land disposal of certain
hazardous wastes is inappropriate. However, several statements,
including mention of an independent study by SCS Engineers of Long
Beach, are made apparently to convince the reader that secure Class I
land disposal facilities, as well as other conventional techniques
such as deep-well injection and landfarming, are unsafe, at least for
some wastes. We do not feel that the OAT Report provides data sufficient to conclude that certain carefully designed, permitted, and
operated land disposal facilities are categorically unsafe even for
the most toxic chemical species. For example, the extent to which the
various risks enumerated in Chapter III of the OAT Report are incurred,
each are a function of the effectiveness and rigor with which the
siting and permitting process is carried out. My colleague will return
to this question a little later.

•

It is inappropriate for the derivation of component waste streams,
which were performed by OAT, based on the UC Davis study, to be
considered anything more than first-order approximations. We do not
believe that these estimates of off-site hazardous wastes quantities,
which were extrapolated from only two months of data that were more than
1. 5 years old, constitute a sufficient char.acterization for an entirely
new program to manage California's hazardous wastes.

•

Furthermore, as clearly noted by OAT, this evaluation did not include
consideration of the 70 percent--or greater--component of California's
total hazardous stream, namely on-site wastes. Until on-site wastes
are evaluated, no responsible program can be completed that reflects
the logistics, technical and environmental concerns, and the drastically
different economics of on-site wastes management.

•

Substantial additional development work is necessary to establish the
availability and environmental and health consequences of deployment
of many of the alternative technologies discussed in the OAT Report,
especially those slated for immediate use.

•

No attempt is made in the OAT Report to quantify the total volume of
residuals or concentrates generated from the use of the recommended
2
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alternatives to land disposal. Clearly, at least for several years,
some of these eventually must reside in a still-hazardous form, in
some type of land disposal facility.
•

At least one conservative approach to hazardous wastes management-retrievable storage--is ommitted from OAT's recommendations.

•

Derivations of the estimates and economic conclusions in the OAT cost
analysis are not presented in sufficient detail for the reader to
draw the same or any other specific conclusions. Also, a realistic
assessment of economic effects on the State's economy, notably jobs
and product prices, is not provided. Moreover, the combination of the
tentative, poorly defined status of the new program, the gross uncertainties associated with characterization of waste volumes, and the
general lack of data, a portion of which can come only from experience,
leads us to conclude that quantitative assessment of economics is
premature. Regardless, the differential economic effects upon large
versus small generators; the impacts of new fees; the effects on growth;
and a host of potential economic consequences must be evaluated when
data can be generated.

At this point, a few short comments regarding the subsequent implementation
of OAT's recommendations are appropriate.
•

Executive Order B-8881 appears very premature, pending availability
of alternatives to manage "high-priority" wastes.

•

The new scheme, as described in the 1981-82 Implementation Program,
does not follow a number of the recommendations in the OAT Report.

•

The new framework is contingent on the passage of several pieces of
legislation that are pending in the Assembly and Senate. We do not
mean to even imply that this is inappropriate, but this unresolved
status does point to the premature nature of activities that are contingent upon not-yet approved statutes.

•

Substantial costs, project delays, and
will accrue to industrial and government
public, if the present, highly-fragmented,
to the regulation of wastes management is

potential environmental risks
wastes generators and to the
largely discretionary approach
continued.

And now, Clark will provide a few comments.
E. Clark Boll
Based on our limited analyses of the OAT Report and the related documents that
were available. during December 1981, M/B5cA has developed five major recommendations for consideration by your Committee. All of them, in our opinion, are
prerequisite to the development of a comprehensive program to manage
California's hazardous wastes. They are:
1. Initiate a coordinated program of California-specific research to
answer many of the outstanding questions correctly identified in the
OAT Report. There are numerous examples of needed research--and I
3
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certainly do not want to advocate studying the problem to death at the
expense of needed regulation--however, as noted in the OAT Report,
but apparently ignored in subsequent policy statements, such as the
1981-82 Implementation Program and E.O. B-8881, substantial amounts
of data are required before a workable wastes management program can
be launched.
Some of these data and analyses include:
•

Generator-specific volume
characterization studies

reduction

•

Research on the primary health effects associated with "high-priority"
wastes

•

A rigorous analysis of off-site and on-site wastes disposal practices,
especially current data on wastes volumes, generation patterns, and
economical service regions

•

An evaluation of the environmental effects and risks, including the
oftentimes missed secondary effects, associated with alternative
technologies and treatment complexes

•

An estimation of the volume of residuals from alternative technologies
that still will require sequestering in a secure landfill

•

Comprehensive analyses of some land disposal techniques--such as
landfarming, deep-well injection, evaporation ponds, and landfills
for ultimate residual disposal. These types of facilities have a
place in a comprehensive wastes management program, if properly
sited, operated, and closed

•

Engineering and feasibility assessments of alternative technologies,
which are matched to generator-specific and/or region-specific
waste streams. The need for pretreatment, especially the separation
of complex waste streams, is only cursorily addressed in the OAT
Report. Such pretreatment could substantially increase the alternative treatment costs reported by OAT

•

Other economic effects of the new program must be addressed at a
greater level of detail. Economic impacts from the premature use
of an advancing technology, effects on small generators, and differential impacts on on-site disposal operations are noticeably
missing from OAT's analysis. Furthermore, the OAT economic analysis
only addresses the incremental increase in wastes treatment costs
to generators from the alternative treatment of "high-priority"
wastes currently disposed of at off-site facilities. As such, it
grossly underestimates the costs to the regulated community and
ignores effects on jobs and product prices. On-site wastes, which
based on new information presented by Mr. Stoddard today, comprise
92 percent, or more, of the hazardous wastes generated in the State
on a yearly basis. However, on-site wastes are not addressed in any
depth in the OAT Report, and similarly the economic effects of
banning an unknown quantity of these wastes from land disposal are
4
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not evaluated. Although the costs of alternative technology treatment
facilities may be comparable with off-site land disposal someday, onsite disposal costs are significantly less than those charged by offsite facilities that must make a profit and are sensitive to market
pressures.
2. A cooperative approach to the development of regulations for the
management of hazardous wastes should be established. The cur rent
approach appears to be one of reactive planning--that is, proclaim a
regulatory goal and then expect the regulated community and public to
develop the necessary infrastructure to implement it. Such an approach
is counterproductive to solving California's hazardous wastes management problems.
3. Pro rams such as the California Waste Exchan e should be r uired to
operate at a level o technical and managerial sophistication equal
or superior to the alternative technologies for wastes management
that are being proposed. Dr. Storm stated today that last year the
California Waste Exchange processed 17,500 tons of hazardous wastes
with a staff of 1. 5 persons. It was further stated that the staff
would expand to five persons by the end of next year. If previous performance is repeated, only 0. 4 percent of the wastes generated in
California will be handled by the exchange. This obviously is not an
acceptable level of performance.
4. Other readily realizable programs, such as volume reduction, recycling,
and retrievable stora e should be investi a ted. This point high-lights
the need or a comprehensive approach to wastes management that
maximizes the use of potential resources and permits the evolution of
a workable program that is cost-effective. A rigid ban on the land
disposal of certain wastes, without adequate advance planning, may be
"too absolute" for real world implementation.
5. Finally, a legislative solution to the untenable hazardous wastes
OAT
facility siting and permitting situation must be developed.
correctly concludes that alternative technologies are commercially
available, but siting and permitting issues may preclude their
establishment in the marketplace. Storage facilities, transfer stations,
and residual disposal sites are needed to make any new wastes management scheme work--including a ban on the land disposal of certain
wastes. Solve the siting problem--and it may be possible to eliminate
reactive planning, because the technical, scientific, and economic
questions appropriately can be answered during the permitting process.
In conclusion, the purpose of M/B&A's critique was not to discredit OAT, it's
consultants, or any other involved California authorities. To the contrary,
we recognize the difficulty faced by the regulators when trying to develop
the regulatory, administrative, and technical solutions to this complex
problem. We trust that these few observations will provide a small, constructive
step toward the essential goal of safe and effective management of California's
wastes, particularly those termed "high priority" by OAT. Through review of
California's new program, as described in the documents to which M/B&A was
privy, we have found that a good start has been made--but only a start in
5
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collecting the necessary information. The scientific and technical principles,
as well as the societal mandate for prior public scrutiny, call for a more
deliberate and intense pursuit of a new approach. At present, we believe the
cart has been put before the horse. If I had to pick just one conclusion to
make as a result of our review, I would have to say that a siting and permitting process must be developed--not just streamlined--to bring any alternative or conventional type of "priority" wastes management program into
reality.
Thank you •

•
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•

"nle OAT Report Is a respanslble first step-although others now must
be taken-toward the d elopment of an Information base from which
workable laws and repl&tlons to manag hazardous wastes in Callfornla
can be developed.· '111 State's extant lesfslative and regulatory framework, however, cannot be augmented or updated quickly enoup to
implement the ban an land disposal, which wu mandated by E.zecutlve
Order B-8881, or most other elements of the new scheme, which are
described in the 1981•82 lmpl mentation PrO(!' am.

•

'nle OAT Report recommendation for prior pubUc scrutiny of a "prospective ball" of th land disposal of "hip-priority" hazardous wastes was
ipored In the 13 Oetober 1981 Executive Order by Governor Brown,
which announced a unilateral ban on the land disposal of certain wastes.

•

'nle OAT Report did not prove that C&Ufornfa's existing Class I landfWs pose a significant threat to pubUc health or the environment.
USEPA 's recent decision to amend/reverse its similar ban on the land. fiWnc of containerized hazardous Uquids, points to the probabWty
that cautornia 's land disposal ban is "too absolute" for real-world
appUcatlon.

•

generation in Calltornla
'nle current trend in "hiP-priority" wast
appears to be in a state of nux. This uncertainty was not addressed
in the OAT Report or recocnized by the new program. Furthermore, the
estimates of the components of Callfornfa' s annual hazardous wastes
stream, which were extrapolated from only two months of data that
were more than 1. 5 years old, are not a sufficient basis for an
entirely new program to manace the State's hazardous wastes.

•

No attempt Is made ln the OAT Report to quantify the total volume of
residuals and concentrates generated from the use of alternative
technologies, and no provision Is made ln poUey statements for tbe
ultimate disposal of these wastes in the land.

1 A cross-referenced summary of the findings of this review is presented in
Section 1. 2 herein; possible effects on the chemical industry are enumerated in Section 5.8.
i
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•

•

Relative quantities ot the nrlous hazardous waste streams by ecanomlcaJly justifiable pocr~c rerJona, especially .contributions from
on-site disposal facWti
that may handle more than '10 percent of
Calltornla's hazardous wastes, must be determined more precisely
before the number, types, and locations of necessary treatment facJlltl• can be determlnecf. In addition, substantial developmental work
ls required · to estabUsh avallabWty ln the marketplace and the
environmental acceptabWty of many of the alternatives discussed In
tbe OAT Report and order ed for immediate lmplemen~tion by the Brown
Admildstratlon.
At leut two prom!Mnt, proven technlqu~ for the dlspolal of hazardwutes (at-sea inclneratton and deep-wen injection) and on
conservative approach to wastes manarement (ret rievable storace) are
omitted from OAT' s recommendations and the 1981-82 Implementation
Prmam.

OUI

•

It Is doubtful that leglslatlve intent and/or natutory authority exist
to warrant penalties for the otherwise legal disposal of particular
hazardous wutes.

•

of the 1981 and early 1982 deadlines Usted in the 1981-82
Implementation Program alr dy hav been missed, and the new framework IS conffiiient on the passage ot several pieces of legislation.

•

AlthO\Ifrh the OAT Report correctly Identities many problems, solutions
are . not readDy availabl for the untenable siting and permitting
dlfflcultles surroundlnl new (or conventional) wastes treatment facnltfes.
It is. hichlY doubtful that rectonal treatment complexes could
be sited, permitted, and operational before early to mld-1985 • .

•

Sul:letantial costs (on the order of 3 to 10 times, or more, than .projected by OAT), project delays, and environmental risks will accrue
to hazardous wutes senerators u
result of the State's highly
· discretionary, frqmetary approach to the regulation of wutes manage. ment.

Most

In summary, one year Is not enouctt time to develop the legislative and
replatory framework necessary to Implement the ban on the land disposal of
certain hazardous wutes, If it Is warranted at all.
Outstanding siting,
permitting, and research questions must be answered first; alternative technoloei• should be estabUshed In the marketplace and their environmental
acceptabWty evaluated; the effects of comprehensive volume reduction,
recycllnr, and retrievable storace prorrama should be assessed; and a multipart wutes management scheme that features a blend of all feulble options
(not just a unnateral ban on land dlspc:8al) and builds on the results of
Calitornia-speciflc research should be allowed to mature through a cooperative effort among the coplzant regulatory authorities, wastes generators·,
and the pubUc.
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1.0

INTilODUCTION

This document, referred to as the "review" herein, presents the findlnp of
an independent technical critique perfor med by Meredith/Boll c5c Associates,

0

•

Inc •. (M/B&:A), under contract to the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA;
Agreement No. ENV-12-SW, dated 21 December 1981). 'I11e goals of the investigation originally were· defined in M/B&:A Proposal No. MB-1981-2 and were
abridrecf due to Umited available time in accordance with the 15 December
1981 memorandum from the CMA Hazardous Waste Siting c5c Permitting Task Group.
The primary purpose of the review is to assist CMA by evalua~ objectively
key documents- used by th State of california to support a ban mandated by
Executive Order (E. 0 .• ) B-8881 on the land dl~ of "high-priority" hazardous wastes. We understand that this ·review wW provide the basis for comments by the appropriate representatives of CMA at a hearing before the
California Legislature Assembly Committee on Consumer Protection and Toxic
Materials--currently planned for 26 January 1982 in Sacramento •
1.1 General Perspective
A gross schedule for the implementation of the ban on land disposal is contained
in the October 1981 document entitled Manasing Hazardous Wastes for a Non-Toxic
Tomorrow, 1981-82 Implementation Program.
Both the 1981-82 Implementation
Program and the 13 October 1981 press release announcing E.O. B-8881 reference
a report by the Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology (OAT), Alternatives
to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes, An Assessment for California, as
the basis lor the State's new program. The latter is known commonly as the
"OAT Report" and hereinafter is referred to as such. Its intended purposes
are listed on page 13:
•

Determine the potential for reducing the generation and disposal of
hazardous wastes

•

Identity those hazardous wastes which are least suitable for land disposal

•

Document the technical and economic feasibility o! using alternative
technologies to reduce, recycle, treat, and destroy California's problem wastes

•

Determine the need for new hazardous waste facilities

•

Recommend specific actions the State could take to ensure these alternative technologies are used.

Other goals of the OAT Report are stated elsewhere in the Summary and in
Chapter 1. They are:
•

Help the State reassert its leadership in the safe management of hazardous wastes (page 7)

•

Serve those responsible for developing State and local laws governing
hazardous waste management, especially the California Legislature, the
Department of Health Services (DOHS), and the public (page 13)

•

Be a usetul reference document (page 13).
1
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•

1.2 SUmm&r7 of Pmdillp
The OAT Report appears to meet a number of Its stated purposes. It !)resents a
large body of data and reviews many technical issues both accurately and
effectively. However, numerous caveats are Inserted throughout the report,
thus ~Jcating it Is not a definitive or complete statement.
'nle technolOIJ
and economic assessments are not of sufficient scope or magnitude to support
a completely new program to replate hazardous wastes In California as proposed by the Brown Administration.
Furthermore, and possibly most significantly, the legislative and regulatory framework extant In California cannot
be updated quic:kly enough to Implement effectively the ban on the land disposal of certain hazardous· wastes or other elements of the new program. The
primary findings of this review are Usted below.
•

The proposed, new framework for hazardous wastes. manacement In
Call!ornia, although currently amorphous (Section 4.0, herein), is
based an a cursory, Incomplete analysis of the a::lsting wastes disposal
system In cantornia (Seetion 2.1.2, herein); an unrealistic approach
featuring cnly certain "alternative technologies" for treatment,
recycling,
detoxification,
and
destruction of hazardous wastes
(Sections 2.2, · 3.1._.3, and 5.2, herein); and a partial assessment of
Its effects an Industry and th pubUc (Section 5.0, herein).

•

The OAT Report did not prove that California's existing Class I Iandfllls pose a significant threat to the public health or environment
(Sections 2.4.1 and 3.1.1, herein).
Furthermore, the SCS Engineers
report, Risks Associated with Secure Landfilllng, apparently was
misrepresented (Sections 2.1.2.3 and 3.2, herein).

•

It Is Inappropriate for the derivations (extrapolations) of component
wastes stream volumes, which were performed by OAT based on the UCD
Study • to be considered anything more than first order approximations
(Section 2 .1. 2. 2, herein) •

•

"The current California trend in "high-priority" waste volumes is unclear,
but may be downward (Section 2.1.2.2, herein).

•

Substantial developmental work is necessary to establish the availability
in the marketplace and the environmental acceptability of many of the
alternative technologies discussed in the OAT Report that are mandated
for immediate implementation by the Brown Administration (Section 2.2,
herein).

•

No attempt is made in the OAT Report to quantity the total volume of
residuals or c:oncentrates generated from the use of alternatives to
land disposal (Section 2.2.3, herein), and no provision is made in
subsequent policy statements for their ultimate disposal in the land. .

•

At least two prominent, proven techniques for the disposal of hazardous wastes and one conservative approach to hazardous wastes management are omitted from OAT's recommendations (Section 2.2.2, herein).

•

Derivations of the estimates and conclusions in the OAT cost analysis
are not presented 1n sufficient detaU (Section 2.3, herein); and a
2
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realistic assessment of effects on the State's economy, notably jobs
i.nd product prices, Is not provided.
.
•

Relative quantities of hazardous waste streams, especially contributions from current on-site disposal !acWties, must be determined
more precisely before the number, types, and locations of required
treatment facWties can be determined (Section 2.1.2.1, herein).

•

The n w scheme, as described In the 1981-82 Implementation P'S!;ram,
does not follow an of the recommendations in the OAT Report ( tions
3.1 aad 3.2, h r~).
·

•

It appears doubtful that legislative intent and/or statutory authority
exist to w~rant penalties for the otherwise legal disposal of hazardous wast~ (Section 3 .1. 2, herein) •

•

Landfflllng, landfarming, and deep-well injection of certain wastes
wD1 be banned effective 1 January 1983 per the press release announcing
E.O. &-8881. Cement kiln incineration, even it owners were receptive
to the Idea, and alternative treatment facWties could not receive
necessary permits by that time (Section 2.4.3, herein). Additionally,
the adoption and issuance of new regulations requires from a minimum
ot about 45 days in a declared emergency to an average of 284 days, or
more (Section 5. 2.1, herein) •
Given the current status ot DOHS 's
efforts (Section 3.3.1, herein) and the required submittal of a
Statement of Reasons to the Office of Administrative Law (OAL), it is
doubtful that many of the regulations will be finalized before January
1983, pcssibly January 1984, or later •

•

MCISt . of the deadUnes listed in the 1981-82 Implementation Prorram
and the DOHS 1981-82 Work Plan already have been missed (Section
3.3.1, Tables 2 and 3, herein).

•

The new framework Is contingent on the passage of several pieces of
legislation that are pending in the State Assembly and. Senate (Section
3.3.2, herein).

•

OAT's recommendation to include Hazardous Waste Management Plans in
Cow:ttY General Plans would delay the siting of new !acUities (Section
2.4.2, herein).
Furthermore, OAT does not suggest solutions to the
untenable siting and permitting obstacles facing new (or conventional)
wastes treatment facilities (Sections 2.4.3, 3.1.3, and 5.1, herein).
It is highly doubtful that new regional treatment facilities could be
permitted and in operation before early to mid-1985.

•

SUbstantial costs, project delays, and environmental risks will accrue
to industrial and government wastes generators as a result of the
State's highly discretionary, fragmentary approach to the regulation
of wastes management (Section 2.3 and 5.5, herein).

•

The environmental risks associated with alternative technologies are
not addressed adequately in the OAT Report (Sections 2.4.1 and 5.3,
herein).
3
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•

'nle 1981-82 Implementation P~m, E.O. B-8881, and the OAT Report an
procliltn the lieC*iity Ol ( )Yiilg the pub11c in Calitornfa' s wutes
manacement program. Recent efforts to change the extant wutes manqement syltem largely have circumvented prior pubUc scrutiny (Sections
2.4 and 3.2, herein). Some members of the only pub11c group with beforethe-fact Input to OAT's study, the Technology Assessment Advisory
Committee, apparently were misled reprdtnc the intended use of the
OAT Report (Section 2.1.2.4 and Appendix A, herein).

The Intent of M/JI!cA '• critique Ia not to discredit OAT, its eonsultants, or
other Involved Callfornla authorities.
Rather, its purpose Is to document
the results of a third-party review of the written materials presented In sup-

•

port of Calltornla 's recently annbunced, new approach to hazardous wutes
manacement. 'nle authors of this review are convinced that a logical approach
to the regulaUaa of wutes treatment/disposal Is not beinl pursued at this
time In Ca11fornla •
A responsible first step has been taken In the form of OAT's assessment. Now,
cooperative efforts to fnl the pps In that work through additional
Calitornla-speciftc research must be undertaken to provide a sound basis for
the development of workable laws and reculatians. Then, a schedule that can
be achieved, lfven the State's replatory capabWties and the watchdog mandate of OAL, must be developed.
In short, one year is not enough time.

4
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2.0

2.1

CKmQUE OP THE OAT B.EPOB.T
Over~ew

ot Purpose

and Research Methods

This section provides a general overview of the OAT Report throueh discussion
ot its pls and investigative approaeh. OAT's work Is an exceUent starting
point for orpnizing ·the technologieal, environmental, and economic data base
prerequisite for a new regulatory framework in Calitornia. Most importantly,
the OAT Repor t furnishes a useful means to list the components ot the next
phase ot research that the authors ot thfs review believe Is required prior
to deslp of an expanded replatory program for the management ·of hazardoiB

wutes.

2.1.1 Purpose ot th OAT Report
The primary purpoSe of the OAT Report Is to provide "the first step away from
California •s precarious dependence on land <Jisposal" (page 1). 'lbe report
further states that this goal is based on a fundamental perception that land
disposal of certain wastes is not appropriate. On page 9, the report relates
Governor Brown's determination to evaluate, through DOBS and OAT, "how the
State c:ould reduce its dependence on land disposal of toxic wastes." The OAT
Report clearly Is the "Initial step" of that desired research.
However, this
preUminary work must be succeeded by California-specific research that wfU
provide a sound basis for devisinr an adequate legislative and regulatory
framework. We will c:ome back to this question throughout this review. Other,
more specific purpcses of the OAT Report are summarized in Section 1.1 herein.
2.1.2

Research Methods

It Is asserted that the September 1981 OAT Report is the result of "ten months
It probably is a minor point, but the subject work
of researeh" (pag 1).
admittedly is only a Uterature search. 'lb following quotation Is from page 12:
Because of the ab\0\dance of technical Uterature, OAT
did not c:onduct original research on technological
alternatives to the land disposal of high-priority and
other treatable hazardous wastes. Instead, the Toxic
Waste Assessment Group attempted to synthesize the best
av~able information from almast 200 sources.
The authors of this review recognize that a good Uterature search was performed by OAT; however, two c:omments seem pertinent here. First, although
the literature search was extensive, it was not exhaustive--review of the
NTIS data base, among others, could supplement OAT's reference list. Second,
the method of citing. references in the OAT Report .makes it virtually impossible for the reader to ascertain which c:omments, data, and conclusions are
being attributed to which published sources. tn fact, the main academic criticism of OAT's research approaeh is that many facts presented, calculations
made, and c:onclusions drawn, simply cannot be verified from the report itself.
This will make it very difficult tor the lay pubUc, especially "local governmen~ officials and citizen groups to determine and permit new types of hazardous waste technology which may be needed in their commtmitiesn (page 13).

5
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Assistance to OAT wu provided by three outside sources:
•

University of Calltomla at Davis, Cbemlcsl Enginenrlng Department

•

SC:S ~"~"~• a private oon~ultlnc flrm located at
fornia, under contract to 'OSEPA

•

An OAT-appointed TeahnolOCY Aa.-nent Advllory Commltt

Lone

Beach, Cali•

The Tectulolou Assessment Advisory Committee (TAAC) met with OAT staff oa
thr
occuions to discuss the subject Jssues and to advise OAT on the presenAppendix A of this review presents the results of
tation of their tlndlnp.
a survey of the TAAC members who could be reached and interviewed within the

•

short period available for M/MA's review (Section 2.1.2.4, herein).
SCS
Encineers and 'OSEPA Recian IX provided input to OAT through a subcontract for
a survey of the risks · UBOCiated with secure landfDling in California. 'lb
extent of SCS Engineers' input to the OAT Report Is not clear; their effort
Ia not cited formally. ('lbe SCS Enlfneers/'OSEPA contributi~ is discussed in
Section 2.1.2.3 herein.) The 'Onlverllty of Calltornla at Davis ('OCD) performed an lll&lylil of DOSS Uquld waste hauler records under subcontract to
OAT.
('nda study Is dtleussed in Section 2.1.2.2 h rein.) .' lbe parqraphs
that Immediately foDow contain brief discussions of various aspects of OAT's
research.
2.1 •.2.1 Off-Site Versus On-Site
It II stated en pile 2 of the OAT Report that Callfornla produces approxi-

mately five mllllon tons of hazardous wutaa annually, and of that amount,
1.3 milUon tons are sent to off-lite facWties.
The report concludes that
"about 30 percent of the state's hazardous wastes ••• are transported off-site
to one · of 24 dlspaNl facWties ••• " Auwnlftl a five million ton annual generation rate, of which 1.3 miUlon toni 10 off-site, the correct percentage .
Is 28. Furthermore, 0. 8 percent ('1, 960 tons per year) of the wastes disposed
of ott~stt are reported to be from out-of-state sources. Reprdlas, the
exact respective annual totala of ott-site and on•site hazardous wasta are
not known. Th1a fact· must ~ considered when assessing the usefulness of the
extrapolations performed for the 95 categories of wastes. The impUed precision of an estimation procedure, such as the one undertaken by OAT, can be
misleading unless the accuracy of the "weakest Unk" factor of the equation
is taken into account.
In other words, although the UCD survey ls quite
detaUed (Seetion 2.1.2.2, herein), because of the very approXimate nature of
the total wastes volume projections and the simplifying assumptions employed
(l.e., selection of representative months), the resultant waste volumes are
only guesstimates.
To quote pare 10 of the OAT Report:
OAT decided to focus first on the hazardous wastes
disposed of each year in Class 1 and Class Il-l landflUs and assembled an interdisciplinary Toxic Waste
Assessment Group to conduct the first-year project.
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'nda statement n em1 to Indicat e that more wor k mult be done to pther lntor-

mation about the l&rpr com~ent (on-lite) of California' s compolite wut•
stream before an effective syStem of managing wastes can be developed. M/BtA
agrees and II convinced that this work must be completed before a feasible,
comprehensive stratesy to manq e the State's hazardous wastes can be . devised.
In particular, the relative. quantities of the components of the hazardous ·
stream must be determined more completely before the number and type ot
alternative. treatment facWties can be planned.
2.1.2.2

'nle UCD Waste Characterization Study

In October of 1180, UCD and the Office of Appropriate
TechnolotrJ In Sacramento necotlat ed a contract for a
· six-month survey havinl the objectives identified
earUer • In 1119, approximately 8, 000 hazardous wut
manifests were received each month at DRS/Berkeley.
Given the .12 man-months of resources available within
the contract funds, OAT/UCD agreed to confine this initial survey ·to a detailed analysis of two months,
correspondlnc to about 12,000 manifests. In the remainder
of this chapter , we Indicate the (1978 through May 1980)
tlme variation of the Callfornla wute ren ration and
the procedure by which two typical months were selected.
OAT explained their

UH

of UCD' s analytical Input on page 16 of their

re~rt:

The data obtained for the two months wu extrapolated by
OAT to develop an estimate of the yearly quantities of
wastes renerated and disposed of by OCD waste categories.
Althouch the quantities of wastes disposed of
at off-site facWttes varies from month to month, the.
extrapolations of the UCD data should be representative
of the current amount of wastes disposed of each year at
Class I and Class II-1 facWties.
Comparison of the UCD report to the OAT Report raises some questions about
. this aspect of OAT ' s analysis. Specifically, three questions can be asked:
•

Wbat Is the usefulness of the UCD analysis that used two selected
months of DOHS Uquld waste hauler records !or projecting annual volum• for the period 1976-1980?

•

Is there an emerging, recent tr n.d of significant ehange in the volume
and makeup of California's hazardous waste stream that would render a

1
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}

projection for the period endinc a year and a half ago (1978-1980)
inadequate for understandlne hazardous wutes generation now!
•

What wer th respective roles t~f 'OCD and OAT In performing their
evaluationa of hazardous wute volum
and alternative management
teehnoJ.olies?

'nlese points are addressed in order in the fonowtnc paragraphs.
Accuracy of the 1978·1980 Estimation?
UCD's lllllysis was Umlted by time and budget (12 man-months) and was considered by_ them to be an "initial survey."
To put thinp into perspeetive,
the UCD investiptors performed a technically thorqh and detaUed eval·
uation of the components of two months of callfornia 's off-site hazardous
wastes disposal. However, given the variabWty of the data, as described on
pares I.A.l. through I.A.22. of the OCD report, and the absence ot a statistical analysis, the component waste streams reported by OAT should not be
considered anything more than first order approximations. That is, tbe rela·
tive monthly quantities ot " U of the 16 general wastes categories ••• over the
8/'19·5/80 year" were used to estimate th y rly generation rates for 94 new
cateprlel of California's hazardous wastes (paces I.A.2. and I.A.3.). The
potential error in such an extrapolation Is eonslderable.
Current Trend?
r

•I
I

I
-i

:f
I
'

Information presented in the OAT Report raises a question about the validity
of using 1976-1980 data for predicting California's current annual hazardous
Tables 11·12 and II-13 in the. OAT Report
wastes volumes and composition.
present summaries of wastes deposited in Class I and Class II·l facilities
for two months selected by OCD (September 1979 and May 1980) and for two more
.recent months of data supplled by the OOHS (December 1980 and January 1981).
No explanation Js given for Inclusion of the newer DOHS data; this is confusing in view ot the purpose of the UCD survey.
In any case, some
inter.esttnc points are raised by minor manipulation of these four months of
data.
Extrapolation of the OCD data (multiplying the two-month total of
Class ·I and Class II-1 tonnace by 8) results in an annual estimated quantity
of 1,363,440 tons of hazardous wastes. 'nle same calculation using the OOHS
data yields 1, 078,764 tons per year. 'nle difference between these two annual
rates is 284,676 tons per year, or approximately 21 percent. On page 34 of
their report, _OAT explained the difference this way:
Tables 11-12 and II-13 present a summary of the quantities of hazardous wastes disposed of in Class I and
Class II-1 facWties during the two months (September
1919 and May 1980) surveyed by OCD and during two more
recent months (December 1980 and January 1981). Data tor
the more recent months was suppUed by the Department of

1 'nle OAT Report .Usts 95 categories; the UCD document discusses 94.
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Health Services and Is based on a compUation of lnformatian from manliest forms. Although it appears that
there has been. a large decrease in the quantity of
wutes belng transported to Class J :md Class IJ [!IJlc]
facilities, mcst .ot this deer e Is the result of some
generato~ reclassifyinc drnung muds u
non-hazardous
wutes.
Prom

comparison of the avaD.able data, this explanation Is difficult to
Table II·l on page 20 of the OAT Report indicates that a total of
130,782 tons· of drWlng muds is disposed of in Class I and· II-1 facillties
annually. nus quantity of driWng muds is deriv.ed from the OCD survey utiUzinc September 1979 and May 1980 · data.
Assuming that all drilling muds
were reclaatfled sometime between May 1980 and December 1980 (they were
not), the resultant reduction in hazardous wastes would be only 46 percent of
the total difference between the OCD and DOHS projections. Clearly, OAT's
explanation Is lnsutflclent.

rrasp.

In addition, the possibWty of a changing California hazardous wastes stream
Is corroborated with an observation by a waste management Industry represen-

tative. Mr. David Bauer, VIce President ot IT Corporation! and a member · of
the TAAC to OAT, stated (By telephone to Mr. MichaelS. Meredith, 21 December
1981) that there were signitlcant dlfferenc
In the characteristics of the
wastes going to IT facWties during the last year, when compared to previous
years. Mr. Bauer attributed this change to gradual compliance with RCRA.
From the information avaQable to the authors at the time of this review, it
is not clear if a downward or upward trend in hazardous wastes volumes may be
occurring.
In addition, the variation with time Is not known.
It appears

reasonable to suspect that· there have been some recent changes ln the total
annual declared off-site hazardous wastes volume in the past few years. For
example, most of the U.CD waste generation volume curves show a downward
trend (this may be the result of intensified on-site disposal in response to
RCRA), whereas It Is suspected that quantities reported for some sites (e.g.,
San Diea"O) in the OAT Report may be significantly low. In any case, It can
be stated confidently that considerable uncertainty about off-site hazardous
waste volumes remains after review of Tables JI-12 and JI-13 in the OAT
Report •.
Roles of OCD and OAT Staff!
Reviews of the reports by OCD and OAT reveal that they both heavily crossreference each other. It is very difficult to discern which data and conclu•
sions were provided by which group. For Instance, the OAT Report states (page
16) that the OAT staff extrapolated the two months of data developed by OCD
to project annual rates. OCD also performed this extrapolation (page 5-2 of
the OCD survey report). In addition, the OCD report re-states many of the same
conclusions reached by OAT (or vice-versa) and, in two instances, cites
1 IT Corporation is one of the three· largest waste management companies iil
the 0 .s. and operates several of California's key facilities.
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(paaibly by a previous title) the OAT Report. 'nle authors ot this review
later dllcovered that the OAT Report actually wu printed shortly before the
UCD report (By telephone, Mr. s. Kent Stoddard, Manacer, Toxic Wute Assessment Group, to Mr. Michael s. Meredith, 31 December 1981). Numerous similarities a:1st between the two reports, and sometimes It Is not possible to
determine which work wu performed by which party.
2.1.2.3 Ttle SCS Ensfneers Report
The authors ot this review obtained a copy ot the 8 June 1981 SCS Engineers
report entitled, Rislcs Associated with Secure . LandtnUnJ. Mention of the fact
that SCS Encineers worked under IUbCOntract to OAT II made in the AcJalowledgements and on paces U and 38 (and other places) of the OAT Report. However,
no formal citation is given for tbll work, such 11 the one provided for the
ttCD survey. In lllht of M/atA's review ot the SCS document submitted to OAT,
a misleading statement apparently wu made on pap 40 of the OAT Report:
SCS found that potential for environmental contamination
from hazardous wute landfWs could be minimized by a
number of meuura Including control over the type and
form ot mater\all which are dtspoeed In the land. It
appears the lone-term risks of land disposal can be
substantially reduced bys

...

e eUminating the land disposal of highly toxic and
extremely persistent substances which pose serious hazards to pubUc health and the environment;

e phuinr out land dispasal of Uquid wutes;
•

requirlne the stabWzation of hazardous residues
from treatment and destruction processes prior
to dlsposaJ.; and

•

Insuring that desip,
construction, monitortnc,
and aperation conform to the practices considered
state-ot-the-~t
by the Department of Health
Services.

During a conversation with Mr. David E. Ross of SCS Engineers (By telephone
to Mr. Michael s. Meredith, 23 December 1981), he indicated that this attribution appeared · to be inaccurate. Specifically, he stated that SCS Engineers
drew no conclusions regarding whether or not California can reduce its risks
The second senin coMection with the land clisposal of hazardous wastes.
tence of the above quote uses the term "land disposal," which according to
OAT, Include& aU types of on-land disposal, such as landfarming, deep
wens, etc. Only "landfDls" were dlscuaed in the SCS report.
2.1.2.4 Technology Assessment Advisory Committee
Several of the TAAC members were contacted and interviewed using a standard
set of questions. Perceptions of their experiences on the TAAC varied widely.
The documentation (brief summaries of responses) ·for these telephone
discussions is contained In Appendix ~ of this review.
10
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2.2 Review

ot Teclmolou Alleam•al

M mentioned prevtculy, th technological assessment in the OAT Report
represents an aeceptabl first step in pthering data regarding the possible
alternatives for hazardous wastes management . in California. However, specific
statements about appUcations ot alternative technologies have not assessed
system performance and economics. For example, consider the proposed ~Be ot
sodium borohydrate for toxic metals control from electroplating wast waters.
The OAT Report dld not convey that this technology has severe Umitatlaas
that would make its appUcation to the most common electroplatlnr waste,
Chromium, economically and environmentally unattractive. Similarly, the
sugestion of uslnc Uquld sodium reactors for . PCB dechlorination appears
commercially premature .
·

•

Thus, the use of. the OAT Report to estabU.sh a basis of technological readiness for some of the novel, pioneering processes fo r hazardous wastes control
is unsupportable. Substantial developmental work is. necessary to estabUsh
avanabWty in the marketplac and. environmental acceptabWty for many of
the alternatives addressed by OAT.
2.2.1

Priority Wastes Treatment Technologies Assessed by OAT

2.2.1.1 Pesticide Wastes

There were no major inaccuracies identified in Chapter VI, Part 1 of the OAT
Report. OAT has not recommended any new, innovative technologies for removal
of pesticides from wastes or for treating off-spec, . cancelled, or surplus
products. The technologies recommended either are proven or nearly commercial.
However, several Issues require clarification.

They are:

•

One of the treatment options identified for off-spec, cancelled, or
surplus products was chemical oxidation/wet air oxidation. Mittelheuser Corporation feels that this is not a chemical oxidation process but a thermal destruction process.
Wet air oxidation (WAO)
refers to the aqueous phase oxidation of dissolved or suspended organic substances at elevated temperatures and pressures. (Communication
from .Zimpro Environmental Control Systems, a suppUer ot WAO systems,
to Mittelhauser Corporation)

•

Cement ld1ns are suggested as a method of thermally oxidizing pesticides. This may be a viable method, but two major technical problems
may arise--hydrogen chloride could create refractory problems and
cement quality specifications could be affected in terms of chloride
content

•

No attempt was made to determine what percentage of types of pesticides Usted in Table IV-1 (page 85) comprise of the total pesticides

1 Much of the technical information presented in this section was provided
by Mlttelhauser Corporation and was augmented and incorporated into this
review by M/B&A.
·
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dbposed of in cautomla.
Only that volume should be included in the
ban an laDeS disposal, II appropriate at

an.

2.2.1.2 PCB Wut•
The presentation an wastes g eration and health hazards in the OAT Report Is
sound and retleets current environmental understandlnc. 'lbe proposed treatment of PCB Uquids by chemieal dechlorination, however, represents pioneering
technolou, which is in a developmental stap. PCB wastes represent less than
0.1 percent of the hazardous wute:s produced in California, yet the disposal
costs are from 5 percent to 10 percent ~ the statewid total.
The OAT Report states that "the EPA has recently approved the use of one such
process for PCB detolifieatian." 'nle referenced PCBX process, which wu developed bJ SUnohlo, hu beell approved only for Umited use in USEPA Region IV
(Atlanta, Georgia) and tor more wid~spread use ln Region VII (Kansas City,
Missouri), but not in Recion IX (which lnelude:s California). 'lbe process Is
Umited to decontamination of mineral olls used as coolants ·and dielectrics
in large electrieal transformers (cacEN, 1 June 1981). 'lbe 'OSEPA Regional
Administrator. has th authority to approve the PCBX process for use in
CaUtornla.

In the October 1981 EPI.I (Electric Power Research Institute) Journal, it Is
noted that a sodium dechlorination process Is one of four processes being
evaluated by General Electric for seale-up to a demonstration project at a
later date. 'nils· stqe of Industry-sponsored study does not imply commercial
availabWty and acceptance, but academic interest and technical feasibility.
Incineration Is noted as a commercially available technology to" destroying
PCB Uqui~. The cost of incineration can vary from $15 to $2,000 per ton
dependtnc an the type of hazardous waste ("Incineration: The Ultimate Olspcsal"
in EPA Environment Midwest, 1981). However, Mittelhauser recently contacted
baz&tdous wute disposal companies with respect to incineration costs. These
compules reported a range of $2 to $3 per gallon, or $490 to $733 "per ton,
as representative. (Mittelhauser •s cost
tlmate ~Y includes the tipping
fee charged at the gate. Other associated costs, sueh as site storage,
handUnj, and transportation, can add as much as 10 percent to the total
disposal cost.) 'lbe October 1981 EPRI Journal quoted incineration costs for
liquids plus shredded soUds at $500 to $850 per 55 gallon drum (or about
$2,500/ton). A detailed engineering study Is required to verify such costs,
whieh vary drastically from those in the OAT Report (Section 2.3, herein).
Another important disposal option for PCB Uquids is incineration in cement
Th re appears to be both technical feasibility and minor industrial
interest in this method.
Studies are ongoing at several locations, both
domestically and internationally. CUrsory review of those study plans, however,
does not show sufficiently detailed consideration of chloride impa~t on
either the retraetory or the product. 'lbe rotary Jci1n appears to be an ideal
PCB incineration device,l but Mlttelhauser Corporation's experienee in

kilns.

1 'Ibis Is a technieal assumption. Future lnereases in the cost of natural
gas due to d regulation may make this fuel ec:Onomic:a.lly unattractive.
Switching to alternatlv fuels, ~ay result in alr emissions problems.
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the incineration of refuse-derived fuel shows significant costs usociated
with chloride refractory attack . and system corrosion.
The same refractory
attack can be anticipated when burninr PCBs. 'n1e economic impact of retraetory loss would be devastating to a cement manufacturer-at a minimum it
should be compared against possible revenues from hazardous wastes destruetion. Also, lepl, environmental, and health effects UabWties may mak
this method Infeasible · (Sectloa 2. 4.3, herein).

For th BCL (hydrochloric acid) produced , the .OAT Report states that the
Umestone. can neutrallze this ps by adsorption Into the product •. 'n1e cement
product has a maximum alkaU content specification . that typically ls not
Umiting, but should ~ considered when revi wing rates of PCB firing,
Umestone a1Jcal1 content, and adsorption efficiency.
For PCB soUds and sludges, the OAT Report elafms that "no waste reduction ·or
treatment options exist for these wastes."
Then the report notes several
thermal Incineration options and associated hiCh costs.
This inconsistency
on pep 103 Is contusing.
Developmental technologies are under st~dy by
OSEPA, EPRI,- and private _companies.
·
Finally, the OAT Report does not state dearly whether or not monoc:hlorlnaied
biphenyls (MCBs) are excluded from the estimated volumes of polychlorinated
biphenyls.
OSEPA has declared Its intent to Issue new rules possibly
declassifylnc MCBs, as well u dl- and tri-chlorlnated biphenyls, u restricted
PCBs by early January 1982. OSEPA has found that the "lower PCB homolosues
are not as toxic as PCBs, because they degrade more quickly in the environment and do not bioaccumulate In body tissues" (Hazardous Waste News, 1
December 1981, page 381). DOHS should consider such Information in defining
Its special ca~egory of hazardous wastes.
2.2.1.3 Cyanide Wastes
Mittelhauser 's review found general acreement with the ·OAT discU$Sion of
cyanide wastes. 'nle generation and health hazard assessments are up-to-date.
The incentives of waste reduction/recycUng. and waste treatment are wellknown .and Industrially practiced. This section has not attempted to address
. pioneering techliology appUcations with their· associated process, economic,
and .environmental uncertainties •

.

2.2.1.4 Toxic Metal Wastes
Generally speaking, the technology descriptions, which are presented just tor
five toxic waste streams, are reasonable.
SUch processes as solidification/
stabilization, evaporation, incineration, membrane separation, electrolytic
recovery, and soUds ·dewatering are all useful and can be applied to various
wastes. All of them are technically feasible.
The major criticism is, whereu the technologies discussed and the applications shown for them are feuible, there Is no apparent accounting for their
practicality. For example, solldificatlon/flxation of sludge must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine process efficiency. The presence
of ons, solvents, and other materials can cause significant application
problems (By telephone, SoUd-Tek, Inc., Morrow, Georgia, to Mittelhauser
Corporation). · The electrolytic recovery of metals, again, is feasible but
13
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or were dJsmllled cursorny u unacceptable (deep-well Injection). Appendix A
of the OAT Report descrl
the tIncineration technique and not• that
Iince 18'14 thr
burninp of larp amounts of toxic organochlorine wastes
have occurred on \he commercial Incineration shlp, M/T VulcanUI. But, ln th
text of the report and ln the recommendations (Chapter IX), at-sea inc:in ration Is not mention~. Given Calltornla •s apanslve coastUne, the proximity
of several primary wastes generation areas to the coast, and increased
th delivery of this technoloo to
lnvestm tl ln private capital to ape
the mark tplace, the omllllon of tlncln r ation
a m
of relieving
Calltornia's dependence on landtUls should be reconsid red.
W
Management, Inc., reportedly bought the M/T Vulcanus to deliver an ocean
Incineration technolcv to th tr .s. marketpla
by
rly 1983. (Environment
Reporter, 20 February 1881) .1 In addition, At·S
Incin ration, Inc., has
committed $100 mDllon tor two incln rator shl
capable of processing
250,000 metric tons ot hazardous wutes annually by early 1983. According to
Mr. Melvyn Bell, Preldent of Energy Systems Company of m Dorado, Arkansas,
there Ia exc
ve lncin rator and treatment capacity operating or projected
for the Oult States, Northeast, and South t (Envttonment Reporter, 20
February 1981). Therefore, lt may be possible to attract one ot these ships
to th west coast. At a minimum, this alternative should be considered in
ment procram.
more detaU ln the State'a new hazardo w t m
Slmnarly, the alternative of deep-w
Injection was rejected In the introduction to Appendix A (pace 21'1) of the OAT Report via the followln unsupported statement:
" ••• deepwe.U Injection and landfarming are not considered to be acceptabl techniqu
tor the dfsposa1 of
hflh priority and certaJ.n other
rdo
•"

.

No hard data are presented that document the environmental hazards associated
with deep-weD injection. (Landfarminr already has been shown to be an
environmentally sound method of di~ certain hazardous wutes.2) There
currently ar at leut four d p wellJ o r tlng In Californl according to
· OAT (page 253).
'nley are recW&t
by th C torn!a Division of OU and
Gas, OSEPA, and the Involved Regional Water Quallty Control Board • . A
at this time ln th opinion
complete ban on thla techniqu is not warrant
of the reviewers.

1 It wu reported In the 3 January 1982 Los Angel Tim
(Part I, page 2)
that Chemical Wute Management, Inc. (a sub ldiary of Waste Management,
Inc.), recently had destroyed 707,000 pllons of PCBs aboard ship 200
miles southeast of· Corpus Christl, Texas. USEPA was quoted as saying that
if reports from the ship's monitors are favorable, it would be authorized
to burn 3.5 mUllon
ons of PCBs within 6 months under an experimental
prorram.
2 "How Wastes are Disposed Of" In EPA Environment Midwest, 1981.
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Th

OAT Report stat
(
251) that "u additional chemicals are found to
Inappropriate for Jandtlll dllposal, retrievable stor e will become an
important optim for wute pneration."
Alt:-.o~.p the Jancuap Ia hard to •
decipher, which may M, In part, due to a typographlcil error, it awears
that the value of retrievaltle storace Ia bein&' proclaimed. Yet, the OAT analysts do not recommend this option u a short-, medium-, or long-term solution for the manapment of "bigh-ptlority• wastes. At a minimum, it should be
considered from a recuJ,atory perspective as 1ft · implementable interim soluti011
until economical rec,cllng/treatment/destruc:tion facWtles are CORStructed
and operational (Section 2.2.4, herein).
be

2. 2. 3

•

D

Volume

ot

llellduall

n.t

WDl :Require Secur LandfDUng

No attempt Is made In the OAT :Report to quantify the total volume ot residuals from the implementation ot a hazardous wast
management program Umited
to alternative treatmmt teclmolosl
that still will require secure land
dlspcal. Almost d et the technololfes recommended by OAT produce some
type ot bypre4uat that eurr tly would require secure in-land disposal or
secure, retrievabl storap. !'or example, in the case of the chlorination ot
aqueous cyanide wastes, the amount ot sludp produced from the alkallne
Is . dependent on the spec:Ulc wastes solution that is
chlorination proc
belnc tr•ted. M a rqh approximation, allowing for dltferences In molecular weJchts and stoichiometry, about an equal weight ot sludge will be produced per pound ot metal cyanide oxidized.
'nle advantages ar cyanide
destruction and the less environmentally mobU form of the precipitated
metal.
'lbe disadvantage Is the volume of sludge that still requires retirement tn a Clast I landtlll.
(Note: nus example also highlights the need for
a Qexible wutes catecorization scheme-possibly along the lines of the one
proposed by OAT, which currently cannot be implemented becawse of. the absence
of nect!IMrY back(round research data.) Other alternative treatment systems,
including Incineration, metal precipitation, ion exchange, sedimentation,
fUtration, reverse asmosis, etc., produce residuals that also will require
secure land disposal. The volume of these wastes must be estimated, and regulatory provisions must be available for their manacement.
2.2.4 P'urth r Clartflcation of the

Euro~

. ;.

Situation

Throughout the OAT Report, reference is made to the alleged fact that the
U.s. Is behind the Western European countries in employing the use or
regional hazardous wastes tr tment centers. How~ver, environmental data are
not presented in the OAT Report . to document the safety ot these faclllties or
local environmental impacts, and no assessment is made ot Euro~ industry
attempts to . recycle, treat, or recover resources from their wastes.
Furthermore, all ot the European facilities rely on landfills or retrievable
storace to handle residuals-landfWs have not . been banned.
For example,
France's 15 central hazardous wastes treatment centers all feature secure
landfills; West Germany, which has 15 treatment facilities, has 35 Jecure
landftlls. Most significantly, the Komm\Dielkemi Facility at Nyborg, Denmark,
which is described as a model hazardous wastes treatment complex, was formed
via local government lnlti tives and includes a secure landflll, as eU as a
retrievable storace, secure landtlll facility.
All ot the information presented in this section was eXtracted from the OAT
Report. It represents a signiflcantly different interpretation.
18
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2.2.5

The

o.s. 's

Regional

w

m t Faclllti ?

M

At several points ~ thft OAT Report (paces 8, 12, 151, 158, and 188), It Is
olalmed that other states are ahead of Callfornl in d v oping serious teehnologl• and/or facWties to rec:yal , tr t, and incinerate many types of
hazardous materiala. In Appendix A of the OAT Report, the exampl of the
New York Environmental FacWU
Corporation's proposed tac:Wty and the IT
Corporation's pe.ndq facWty in Ascension Parish, Louisiana, are described.
The current statuses ot th~~e · propasals are important in assessing whether or
not such facWti• can be sited, permitted, constructed, and operated in
California during the near-t rm. future. (Espeeially given "Governor Brown's
ban Cll landfDllnc--etfective 1 January 1983--and slightly ~end
ban schedules proposed in th 1981-82 lmpl mentation PrOS!am.) The State ot New York
recently withdrew its propoii8l to bUY l8lid near Sterllng, N w York, upon
which to ~d a .state-of-the-art hilb technology hazardous waste facflity,
just about one year attar · announcing its plan to build the faclllty
(Hazardous Waste News, 'I December 1981, page 383). Likewise, the tacWty at
Burnside, Louf.siana, Is unUk y to be operational before January 1985 (By
telephone, Mr. David Bauer, VP, IT Corporation, to Mr. Michael s. Meredith,
21 December 198l). Although IT Corpor tion has approval from the Stat e and
has performed some site preparation, they now must await the Issuance of
OSEPA regulations for land d
(a feature of the proposed facWty),
obtain OSEPA approvals, and build the faclltty.
2.2.8

Volume Reduction Onuplored'!

On page '10 of the OAT Report, it is stated: "this report does not address
specific opport\Dlities for waste reduction in C&lifornla."
In addition,
OAT's recommendations completely i ore a regulatory program aimed at volume
reduction, exclusive of recyellnc (which Is .featured), as an alternative to
the land disposal of hazardous wastes.
'11le option ot a regulatory program
aimed at volume reduction should hav been explored extensively in view of
the fact that the report only addresses 30 percent or less ot the hazardous
wastes disposed in California.
2. 2. 'I

Other Technolocical Considerations

Several other technical issues were Identified during review of the OAT
Report.. Answers currently do not exist for some ot them, confirming that
more work is required before absolute pollc:y can be set. They are:
•

'11le range of from three to six needed regional wastes management faci~
Uties is not sup~rted by data provided in the text, especially
because the on-site wastes characteristics and volumes are unknowns,
and the: trend in off-sit
wastes volumes is uncertain (Section
2.1.2.2, herein).
,
Drilling muds are reported to b the largest single type of waste, yet
OAT concludes that there Is no alternative to disposing of these wastes
In landfUls (pag 144). Certain types ot drilling muds routinely are
reconditioned and recycled in the southeast/central southwest of the
0 .s. Landfarming also may be an environmentally acceptable way ot
dlspcsing thes wastes, rather than depleting capacity in Class I and
11
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abo could
landfDl capacltJ

:r ·

aonaumJnc secure
•

reinjected rather thaD

·

There are several state-of-the-art treatment, detoxiflcatian, ~ecycUng,
ancl destruction options that are not even mentioned In the OAT Report.
Some of them include the Thaprd Reactor, t1V (ultraviolet) dechlorInation, microwave u•tment, and platfo m incineration. 2
A more
deUberate rerutatory approach will lllow teehnolOSY to catch up with
public desires and· political poUci•.

:amew ol

1.3

be

EcaDomle A&mlllpUcm lllCI Conclllllcaa

Chapter IX lftd Appendix C of the OAT Report present cost estimates to recyele,
treat, and destroy the hazardoua wastes produced In California (based on lJCD
quantities of -.tes) and conclude that the Impacts of these wastes management coats an Industry and the economy wm be lnsipiflcant. However, the
derlvaticas of the eo11t estimates and conclusions are not presented clearly,
and adequate documetation Is laclclnc· Puture costs of the wastes management
alternatives could be considerably larpr than the estimates made by OAT.
Current land disposal qts presented in the report also may be very Inaccurate.
'l1le conclusions on economic impacts, therefore, Ukely are premature. The requirement to abandon land disposal ot "high-priority" hazardous
wutes in cautornfa and to use wastes ma.nagement alternatives could have
sicnlticant impacts on California industry and the economy of th State. A
much more comprehensive assessment is r~ulred to determine the extent of impacts. SUch an assessment should be completed before new wastes management
reruJations are established and a final wastes management plan is adopted.
2.3.1

Economic Assumptions

'nlere are many lfte-specltlc, process/wute-specific, and regulatory Issues
that must be considered when determlninc system costs for wastes treatment
and destruction. Th lack of process-specific aost information in the OAT
analysis mules teveral impractical assumptions that are pivotal to the OAT
analysis •. 11\eJ area .
•

(pace 112). Although the costs of alternative technology treatment
faclllties may be comparable with off-site land disposal someday, this
!pores current an-site costs. According to OAT, 70 percent, or more,
of CaUfornia's hazardous wastes are reposed in land disposal facilities on the generators' fee properties at significantly different

1 If OAT's numbers are correct (page 38), 68 percent of the total hazardous
wastes disposed of off-sit in California go to Class I landfills. It
appears that Class I landfW capacity is being squandered.
According to
OAT, 500,000 tons of "high-priority" wastes require th most careful mabagement and possibly should be banned from landflUs entirely. Yet, Class I
sites are belnr fined· at a rate of 884,460 tons per year, or 1.75 times
the rate that would handl the "high-priority" wastes.
2 A draft EIS was issued by t1SEPA in September 1981 on a proposed platform
incinerator in the Gulf of Mexico about 40 mnes offshore from Moblle,
~a.

.
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(low r) costs than those charged by otf-sit facWties, which mi.Bt
make a profit and ar sensitive to market pressures (supply/demand)
•

(page 179). ·Only ott-site, "hieh-priority" wastes volumes wer 18ed to
project costs, thus siplficantly understating th
total cost to
industry. 'nte coets from the use ot alternativ technologies to m
other "treatabte wastes" ($12,450,000; Table IX-4) would r esult In an
additional annual increase in dlspolal casts of $53 miWon--usumlng
an averare, arbltrart1y derived , conservatfv , current dllpcaal coat
of $35 per ton--exclusive of transportation and pretreatpumt costs.l
The reader should bear in mind that the total costs are based on only
about 30 percent of the State 's hazardous wastes (Section 2.1, herein).
The ban imposed by the Governor applles to on-site wast
as w •
Therefore, total co.ts to industry are understated grossly even If one
accepts the. cost ranees presented in th OAT Report as reaUstie (See
Section 2.1 herein)
·

•

(pare 181). WaStes pner.,tion wt11 contlnu to "lncreue at a rate of
2 percent to 3 percent per y r. 1bis assumption requires substantiation

pven the uncer tanlty surrounding wastes generators' responses to B.CRA
and to State wastes management regulations
•

(pace 111). No justification Is pr esented for selected, representative
costs for treattnc "high·priority" wast" streams

.•

(page 114). 'nle statement that land disposal costs will increase by 20
percent to 30 percent during each of the next tew years is not documented

•

It Is not stated whether the quoted costs In Tables IX-2 and IX-3 of
the OAT Report include pretreatment. W assume that they do not.
Contamination ot otherwise recoverable, recyclable, or treatable waste
streams may require substantial pr etreatment.
Simt1arly, many proCesiJt!S are Umited to weak streams. For example, sodium borohydride
has been used tor years to recover precious metals from dilute streams
(Ag, Au, Pt).
'n1e chemical reduces soluble metals to their zero
valence state, and they precipitate as the pure metal. 'n1e best appUcation Is on a relatively clean stream that contains only one metal.
The current cost of sodium borohydride Is $20/lb and is available commercially from the Thiokol Corporation. It does not have much use on
chromium because it cannot reduce Cr+6 to crO. Rather, the cr+6 is
converted to cr+3, · which stl11 Is soluble until the pH is increased.
This makes its use· Umited for a substantial portion of plating wastes.
Any residual material (e.g., metal hydroxides or Insoluble complexes)
that cannot be· recovered must be removed to a secure landfm. This
typically Is a "small" amount of the total sludge, but varies on a
case-by-case basis

•

(page 263). Solvent recycUnr cannot be accompUshed without a cost. 'n1e
solvent must be revitalized before reuse (e.g., soUds removal, etc.)·

1 'lbe $35 Is the cost quoted by OAT for the disposal of "high-priority" wastes.
OAT claims· (page 113) that the cost is somewhat lower for most other
!UiZ&rdous wastes.
19
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•

(page 282). DeceatraUzatlon of alternative disposal sites may reduee
transportation cos , but would result In less economy of seale .
Further analysis is required to determine If thes
factors are
mutUIJly offHttiDc

•

(page 283). On what basis can lt be assumed that costs for thermal
destructlcm will decrease!
It fuel costs Increase, is it feasible to
recover ener11 for a cr~t?

Based en the above types of Information, or lack thereof, OAT concluded that
the "Immediate and widespread use of alternative waste treatment technologies
for an of cautortda •s high-priority wutes will cost Calitornia Industries

a maximum of $33 mDlion per year" (page 1'19). Yet, if the hlp-end costs
were substituted Into Table IX-3, total eosu would increase to $1'1 mDlian
doDars, a yearly disposal cost Increase ot $80 mnuon per year .
This cost
plus the $53 mUllen per year for other treatable wastes, which was not
included by OAT In their economic impact analysis, results In a total yearly
increase In partial industry costs for wastes cS1sposal of $U3 mDllon-3.4
times the OAT-projected impact--exclusive of additional treatment/disposal
costs for wutes that currently are disposed on-site •

.

bottomUne Is that no d taned system designs and cost estimates were
developed in the OAT Report, and no attempts were made to match C&Ufornia's
waste streams to workable systems.
For example, the solidification costs
used in Table IX-3 seem low, especially for on-site treatment.
A recent
lnvestlptlon by Mittelhauser Corporation calculated the cost for Cr(OH)3
waste soUdlficatlon at $100 per ton excluding final disposal and operating
labor. A quote of $30 per ton for on-site treatment was provided by Chemfix,
but anly in batches of 100,000 pllons or more.
'lberefore, ~e-by-case
costs CIUl differ significantly from the $100 per ton figure used In Table
IX-3 of the OAT Report. Facility-specific engineering studies are needed to
develop actual system costs before reUable assessments of the effects on
industry, including the small operator, can be made.

The

2. 3. 2 . Economic Conclusions

on

Based
the Information presented In the OAT Report, the economic conclusions largely are inconclusive. The following observations are intended
to stimulate discussion; they are not deemed by the authors of this review as
an adequate assessment of the complex economics surrounding any new set of
environmental reaulatlons featuring. technologies that must be estabUshed in
the marketplace.
Moreover, we submit that no useful quantitative economic
assessment can be made until numerous aspects of the proposed program are
clarified.

.

•

Exception must be taken to factoring disposal costs as a percentage
Wastes disposal is related to manufac~uring
of total business costs.
costs rather than to costs such as advertising, marketing, etc.

•

It is unreasonable to Spread th cost impact analysis over the revenues
of all businesses uniformly.
Perhaps the calculated incremental costs
for alternate technologies would be insignificant to a large company,
but to a sman firm that employs 20 or fewer "individuals, such costs
could be crippUnc
20
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~

•

Etf ts on product prices, jobs, teo ,
Report, thus r ucing Its worth as
program

•

Finally, total costs to Industry per year just !or the disposal ot
"high priority"'
d "other treatable" wastes could be substantially
mor
than $113 mWlon in excess of current land dis
costs
(Section 2.3.1, h rein); not $33 mDlion, or 1 , as report
by
OAT. 'nds hfcher number does not Include a calculation !or Industry
currently disposed In the land oncompUance in regard to wast
site.
111 di!f r tlal cost
tween
-site land disposal and offsit
recfonal treatm t at facnities managed by "for-profit"
or
zations fs
ted to ·be signlflcut.

2.4 """"",IAI&uv,/ltegulatory1AdllllrdsU tive Con:dd raticms
One of th
actions th

stated pur,.._ of the OAT Report was to "recommend specific
State could take to
ure these alternative technologies ar
used" (pag 13).
Selected Industry, public interest
oup, and academic
representatives, u well as Federal Government staff and an engineerinc consultant, contributed to the document.
How ver, legislative and regulatory
analysts apparently were not involved, and the OAT Report appropriately does
not discuss mechan!ams or tim frames for enacting the recommendations contained therein. It Is stated dearly
t the report is intended for use by
the "California Lecfslatura and the Department of Health Services" and for
these "who want to play a more active role in public hearinp and workshops
concerning tho State's hazardous waste program." Yet, none of these entities
was provided the opportunity to review the OAT Report in detan, or to conduct the additional necessary r
rch, before callfornia launched "on paper"
an entirely new hazardous wastes management program.
As such, ther
are
veral lncomplet statements in the report concerning
Cali!ornia's uisting hazardous wastes management prorram.
Both the OAT
Report and the subsequent pollcy statements direct DOHS to lead Californians
into· a "non-toxic tomorrow."
DOHS's past performance Is critiqued In the
Report by the Auditor General of California, d ted October 1981. The latter
document eoncluded that DOHS "has ineffectively implemented and enforced
hazardous waste control laws."
This review, however, does not dwell on
DOHS's .historic or future role, rather it focuses on th regulatory, administrative, and legf tiv
issues that must be addressed before the
report's recommendations can be implemented, it appropriate. Nevertheless,
given the tight timeframe allowed tor implementation of the new program, the
ability ot the lead agency to perform will be pivotal to the success of the
program and to the resultant effects on wastes generators.

2.4.1

Class I LandfW.S-Oseful?

It is concluded in the OAT Report that "there are many serious and unresolved
questions about wh th r land disposal systems can be made to operate effectively and efflci tly for long periods of time" (page 182). Yet, no Instances
In which California's
tiJ1i Class . I facilities have been lmpUcated as •
sources of off-site groundwat r contamination are documented In the report.
In fact, a quote from the SCS Engineers report, Risks Associated with Secure
Landfillin( (June 1981), discloses that California ' s larger, mor
recently
21
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constructed

r-..anaa

•

land

c:Usposa1

faefllties

have

r mained

HCNre

for

several

W•ther.
California's relatively low precipitation
adds Uttle additional molstur to deposited wast •
In periods of hilh ralntan, secure site lntecrity may
be adversely affected

• Sltlnc ln naturally secure areas. Callfornla 's regu-

lations that control hazardous wute disposal to land
mandat use only of sites that are underlain bJ ver,
low permeabWtJ soils and that have no usable ground
water hfdraulieally continuous with the area of waste
depolit

•

use.
R.elatlvely abort ldstory of Class I sit
Contamination problems that may be developlnl may not
yet have bad enoup tlm to be detected throueh Inplace monltormc systems .
Since most sites are
located ln low permeabWty soils, Uquid moves very
It is
slowly, on. the order of 0.1 ft. per year.
paalble that chemicals are leaving the confines of
disposal sites and very slowly moving by gravity
throup soils.

SCS fur ther states that "those chemicals that l.fe not bound up in the soil
may eventually reach the low quality groamd water that underUes some
Callfornia C1ul I sites." Nowhere in the SCS Report, or in the OAT Report, is
It concluded or· are data presented that document landfills consistent with
the Water Resource Cc:rltrol Board's (WR.CB's) criteria for ClasS· I facilities
ar e not secure.
SCS's appraisal is tempered by elucidation of the risks
associated with engtneerfnl desip, quallty control, and containment system
operation. SCS, however, makes the following observation (page 26):
••• the deposit of treated Instead of untreated hazardous
wute on land would lppear to present lesl risk to the
environment and society. However, there are also risks
associated with the operation of hi.zardous waste treatment facillties.
In addition, no definitive assessment
of risks is avallable which compares land disposal of
treatment residuals and treated waste to land dlspasal
of untreated hazardous waste. These comparisons must be
made lt society is to make satisfactory manqement decisions.

Several reasons are itemized en page 52 of the OAT Report as to why
"hazardous wastes or etnuents from these wastes could leave the confines of
a seeure landfill."
Each reason relates to improper siting or engiiteering
desip. Theoretically, these factors are controlled by the WRCB'S exhaustive
sittnc requirements (which exceed the existing RCRA guidelines) and
duplicative requirements by DOHS and the WRCB tor wastes management facility
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operation plans.
Although DOHS bas not promul ted the building stand rds
tor hazardous wutes JacWties required by Section 25150 of the Health and
Safety Code", it must b concluded that the record and the OAT Report do not
document definitively the risks associated with a;roperly sited, constructed,
operated, and closed Class I tacWtles.
2.4.2

Hazardous WaSt

Management

PlaDnlnc

The OAT Report recommends (page 189) that th

"C&llfornia Legislatur should
of CO\D'ltles to plan tor th sate management of
clarify the responsibWti
hazardous w t es and requir that hazardous wast management plans be incorporated into the local
ral plan. w 'n1e first part of this recommendation
tur
elarlfy 'PlaMlng responsibWties) Is ript on
{that the State
target, because currently the responsibWty for planning hazardous wastes
management facWti
has not
shouldered by any California agency. The
State Solid Waste Management Board (SWMB) contends that DOHS is responsible
tor provldlnc counties with criteria or guidelines for developing the
Hazardous W te Elements of County Solid Waste Management Plans (CSWMPs).
The presently in-force Memorandum of Understanding (MOO) among the SWMB,
DOHS, and the WRCB, effective 16 January 1980 , recognizes CSWMPs as the primary solid and hazardous w t planning documents. Yet, DOHS maintains that
its role Is purely a review function , and it
not taken an active role in
assisting counti
or the SWMB in pr ring the· Hazardous Waste Elements of
CSWMPs.

In 19'18, S.B. 2031 (Nimmo) deleted the administration of the disposal of
hazardous wastes from the purview of the SWMB. This Bill, however, did not
.; clearly or specifically transfer the responsibWty for plannlng hazardous
wute facUlties to OOHS. Section 86180.1 of the Government Code, in part,
reads: •
That portion of the coun"'.:r soUd waste plan which deals
with hazardous waste disposal shall be submitted to the
department [DOHS] for review and approval and shall be
in compliance with state hazardous waste standards
adopted by the department pursuant to Section 25150 of
the Health and Satety Code.
Mr. Bill Marlin, Counsel for :OOHS,
interpreted this language as "not
requiring DOHS to provid criteria for CSWMPs," but that "DOHS only will
review the Hazardous Waste Element" (By telephone to Mr. Michael S. Meredith,
29 December 1981) •
Section 25150 of the Health and Safety Code directs DOHS to develop various
standards and regulations for the handling, processing, use, storage, and
disposal of, and the recovery of resources from, hazardous and extremely
hazardous wastes and to adopt building standards for hazardous wastes tacWties. Th latter standards have not been prepared. No mention is made of
county-specific plaMing eriteria. However, Section 25151 reads as follows:
The department [DOHSl may adopt varying requirements
oth r than building standards for different areas of
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dependfne on. population density, cUmate,
end other factors relevant to hazardous ·~te
processlnc. and disposal.
tbe · stat

reolou t

Th re Is no questlcn but that slt!nc and p1annlnc are crucial factors In the
processing and disposal of hazardous wut •
It must be assumed then that
Sections 25150 and 25151 provide DOHS with sufficient authority to assist
·countl
In p1anninc tor hazardous wastes facilities.
It also can be Interpreted from the Nimmo BUl that the State Legislature Intended. for DOHS to
take over Ill responsibWty for hazardous wutes, Including planning,
althoueh It II not stated specillcaD.y.
ReprcDess ot the outcome, this conf\lllan wm delay new wastes manapment facWtl
In cautornia Wltll rectified.
The HCOild put of the OAT recommendation (that hazardous waste manacement

•

plant be Incorporated Into the local general plan) Ukely would add to potential delays In permitting hazardous wastes manacement facilities.
At least
one CO\Dity (Kern) In Calltornia currently lncludes the CSWMP In the Gen ral
Plan. Therefore, the General Plan must be revised when the CSWMP Is amended.
In addition, the General Plan must be up-to-date before a Conditional Ose
Permit (COP) can be Issued.
Potential permitting delays from this situation
are compounded because each e1 ment ot the General Plan can be amended only
thrH times per calendar year. OsuaDy, hearlnp on the Land Ose Element are
held at roughly equal intervals throughout the year. The result is the mmeeessary delay In the consideration and approval of needed wastes disposal
facilities through Increased, duplicative local regulation.
2. 4. 3 Joint ARB/DOHS Incineration Polley
It was urged In .the OAT Report (pap 181) that the DOHS and the Air Resources
Board (41\B) adopt the Interim poUcy on hazardous wastes Incineration contained in Appendix B (pap 257) of th report. 'lbat policy reads as follows:
It shall be the Interim pollcy of the State to encourage
the development and testing of lncin ration technologies
which In the opinion ot the State offer greatest potential for the sate destruction of hazardous wastes which
cannot be effectively reduced at the source, recycled,
or treated.
This poUcy would permit the testing of prototype Incinerators or cement
kilns only after guidelines are developed jointly by DOHS and ARB.
As ot 28 Dec mber 1981, ARB has not adopted any standards or regulations !or
incineration of PCBs or other extremely hazardous materials (By telephone,
Ms. Leslie M. Krinsk, ARB, to Mr. Michael s. Meredith). There is no joint
ARB/DOHS policy either. During a public meeting on 25 March 1981, how~ver,
ARB endorsed incineration as
"potential disposal method tror PCBsl and
expressed support for continued work on Incineration techniques including one
using cement kilns." During December 1981, ARB ~istributed the report, !!!
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ub c concerns and. the cooperation of cement kiln owners are not considered
at a sufficient level of detan in the document. However, according to Mr.
Harry Fr man, OAT Project Encfneer, "no one [cement companies) wants to fool
with PCBI• ln caufornia (By telephone to Mr. Michael s. Meredith, 28
December 1981) • ·
associate editor of Civil Enstneerfg (Aprtt 1981 laue ) reported the
results of interview. with severil cement companies durf.nc early 1981. 'nley
reneraUy 11reed that Uquld chlorinated organics could be destroyed In their
ldlns, but public acceptance, unanswered technical questions, and UabWty
Issues made th m reluetant to ret involved In disposing of hazardous wutes.
One manager quipped that "it Is not beyond the realm of possibnity that five
years from now, th cement industry could be involved in hazardous wute
disposal ln a big way." 'nlat Is a ~ar cry from requiring the incineration of
all PCBI, effective 1 January 1983, u was announced in Governor Brown's
pr• releas dated 13 October 1981. (Notea It appears as it the Interagency
Task Force for Reduction of Land Disposal of Toxic Wastes agrees, because
their "new" schedule [page 7 of Discussion Paper; See Section 4.0 hereinl
Implementing the ban· omits the burning of PCBs in cement kUns entirely.)
The

2.4.4 Other Regulatory Consider&tiONJ

Several other regulatory questions surfaced during the M/~ critique. To
avoid redundancy, they ar Usted below and are cross-referenced to the sections of this review ln which they are discussed.
Loeal Approvals

Sections 2.4.2, 3.1.3, and 5.2.1

Tlmeframe for permitting

Sections 3.1.3, and 5.2

Sltinl

Sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 5.2.1

New regulations

Sections 1. 0 and 5. 2.1

Appllcabnity of A.B. 2370

Section 3.1.3

Consistency of ban/penalties

Section 3.1.1

with Health and Safety Code
Wastes

Section 3.1.2

Disposal Fees

Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.6

Volume Reduction Policy
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CBmQtJES OP THE 1181-81 IMPLEMENTATION PllOGllAM AND EDC'OTIVE
OBDD B-8881/CO PAJUSOH WITS TBE OAT ltEPOB.T

S.O

Calltomia's hazardous wastes manacement program Js In the midst of a major
reorpnizatlan.
'nle pubUc has been provided with three documents that the
State's r~tors and admlnJitrators purport are th eornerstones of the new
program.l 'ftle, area

ot Hazardous Wastes
•

An Assessment

Executive Order B-8881 (Governor Brown, 13 October 1981)
em en-

111ls chapter compares the recommendations contained In the OAT lleport with
the directives contained In 1.0. B-8881 and In the 1981-82 Implementation
Prorram. The OAT Report Is cited u the basis for both ot these pollay statements.
A fourth document, the DOBS's 1981-82 Callfornia Hazardous Waste
Manacement Work Plan (October '1181), contatiii numerous insiifits as to hOw the
new procram II IDteDded to work.

3.1 Comparison ot PoUGJ Directives with OAT B.ecommed&tlou
Eight major recommendations were made by OAT to encourage the use of alternatives to the land disposal of hazardous wastes.
'nley are paraphrased In
Table 1 herein, and each one eorresponds to the same numbered presentation In
Chapter X ot the OAT lleport. To facWtate cross-referencing, pag numbers
also are Indicated.
Inconsistencies and major impediments to some of the
common elements of all three documents are discussed In the following subsections.
·
3 .1.1

Ban on the Land Dlspceal of "Bich-priority" Wastes

The OAT lleport, pare 188, recommends that hearings. be scheduled on the
"prospective ban of high-priority wastes from land disposal in order to protect pubUc health and the envlronment."2
E.O. B-8881 and the 1981-82
Implementation PrO«ram appear to ipore the tentative status of OAT's recommendation and proceed Immediately to a unllateral ban and a phased ban,
respectively.
E.O. B-8881 cites Sections 25150 and 25155 of the Health and Safety Code as
the regulatory authority for enjoinine wastes generators from the land disposal
1 During late December 1981 and early January 1982, a fourth document was
maned to an unknown cross section of the regulated community and pubUc
(See Section 4.0 herein).
·
2 Webster's New CoD!Iiate Dictionary (19'14) defines
"llkely to come about" or "WCely to be or become."

"prospective"

as
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TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG KEY EI.EMBNTS 0, TilE OAT REPORT, BXECUTIVB
ORDER B-8881, AND TilE 1981-82 IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM.

OAT Report (Chapter X)
1. Page 187. Encourage the construction of
sare, modern facllltles for the recycling,
treatment, and destruction of Callfornla 1 s
hazardous wastes. Permit no new Class I
or 11-1 landfills until the above options
are analyzed thoroughly and DOHS determines that alternative facilities cannot
be built within the time required to ensure
the safe handling of hazardous wastes.

Executive Order B-8881
1. nu Is the policy of the State of
California to ••• encourage the construction of new advanced waste
management facilities for ·the recycUng, treatment, and permanent
destruction of toxic wastes. •

Streamline the permit process

N
.....,

~
~

Reduce dependence on land
disPosal of hazardous wastes
- Require generators ot hazardous wastes· to Initiate and
maintain programs to reduce
the amount and to1lclty of
wastes disposed of In the
land
• Encouralfe construction of
alternative wastes m8f181ement
facilities

Subpolnts Included a

•

1911-82 Implementation Program

2d." ••• Including streamlining of t tate
permit processes, where approprlatea•

DOHS, the Water Resources CGntrol Board, and the Air Re-

sources Control Board are responsible for permitting new
hazardous wastes facilities.
The Administration wlll develop
a more coordinated permit proc111

•

Improve slUng process

e Establish new ailing criteria by

•

CA Legislature should enact program
of Incentives to encourage Industry
to Invest In alternative technologies

• Pending 8. B. 110 Ia lntencled
to help Industry fln~tnce new
lnvestmenll In alternative
wu te1 manaJement technologies

•

ARB and DOllS should adopt the Interim
policy on hazardous wastes Incineration

type of taclllty--to be adopted
by 1 July 1982
.

..

TABLE I (continued)
OAT Report (Chapter X)
2. Page 188. State should abandon concept
of Class I landfills as repositories for
all types of hazardous wastes and restrict their use to wastes Identified
as safe for this method of disposal.

Executive Order B-8881

1981-82 Implementation Procram

1. •u Is the policy of the State of
California to Immediately reduee our
dependence on chemical landfills for
the disposal of w.treated toxic
wastes ••• •

• Require generaton of h8zardous
wutes to Initiate and maJntaln
procrama to. reduce the amCM.Ilt
and toxicity of wasta depo.lted In the land (per 8.8. 810)

2.b. •exercise Its (DOIISJ exlstlnr
regulatory authority, Including but
no limited to the powers conferred by
Health and Safety Code Section 25174,
to lmpcl!le higher lees on the dlapoul
of high-priority, extremely bar.arclous,
toxic wastes, until such time u land
disposal Ia banned for these wutes

e Bltabllsh higher dllpaeal fees
Oft the land disposal of high
pr iority wu tes end wastes
which can be recycled
- Adopt new fee sohedule on
the land disposal of hazardous wastes by March 1981
- Adopt repdatlona defining a
new category of special
wasta by January 1913 for
which fees for land dlspoeal
wiD be IUbetantlally lower

I.a. •exercise Its (DOHSJ existing
regulatory authority, lncludlfll but
not limited to the powers conferred
by Health and Safety Code Seetlona 25150
and 25155, to prohibit the land disposal
of highly toxic wastesa•

• Ban land dllpoal of hllhlY
toxic and perllstent wuta
(high-priority wutest)

3. Page 188. DOHS should Immediately

Initiate the following actlonaa

e

Impose a special fee on the on-site
and off-site land disposal of highpriority wastes. Pees ahould be used
to support waste management research
and demonatratlon projects.

1\J

CD

e Schedule heariiV• Oft a prospective
ban Gl high-priority wastes ftom
land Cllsposal
-

e

Expand thf! technical and financial
assistance provided to small businesses about the use of alternatives

• DOHS will be responsible for
approving appllcatlona for financial assistance Wider S.B. 810

e

Page 189. Expand the California
Waste Exchange to assist generators
of high-priority _wastes In Identifying recycling opportunities

• Expand the California Waste Bl:change and provide teellnlcal
assistance on alternative technologies to aman businesses
1eneratlng haurdoua wasta

tAJ ' '
~

......

,.·

\A)

~

~
TABLE I (continued)
OAT Report (Chapter X)

Executive Order B-8881

.

1981-12

lmpJ~riUirttatlon

_rro.rram

4. Page 189. DOllS should adopt the followInc categorization scheme for hazardous
wastes a high-priority, medium-priority,
and low-priority.
5. Page 189. DOllS should accelerate the
development of a computerized data
management system.

• Initiate computer traeklnc
B)'ltem lor hazardous waatee
shipment by I January 1981

8. Page 189. The CA Leglsiature should

~

clarify the respon8lbllltles of counties
to plan for the safe management of
hazardous wastes and should require
that hazardous waste management plans
be Incorporated Into the local general
plan.
7. Page 190. State should encourage cooperative research In development of
waste management technologies.
8. Page 190. DOllS should prepare an assess-

ment of current on-site disposal practices
to determine opportwlltles for use of
alternatl ve technoI (](ties.
t.c. "Increase monitoring and enforcement Inspections at all hazardous waste disposal ·s ltesa•

a Increase Inspections of disposal facilities and waste
haulers
• Set up enforcement of PCB
re.utatlons by 1 January 1981

·a.e. "actively Involve citizens In
the State's hazardous wute management program. •

-"""

• Increase public Involvement
In the Hazardous Wute Manecement Program

•
TABLB I (concludecU
OAT

Re~rL{Chapter_X) .

. ___ _.l!xecullv@ Ql'4•r

~-ftl8l~. -~ - ---

- ·- _ _Difl~82 . lmPiem~~tlon Pl'a«rllm.

• lmplemerat a reward prO((ram for
citizens who provide Information
on Ulepl dllpasal of hazardous wutea (per (Miftdlng A.B.
2075)

• Require ftnanolal unrancea
from operatora of hazardous
wutea faaUltlea (per 8.8. 95)
• Adopt 1tandarda to .,..,. that
hau rdOUI wutea faaiUUea are
alosed and maintained for 30

years.

~

'vv
~I

\Jj

•

of "hlchlY toxic wast • " "nlose seetlons read as follows:
25150. Except as provided ln Section 18930, the department tDOHSl shall adopt, and may revise when appropriate,
minimum .standards and recuiations for the handUng, processing, use, storage, and dlsposal of, and the recovery
of. resources from, hazar.dous and extremely hazardous
wastes to protect apinst hazards to the pubUc health,
to domestic livestock, to wildute, or to the environ.ment.
· Except as provided ln Section 18930, the department
shall establish standards and requirements for the use
and • r tion of facWties tor handling, processing,
rdous waste, and for the
storing, and disposal of .
recovery of resources from hazardous waste.
The department shan adopt and submit building standards

relating to hazardous w t e t cWties for approval pur•
suant to Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 18935) of
Part 2.5 of Division 13 .of this code for the purposes
described ln this section.
Before preparation of such building standards or adoption of such other regulations, the department shall
consult with all agencies of Interested local governments and seeure technical assistance from the
Department of Food and Agriculture, the Department of
the California Highway P trol , th Department of Fish
and Game, the Department of Industrial Relations, the
Division of Industrial Safety, the State Air Resources
Board, th State Water Resources Control Board; the
State Fire Marshal, regional w ter quality control
boards, th State Building Standards Commission, and the
State Solld Waste Manag ment Board.
25155. .No extremely hazardous waste may be disposed of
without prior processing to remove its harmful proper~- or as specified by the regulations of the department for the handling and disposal of the particular
extremely hazardous waste.
To the knowledge of the authors, nothing in these two sections remotely
refers to a legislatively-intended authority to ban categorically the land
disposal of "high-prlority" toxic wastes.l Section 25155 refers to "extremely
1 "nle language is sutficiently vague that a converse interpretation Could
be made easily.
Furth rmore, DOBS previously has used this language tO
ban selected wastes (such as water reactives and certain cyanide wastes)
by altering facility permits, but not by Issuing regulations baed on
the authority of the Health and Safety Code.
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haZardous wastes, • which "may or may not fnclud "hflhlY toxic" end/or "hlehpriorlty" wasta. . Furthermore, the OAT Report does not docnment that, In
California, currently permitt
ClaD J wute dlspcisal facWties pose a
threat to · the pubUc health, domestic Uvestock, wD.dUte, or the environment
(Section 2.4.1, herein). In fact, the fallowtnc quotations are from the OAT
Report a

Pace 42. None of Calltornla's alstinr sites have been
lmpUcatad u sources of off-site JrOUild water contami•
nation.
Pare 53. Callfornia 's larger, recently constructed land
dl.spolal facilltles have not -.rlenced problems typical of older dump lites beca\118 of favorable weather
condltiana, sltinc In naturally secure area, and our
relatlvelf short history of C1ul J site UM.
Finally, there may be some confusion u to exactly which wastes are slated
for a ban trom land disposal.
'n\e OAT Report specifies and defines six
"high-priority" wutesa pesticides, PCBs, cyanides, toxic metals, halogenated
orpnlcs, and non-halopnated volatile orpn.lcs.
OAT (page S'l), however,
recoplzes that a replatory program will be required to define lower concentration Umlts of the "hflh-priority" wastes that would be exempt from a
"high-priority" designation and to Identify certain' types of wutes in each
class of "high-priority" wastes that do not pose special risks when dtsposed
of In or on the land. E.O. B-8881 imposes a ban on "highly-toxic" wastes and
the 1981-82 Imolementation Prosram bans "hfehly-toxic and persistent wastes."
NeitMr one Of these dlrecdves adi:iresses the need to define the universe of
wastes Included In the pneric "hip-priority" group of wastes. For .ezample,
numerous pesticide wastes, although toxic, may not be persistent and thus
may be acceptable for land disposal. Likewise, some chlorinated solvents are
very stable (therefore, persistent) , whereu others degrade fairly readUy .1
3.1.2 Special Fees for the Land Disposal of "HJch-priority" Wastes
The OAT Report recommends and E.O. B-8881 directs DOHS to impose higher fees
for the ·on-site and off-site disposal of "high-priority" wastes. The E.O. includes extremely hazardous wastes u wen. 'n\e Governor cites the authority
of Health and Safety Code, Section 251'14, which reads as follows:
251'14.
Each operator of any site at which hazardous
wutes are disposed shall pay a tee to the director [of
·ooBSJ for disposal of sueh wastes. 'nle director shall
1 11te Jnterqency Task Force Discussion Paper (Chapter 4.0, herein) proposes
lower Umlts tor the "high-prior ty" wastes, but the analytical and technical problems associated with utWzing such a program wDl delay tts
implementation tor several years-just u hu been the case with the
California Assessment Manual for Hazardous Wastes (CAM).

.
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establish a schedule o( fees to be paid to the dlreetor
by sucft operator tor dlsposal of hazardous wast , which
shall provide revenue~ which shall not e:.cc
th amount
necessary, but shall be sufficient, to cover all costs
incurred In the dminlstratlon of this chapter. Such t es
shall
.deposited each month In th Hazardous Waste
Control Account in the Gener
Fund. The funds deposited in such account are continuously appropriat
for
expenditur without · r
r d to fiscal years to th State
Department of Health Services to car ry out the provi.sions of this chapter.

.

From the pracedtnc languace , it appears doubtful that sufficient legislatlv
intent exists to warrant penalties for the otherwise legal dSsposal of
wastes.
On 19 . November 1981, · DORS pr ented oral and written testimony
before the Assembly Committee on Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials,
which Is chaired by Assemblywoman Sally Tanner.
DOHS made the following
written statement In r
rd to its authority to vary tees for wastes disposal
d:
based on the amount ot
There is some qu tion about this. The enabUng legislation 1s silent on th issue. The Depar tment [DOHSl could
attempt to set the disposal f
in this manner under its
existing statutory authority.
We would anticipat probably [.!i.e] resistance to this course of action both
from the recuJat
community and from th Office of
Administrative Law.
Statutory language that expressed
the legislature 's approval of this mechanism would be
desireable [sic] to assure its successful implementation.
Consistency with the Superfund formula would
also be desireable [sic].
It was announced at the hearing that DOHS was processing a two-component
regulation to increase th income from the collection of wastes disposal fees
authorized by the Hazardous Waste Control Law of 1972, as amended. The new
fee will be $4 per ton for up to 10,000 tons per month per generator--a
total,- maximum increase of 1600 percent ( resently $2,500 per month versus
$40,000 per month). The new fees are scheduled to take effect in AprU 1982.
(Numerous questions remain in the authors' minds about the validity ot this
increase, given DOHS's failure to collect fees due as far back as 1977, the
small percentage of fees collected in PY 1981, and the reported $198,000
surplus in the Hazardous Waste Control Account as of 30 June 1981. )
I

In the 1981-82 Im21ementation Pr~ram, it is projected that "a new fee schedule on the tand dlSpOSil of hiZ&r ous wastes" will be adopted by March 1982.
(This may be a coincidence, but this date roughly corresponds with the AprU
1982 deadline mentioned by DOHS at Sally Tanner's hearing. ) SubsequenUy,
DOHS propases to define
new category of hazardous wastes that pose minimal
hazard to human health and environmental quality: "Fees imposed on the land
disposal of these wastes will be substantially lower than those imposed on
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'1

other hazardous wastes."
RecuJationa detlnlng this new category of special
wast - are not scheduled for adoption until Janaoary 1983.
Therefore, based
on the Janpace Ill the 1981-82 Implementation Prosram, lt appears that DOBS
Is eaacti111 the OAT recommendation and Governor Brown's directive Ill a
somewhat dltferct manner than llltended. Fees for the disposal of all hazardous wutes wD1 be lncreued Ill March or Aprn, then 8 months later, or
more, a new catepry of special wutes will be eligible for reduced fees.
This approach, It conflrmed during questlonlng of DOHS, not only Is lllc:onslstent with the Gov rnor•s directive (E.O. B-8881) to lllcrease selectfv y
dllposal t
tor certain wastes, but would result Ill possibly excessive
charps to the replated wastes pneratora.

All three referenced documents reeopize the need to streamUn the permit
for alternative wastes management facUlties' which wm fill under
the same suite of replatioas a do Class 1 and Class 11-1 land disposal
facWties. In addition, alternative facWties that InClude lncin ration wm
require a permit from ARB. OntU Calltornla obtains RCRA permitting authority,
OSEPA would be involved . to some degree-no matter bow perfWlctorny.

proce~~~

• ;.

BJstorlcaDy, the permlttlnc ot Class 1 and Clul n-1 land disposal faciUtles, u wen u other major Industrial facillties, hu been hampered/delayed
by the requirement for multiple permits in C&Ufornla.
The Permit StreamUnlng Act ot 19'7'7 (A.B. 884), u amended, wu pused to ensure that major
development projects would receive an necessary permits within 18 months,
with an allowable extension to a mu:lmum ot 21 months. It has been shown,
however, that even under A.B. 884 mandates, lt could take 48 months or more
to permit a major wutes dlsposal facWty (loU, 1981).
Many of the problems that have pJacued the permfttinc of development, projects
ln the past -wm pcse serious threats to attempts to streamline the process.
They include:
e· Local controls over the sltinc of new facWties and land use, especially
the local lead In the preparation of CEQA EIRs
•

The unresolved issue ot whether DOHS, the SWMB, or the county is
responsible for p1annfn&' hazardous wastes management facWties
through the County Solid Wute Manacement Plan (CSWMP) process. A
strict interpretation of Government Code · Section 66'780 .'7 indicates
that DOHS has a r view function only. However, the SWMB contends that
DOHS is responsible (By telephone, Mr. Robert F. Conheim, General
Cowwel for SWMB, to E. Clark Boll, 30 December 1981). The MOO among
the SWMB, DOHS, and WRCB recognizes the CSWMP as the basis for
pJ.anninC new hazardous wastes facilities and directs each of the agencies to send the results of its Planninc activities directly to the
countia.
This issue Is expected to receive considerable atterition
during •rly 1982, especially Ill regard to the struggle over the
Hazardous Waste Element of the Los Angeles CSWMP

•

In&bWty of agenci• to provid
uniform, realistic definitions for
terms such as potentially usable water, active .fault zone, naturally
occurring permeabWty, etc.
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•

Tbe unresolved Issue ot whether or not alternative wast
management
facWU
will be designated
hazardoua wast properties and whether
or not the 2,000-foot buff r , or border zone property, will be required
per A.B. 23'10 or an amendment thereto

•

DORS'a "failure to promulgate building standards for hazardous waste
facWtles per Section 25150 requirements

•

'nle Inherent desire of each of th agencies to exercise ultimate control
over permitting (Boll, 1981) and th
loopholes lil the existing
replations that requlr hefrarahiaal approvals for ne!f projeets. For
example, in Region 4, W tar Quality Control Board manqemmt wW. not
even assign stall to review applications for Waste Discharge
Requirements (WDRs) untn all loaal approvals have been obtained by
the appUaant.
This Is .inaonsfstent wfth the intent of A.B. 2823 of
1980 (Section 25204 of th Health and S&!ety Code) •
Similarly, DOHS
hiltorically tw.s not reviewed applications for Hazardous Waste
Fac:Wty Permits untn WDRs and site classification have been approved
by the RWQCB.

3.1.4

Unheeded OAT Recommendations

Several recommendations that were made in the OAT Report wer omitted from
the administrative actions that followed (Table 1, herein). They were:
•

Joint ARB/DOBS adoption ot interim policy on hazardous wute incineration to allow test burns

e Adopt a new alasslflcation scheme for hazardous wastes: "high-priority,"
"medium-priorft1," and "low-priority"
•

DOHS preparation ot an assessment of current on-site disposal ~ractlces
to determine opportunities for the use of alternative technologies.""~

•

Clarify responsibWties of counties to plan for the sate _management
of hazardous YfBStes.

3.2

New Program Versus OAT REPORT

R~mmendatiObS

The OAT Report made several recommendations that, It more strictly heeded by
the administrators and if regulations had been developed and promulgated
prior to the estabUshment of end dates, could have led Californians at least
partially toward a "non-toxic tomorrow." They were:
•

Encourage alternative tacntties for recycling, treatment, ·and destruction of hazardous wastes

1 Work on the second phase (on-site wastes) of UC Davis' Waste Characterization Study is underway; results should be avaDable by mid-February 1982
(By telephone, Dr. Dave Ollls to Michael s. Meredith, 21 December 1981).
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•

•

Permit no new· C1ul I landfllb until DOBS demcnstrat
that uternative facWtl
eannot
built withiD the time required to ensure
the ate handllnc of hazardous wut•
Abandon the con~t of Class I landt'Dll u

r:z:rttories for almost

iU txpes Of hazar ous wastes bY r tricdfti
diSPCilil to
wut• whiCh have &eeii iPftifloally Identified u ate tor

thCIM

this

method of dfsposall

•

Schedule hearinp on a prospective ban
land dtspoul.

ot high-priority wastes from

Other recommendations that would have yielded valuable Information upon which
to develop a revised hazardOus wutes manacement program were mad in the OAT
Report (Table 1, her in) •
Yet in October 1981, tbe Governor slped E.O. B-8881, which marked "the
beafnnlne of a · comprehensive program to phase out the land disposal of
mWlam of tons of toxic wut•." The document, Manying Hazardous Wastes
for· a Non-Toxic Tomorrow, 1981-82 Implementation Prorz:am, ·also II dited
OCtober 1981.
80th ibe press releue lor E.O. B-8881 and the 1981-82 .
I'R:lementatlon Program cite the OAT Report 11 the basis for the new program.
t OAT Report wu described by the Governor as "the result of a ten month
reaearch project by his Office of Appropriate Technology ••• " which began six
months toUowin&' his announcement of a new program in January 1980 to reduce
the danCers presented by toxic substances. One immediately must question how
much analysis of the OAT Report could have been accompUshed by DOBS and the
Administration prior to formulatinc major new poUcies on the manqement ot
hazardous wut•. (AD exact date on the pubUc availabWty of the OAT Report
could not be obtained; OAT staff indicated that lt was printed during
September 1981. 'nu appars consistent with the date on the SCS Report and
the authors' lmowledp of the pnerll avaDabWty of OAT's report.)
Regardles, no opportunity wu provided to industry at large or to the pubUc
to comment on the OAT Report before a major shift in recwatory poUey, which
wu bued on Its analYMS, was adopted unD.ateraDy.
Therefore, at a minimum, lt must be concluded that the Administration's new
approach a
•

Did not foUow all of the recommendations contained in the OAT Report,
even though it is touted as the basis !or the new program, especially
In regard to holding hearings an the "prospective ban" of the land
dispoAl ot "hip-priority" wastes

•

Ignored the pubUc and to a large extent the regulated community in
the decisionmaking process. (This point Is especially crucial in Ught
of the Administration •s proclaimed intent to "increase pubUc Involvement in the hazardous waste management program.")

1 It Is the authors' opinion that the non-underUned part of this recommendation cannot be substantiated by information in the OAT Report.
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•

Old not lncorporat th complete
mut of alternatives to land dJspaaeJ.
of hazardous wastes (Seetfon 2. 2. 2, h rein l
•

•

S t

•

May contain dlr tfves that are not consistent with the B
safety Code (Section 3.1.1, herein)

unrealJitic da dUn
for the dov lopment of ~UPPQrtinc recuJ,aIUidelJnes, and strat
, which doubtl
y will r•ult In
wuted resourc (Sections 3.3.1
s.o, herein)

tiona,

• wm

result In furth r d ,. to p lYing the unt
le wut
ment sit tion In CaiJlornla (Section~ 3.3.1 and 5.0, herein):

th and

manap-

~· ~der ti

S.3

Numor~,

short-t
are presented In th -:19~81~·:-""82"'-i:ifi".l;,;;,;;.;;,;........,,;;;;;;.;;;....,.
Prmam for the
ctm t of th dlr ectiv
In B.O. B-8881.
e summarized In Table 2 of this review.
Performance dates for
v r
of the
major procram elem ts . are not Included In the 1981-82 Implementation
Prorram. "nMy area

* •

Date draft reaulatfons to prohibit the continued land
hfrb-priorlty wast will be made avaflable to th pubUc

disposal of

•

Date n w riiUl&Uona denntnr a n w
poe minimal huatd to human h th
available to the public

•

Date repJatlont for reportinr of hazardous waste manacement (per
pendlnr s.s. 810) wm t>o adopted

•

When the csoordJn,ated
rmtt process for new alternative waste manecement faellltfes, which is to be developed by the Administration, wUl
be avanable for pubUc scrutiny

ry of special wu tes, which
vlronmental quality, wlU b

e. When draft replations for the grant and loan programs that will be
authorized by pendln S.B. 810 will be availabl for review by the
public
·

•

•

Date· the draft siting criteria and procedures to be used In planninr
and approval of hazardous waste management facnltles wQl be
vail 1 to the public.

3.3.1 DOHS and Oth r Agency Progress Since October 1981
The "current schedule/status" columns in Tables 2 and 3 ot this review indicate the most current, dtsclceed due dates for the enumerated activities. 'nlese
dat
ar basad on tel phone eonver tions with various DOHS and OAT personnel and do not constitue official aceney positions.
(Complete documentation
3'1
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TABLE 2
SYNOPSIS OP TARGET DATES AND ACTIVITIES PRESENTED IN MANAGI NG
HAZARDOUS WASTES FOR A NON-TOXIC TOMORRO~
1981-12 IMPLBMENTlfloN PROGRAM

TarKtt\ -~'~ __

Requlrecl A~tlvlty

____ _ ______ CUrr"'t_Saheclule/Stat....

Octobor 1981

•

lllre additional starr (DOllS) lor expanalon of the
California Waste Bxchanle (paae 8)

•

I ol the 4 authorized poaltlona are
fiUed

November December 1981

•

Conduct public workahopl an propoeecl replatlons
(to ban the land dlspanl ot hlp-priority wutesa

•

Wor~ Hlleduled•

Loa ARieles, 18 February 1912
Berkeley, 19 February 1982

p&le 4)

December 1981

•

Develop Usts of wastes for whleh alternative treatment techno1011es are awallable (per pendiDB B. B.
810a2 page 5)

•

Not started J revised llat may be avaUable
for pella comment mld-1982

m 1 January 1982

•

Starr PCB pr01ram (pase 12)

•

PCB Pr01ram Coordinator appointed 1 I to
• authorized stall positions not nuect

•

New manifest form available and computer tracklns
system operational (pal• U)

•

Form available and computer system up by
sprlns 1982 J database Input within I year•

Initiate public Information procram on CA Waste

•

DOHS wallins for Internal approval ot
Information nyer that wiD be aent to
about 10,000 seneraton

w

January 1982

•

Exchange (pase 8)

•

Senate Bill 85 passed (pece 14)

e Pendl012

•

Develop proposed replatlona for report101 of hazardous wastes manaaement (per pendlns S.D. 8101

•

No action let--new tarset dates wiD be

set •soon•

p&le 5)

· •

A.D. 2075 enacted

w

1 AI of 31 December i981.

.....0

2 lias not become law--will be considered In the 1982 session •

.......

•

Pendlns'

vJ
...il
~

TABLE 2 (continued )
Tarrttt .O~te____________ ~ ____ ll~lrecl Actlvtty____

___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Current Schedule/Statusl

Operational program for assisting small businesses
In using alternative technolocJes (page 8)

e

•

Adopt certlflcatldn procedures for rapid amortization of equipment (per pending S.D. 810J page 8)

•

Pendlngl

•

PubUsh CA Waste Exchange Newsletter (page I)

•

Pendllw-delayed

I March 1982

•

Adopt regulations to Implement

•

Pendlns-delayed

March 1982

•

Adopt new fee schedule on land cUapaaal ol hazardous
wastes (page 5)

e

Pending

January 1982
(concluded)
February 1982

s. B.

1918 (page U)

o Review letters from large generators of hazardous

No actlon-:-new tar1et dates will be

set •soon•

e Pendlng2

wastes describing their recycling problems (per
pending S.D. 8101 page 5)

w

ID

........

i>

April 1982

o Establish computerized data management system

June 1982

•

Initiate special studies on policy and regulatory
changes to facilitate recycling of hazardous wastes
(page 8)

• Pencttna

I July 1982

•

Adopt slUng criteria for specific types of hazardous
wastes facilities (page 8)

•

Pendln

January July 1982

•

Award contracts for feasibility studies and
demonstratlona of alternative technologies with
Immediate potential for reducing, recovering, treatIng, or destroying hazardous wasta (per pending S~ B.
8101 page 'l)

•

Pendlllll

•

PendiOI-delayed

for recyclable waales (page 8)

I As of 31 December 1981 •

.,

TABLI 2 (concluded)
Tarset Date
January-

Required Activity
•

Adopt regulations eoneerntnc procedures and criteria
lor paying rewards ·per pendlnr A.B. 2075a set up
pd»lle Information procra.. (paae D)

•

Pendlnc'

•

Adopt rfliU)atlcJns for the pant and loan procrama
(per 8.8. BlOa page 8)

•

Pendlltll

•

Adopt standards for· closure and maintenance for SO
years of hazardous wute facilities per 8.8. 85
(page 14)

a Pendlltl

August 1882

•

Adopt final regulations to Implement bin on
priority wutes (pace 4)

January 1883

•

Adopt regulations deflnlnc a new eatepry of 8p8Cial
wutes (pace 5)

a Pendlnl

a

Revise aU Clus I and Cia• 11-1 permits to prohJblt
the land disposal of recyclable 10lvent wutes, waatea
that can be Incinerated In cement ldlna (PCB Uquldl,
Ignitable and volatile orpnlea, and organic pesticide
aolutlona), and wutea that een be BDIIdlfled before
burial hoxie metal aludfresa page 4)

•

Pending

I July 1983

•

Revise permits to prohibit land dllpalll of hlp priorIty wastes that ean be treated chemically or phyaleaUy
(aqueous solutions with toxic metala, cyanides, and
organlcsa pace 4)

a

Pending

1 July 1984

•

Revise permits to prohibit land disposal of hlp priorIty wastes that can be Incinerated In rotary kiln
lnelneraton (solid wutea contaminated with PCBI
or pesticides, paint 1ludges, and orpnle lludJel with·
toxic metala or halocenaa page 4).

a Pending

July 1982

July 1182

~

\.-\)
....0

\.u

,

Current 8ehedule/8tat•l

I AI of 31 December 1981.

hiP-

a Pending

vJ
~

-I:..
TABLE 3
SYNOPSIS OF DUB DATES AND ACTIVITIES PRESBNTBD IN DOIIS'a
1981-82 CALIFORNIA HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAOBMBNT WORK PLAN

TargeLP~!~ ___________ __ ___ __

_. fteglllr@CI_A~U~Iy_

____

31 October 1981

•

Submit final draft of Phase II-A application to USBPA (page 19)

•

Draft saj)mltted to Repon IX
•sometime• durlnc 12/81

30 November 1981

•

Develop Inspection form and checklist In conformance with MOU
amons SWMB, WRCB, and USBPA (pap II)

•

Inspection form and checklist
Ia drafted, but a final verelon Is not In •e

e

Prepare pldellnea, proposed regulations, and proposed
legislation to Integrate public Input to the hazardoua waste
facility planning process (pace 28)

e This will not be done as a
separate effort, rather regulations and pldellnes will
be developed In response to
pendlnar AD 1543 (TaMer)2

•

Draft alternative technology etrategy, Including a ban on land
disposal, special fee on other hazardous wasta, and conaoUdated
permit process (page 24)

•

Draft regulations for evaluating hazardous waste propertlea
per A.B. 2370 (pale 28)

•

Draft regulations for hazardous waste haulers (p&~e 15)

•

....
~

November 1981
December 1981

I

•

As of the date of this report.

2 Has not become law--will be considered In the 1982 session.

-

~...,

C~rr~t _fl!:~ld~/Statusl

__

Strategy document for land
disposal ben Is avallablea
special fee not drafteda
recommendations wiD be made
by about 15 January throtlgb
the volWiteer Ventura County
Task Porcea no estimate avaoable for final consolidated
permit process pldellnea
No stat• wu obtained by
M/MA

Rep!ati0111 drafteda held
hearlnc on IS December 1981

_,

TABLE 3 (continued)
Target Date

Roqulred .Activity
•

Develop public hearlnr strategy and procedures for open
commlDIIcatlon between public and State 1tafl (pqe 37)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

•

Interim report due on criteria and pldellnes to uslst
cOIDitles In locatl,. a.urdous wute manaaement facllltt•
(page 28)

•

May not be performed by
DOHS due to lepl dispute

•

Submit final Phase II-A application, slped by the qovernor,
to USBPA (pace 19)
.

•

Delayed Indefinitely

•

Complete hearings

•

Delayed Indefinitely

•

Complete preparation of draft resource recovery replatlona
regardlnl( permitting, mulfesttng requirements, and
land disposal reatrlcUona (pete 23)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

February 1982

•

PWllc hearlnp on reviled CAM (pal• 32)

•

Delayed

March 1981

•

Pinal regulations for evaluatlnr a.urdous wute proper lla
(pare 28)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

31 March 1982

•

Betlln operation of eJPUided CA Wute Exchlnre

31 December 1981

28 February 1982

~

N

________ ---------~~rren._lohftt~@/8tatusl

011

alternative technology strategy (pqe 14)

(p&~e

22)

-• Begin market rec)'cllnc/exchance potential study for fi rst
Industry (page 22)

April 1982

v-

\

'

'

end of 1981

e Pendinl
•

Pendlnr

•

Pinal repletions for hazardous waste haulers (pace 31)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

•

SUbmit strategy and proposed schedule for Phue 11-B Interim
authorization, 11-B and c, or full. authorization to USEPA
(page 19)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

•

Public hearln, on draft resource recovery regulations (pare 23)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

UJ
....[,

~mtll

1 As of the date of this report.

~

...c

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ----··

...

.('

TABLE 3 (concluded)
Tar~r~tt _Dat~t_·_ ___ __ _

__ ___ ___Current Schedulel3"tusl

30 April 1983

•

Alternative. technolcp strategy final (pare It)

•

~layed

May 1982

e

Adopt CAM (pare 32)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

Pinal report on ·county pldellnea for locating hazardous
wastes management facilities (pace 28)

•

May not take place due to
lepl dispute

Resource recovery regulations final (page 23)

•

Delayed Indefinitely

Financial Incentive analyses complete for resource recovery
rerulatlons (page 23)
·

•

Delayed Indefinitely

Develop facility needs projections, by counties, for the next
5, 10, and 20 years (page 26).

•

Del~yed

30 June 1982

30 June 1982

olio

w

l

-c.

_ ___ ___, __R~Ired Activity

As or the date or this report.

Indefinitely

Indefinitely

:i

for Ill teltaphone conversations Is avaDable at the omces of M/B5cA.) 'nle
bottomliM il that moat dellverables are sublltantially off sobedule, 1 dine
to the conclusion that the remainder of the tarcet dat ar overly optimistic.
Pcadble future progress II diJcussed In Section~ 3.2 and 5.1 ot this review.

I
• I

S.S.2

StatuM~

of Some PeftdiDc Leclslatlcm

Several bills pendiDC In the State LectsJature are Integral to th 1981-82
Implementation Program. 'nMise bDls ad their statuses u ot late December

1111 are u followla
AB 1543

Creates a Hazardous
Wate Sltinc CCMlCil

Stalled on the noor of Assembly on
15 September 1981. wm be considered
apln nut session

AB 20T5

mllal Dllpolal
llnard Bill

Should pus approximately 30 days after
the Assembly reconvenes In January.
Some minor amendments must be considered

SB 95

Slte closute and maintenance planl; fiDaneial r..,nlibWty

SB 810

Industrial lncentiv

tor alternative tech-

Not out of Committee, but urgency status
hu been requested

Not out of Committee, but urgency status
hu been requested.

nologies
In pneral, U bills pus by 30 July 1982, they would be effective 1 October
1982.
If they do not pus by 30 July, then they would become effective 1
January 1983.
If a bm receives urgency status, it beComes effective
~ day that it Is slcned by the Governor.
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4.0

C'ORSOB.Y NOTPS ON THE INTDAGENCY TASK FORCE DISCUSSION
PAPER

Through contacts with the Office of Appropriate TeehnolOCY, MIRA. was provided with a copy, on 30 December 1981, of the document entitled Discussion

of Toxic Wutes (n.d.), which
Stat Action to Reduce Land D
wu prepar
y
e nterageney 8sk orce or educ on o
d Disposal of
Toxic Wutes.
The usoeiated cover letter wu sllfted by Dr. Robert D.
Stephens, Director, Division of Toxic Substances Control. '!be proelalmed purpcse of tllese materials w
to soUeit comments eoncernlng th Implementation
of the Governor's Executive Order B-8881. Two forums have been scheduled for
comment: written response by 6 and/or 20 February 1982 and/or attendance at
pubUc workshops in Los Angel and San Fr cisco 011 16 and 19 February 1982,
respectively. .
Time constraints were such that it was not possible to critlqu thes
materials for lnelusion ln tlWJ r~view.
Regardless; the Dlseussion Paper is
based on the premls that th OAT Report sufficiently documented that technoloctes for reeycllnr, treatment, and destruction of high-priority wastes
"are comm rcially available tod y" and that "the phase-out of land disposal
of wastes that present th
gr test risks to human health and the
environment" is possible because the private wast treatment industry will
construct the necessary facUlties.
Although this appears to be somewhat ot
a departure from the 1981-82 Im~lementatlon Plan, there are numerous other
more significant changes in the iscussion Paper , such as an expanded Ust of
banned wastes and a protracted schedule for the ban on certain of the wastes.
At thiS stage of the regulatory process, there are so many pieces of contradictory paper "in the streets" that it Is extremely difficult to identify the
actual program. Nevertheless, the OAT Report always has been referred to as
the foundation for subsequent poUey statements and refinements.
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S.O

EPnCTS OH WASTBS GBNDATOBS

Ttda seetlon presents a set ot profectioaw ot Ukely effects on wastes generators If the procram pneraUy described In the OAT Report, the 1981-82 Implementation Program, the 1981-82 Work Plan, and the 19 AUC\Bt 1981 DOSS memora~t
aum fD Wutel pDU&tOI'I Ji lmPfem8lt~.1 Projections of real-world aamples
of possible effects, from tile perspectives ot tatorical results from similar
actions and actual GtMtrience with the atant system, are. useful In an ualysis
ot this type. We have attempted to provide an objective discussion ot effects
on cautornla's industrial, municipal, and aovernment hazardous wastes
pnerators-espeatally the etlemieal Industry.
Wore beCiMinr a review ot
potential impactl an cautomia's chemical Industry, a few comments about the
relaticnahtp betw. . this State llld tbe rest ot the O.S. are appropriate.

1.1 Matlaaal Penpeatlft

DuriDC the put decade, Calffomla hu provided a template tor much ot tbla

Nation in many upecu of wast• manaaeme~t. For inltance, the Fede~al Resource CCGHrvatlon and Recovery Act (B.CRA) wu modeled, to a larp atent,
after calltornla's procram, which wu developed In response to the State's
Hazardous Wute Control·t.aw ot 1972, u amaded. It Is well estabUshed that
a mamber ot nationwide recuJatory lnltiativ• In the area ot environmental
controls can be traced to a cautomia predecc110r.

;-._

Within the last year, a new approach to hazardous wutes manarement has bepn
to take rough shape In C&lifornia thrqh numerous pieces ot enacted and pendlnr
legislation and throueh a aeries ot poUey proclamations by the Brown Administration. Particularly durlnr the last quart r of 1981, cautornia aceelerated
its poUeymaJdne activities and Is an the verp ot ratlfytnr a completely new
lesfslatlve and repalatory framework tor C&Utornia's manacement ot hazard~
wasta. Calltornia's historical link with the rest of the Country, In terms
ot environmtntal replatory pi'Oif&ml, could be repeated tor this Issue 11 well.
At the same time, OSEPA Is embroDed In a budpt-slashinr debate with the
Reapn Administration. lnitlaJly, OSEPA's Administrator, Ms. Anne Gorsuch,
propased relatively severe cuts tor both procrams and personnel. Her proposal was · countered with an eve more drutlc budget reduction recommendation
by the Administration. Regardless ot the uact outcome, lt is clear that a
substantial reduction In staff at OSEPA Headquarters, their research centers,
and the restonal offices, lncludlnr Reston IX, win occur during 1982.
Pendfnr cuts In various procrams at OSEPA 's two principal research facWties
(the Environmental Lab at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Research Triangle Park ln
North CaroUna) are cause tor concern by some In Industry.
The several
OSEPA-sponsored research procrams reprdfnr the environmental and health
effects of Industrial pollution, u well u the resolution ot the hazards
posed by some currently non-recuJ,ated segments of Industry, could be curtailed or eliminated.
n.e results ot these research efforts are crucial· to
establlshfnr a sound technical basis for the next generation ot regulatory
standards and criteria attectfnr 0 .s. Industry.
1 Changes to the new procram contained In the Interagency Task Force Discussion Paper are not addressed In this r view (See Section 4.0, herein).
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The combination of r educed staff and Umlted research· will lead to th
Inevitable: reUance on
t e programs, which in cautornla tramlat • to
increased burdens of proof en Industry .1
nus will manifest itself In
further, serious delays for permits until Industry-sponsored esearch can be
completed.
Verification of industry's flndlnp wtll be r..Ur
Mcause no
other cr lbl lnv t1 tians by the r
tory
tabllshm t will be underway.
'nds also will
rbate dela •
If other stat
should follo the
1 der, passlbly at the encouragement of 'OSEPA, thtn Industry naUonwtd
could face additional economic hardsbi •
refore, California
In the
position of being a battlecround for yet other tough environmental· Issue.
Aa the authOrs of this r ew see. lt, . the thr
of the new Clllfornia
program fs to place the majority of the requirementl for diQelal/treatm t
technology d elcpment, applied res ch. in environmental and health effects,
and legal liability on the shoulders of the wastes generating industries.
Of
course, wastes me.nagement compani
wtll provide some amount of alternativ
technology capacity. If th pendlnc r
tory scheme is implem ted, it
would be done by forcing industry to employ specified, in some cases not yet
economically avafiable (possibly duplicative ) technologies,
without sufficient r
rd to the financial impacts en th regulated industries or to the
environmental and economic effects on consumers in the State (Sections 2.3
and 5.5, herein).

The following general discussion of potential
negative, In organized by tour tegories:

• stttnc
•

lm&>Qcts,

both

positive and

and Permlttlnr Considerations

Technological Requirements

o Environmental Effects

•

Economic Impacts.

Each . of these topics is r ted Inextricably. Therefore, dividing them into
discr te categories is somewhat arbitrary. A summary of anticipated effects
on the chemical i~dustry is presented in Section 5. 6.
5.2 Siting_ and Permitting Consider ti
5. 2.1 Continued Absence of a Practical Framework
The hazardous wastes sitUB.tion In California, to a large extent, can be considered a siting/permitting issue . 'n1 only reliable and effective method ot
ensuring that publically-mandated goals are met is through careful regulatory
review during th permit-granting process. Giv n the complexities of today•s
environmental issues, finite agency resources, and the sheer magnitude ot
1 'nl OOHS covtar letter transmitting the Interq ency Discussion Paper (See
Section 4.0 herein) to the citizens of California is a prime example of
the State's d
dence on · industry to provide the background information
and approaches necessary to implement the ban on land disposal.
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cautornia's economy, the only ral chance COift{zant regulators and the regulated Industries
ve to negotiate a solution-that ta.lances economic realities
environmental concerns, and pubUc health and safety requirements--is the
permit process. Moreover, tlda Is the precise, stated Intent of the permttIJ"Ultlnl mectwdsm now Ill place.
To carry the concept further stfll, permlttmc Ia a "front end" p1anninc aercile-lll direct contrast to a
"catch-up,• remedial prosram of lnspecttons, post-facto permits, ancl
pen&ltl•. Of course, periodic IDspeetlorw of facWUes are a necessary.
adJunat to enforcement of permit stipulations, but they should not be.
subltitued for responsive permltUnc, or be the primary point-of-contact with
the COiltroWnc apllCJ •
The extant Calltornla siting/permitting/approval "system," which 1s Intended
to provide sarutlny of a proposed project, has a poor record for controiUng
wut• manacement factlltles.
For aample, only 18 of the 1,183 OSEPAIdentlfted on-site hazardous wutes fac:Wtles have been sranted permits by
the DOBS to date (DOBS Plan of Corl"ectlon, November 1981). Althoulh llltertm
pel"~lts have been sruted to most of these facWUes, the benefits of beforethe-fact permit appUc:ation review were not available.
Furthermore, as
stated on pace '-' of the OAT Report&
In a recetly completed assessment of surface Impoundments ·in cautorma, nearly two-thirds of the sites
known to hav caused sround water contamination were
lndutrlal, on-site Impoundments (Ret. 174). Failures
are not, however, llmlted to on-site Industrial facillties.
This statement contlrms the need for better sltlnc and permitting of · land
diJpalll facWtles. 'nMJ causes fol" breakdown of the regulatory system range
from defective rules ud poor admlnlstration by the controWnc apnc:ies ·to
sometim
blatant d-.reprd and/or iporanae of the rules by wutes gen raton.
In faat, just a all parties share the responsibWty for problems,
the IDSWers rest with cooperation &mOftC the lawmakers, the regulators, the
. wut• pnerators, Uld the aonc:erned ~Uc.

Construction of a muter schedule of wpt dates and regulatory activities
from the various relevant documents (Section 3.3 and Tables 2 and 3, herein)
reveals Ul ambltioua sequence of events.
These events are partially consistent with the pervasive theme of the Brown Administration program: ban
land dlapoal of certain wastes Uld menace them In alternative ways. One of
the principal features of the proposed procram Is establishment . of regional
recycUnc/treatment facflltles.
Iporing any other factors, the question of
how these new facWties can be sited and receive permits must be asked.
The pubUc SMouncement en 13 October 1981 of E.o. B-8881 declared that "highpriority" wastes may not be disposed of In or on the land after 1 January
1983. Assuming this date wm be adhered to, • statement on page 40 of the
OAT Repo.rt shOuld be noteda

In C&Ufornfa , land dispalal hu been and stDl Is the
only dispclal optlcn available for most off-site hazardous wastes.
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Tberefora, at leut som
m t faclllti• mUit bG built, or
facillti , such as cement kilns, must be
tested and permitt
befor 1. January 1983. Onder the me»t favorable political, r
tory,
d lepl circumstances, 1
than one y r ts not enough
time to slt and/or ,.rmit w
th most modest t cWty in California. 'lbts
timetrame
lnadtM~U&te ev
without
deration of th
vaflabWty of
technoloo, ecenemics, and the many unknown tnvironmental and health etfects
a.aociated with n
tochnolost•· Mr. D vid Bauer of IT Corporation recently
proj ted a schedule for any RCRA-regulated alternativ wastes treatment
faclllty to . beeeme operati
' based on his firm's
ri ce with these
type~ of facillti
thr
ut the tJ .s.
B
r ts that
facWty could go
into operation in aMut mid-1985, at the earll t--provld.. OSEP A successfully meets their 1 February 1982, court-ordered deadllne to promulgate final
land disposal r
tions pursuant to RCRA (By telephone to r. Michael s.
Meredith, 21 December 1981).
'nda proj tion also Is pr teat
on the
avallabWty and public accep Wty of a slt for the facnlty.
Revtew ot history rev
that regulatory deadUnes often are pushed Into the
futur or are ignor • It may be r
nable to assume
t the 1 January 1983
deadline will be modlfied;l however, a crucial point must be made. OntU a
technically SOWld, politically viable , and administratively consistent approach
to siting and permit-granting
dev oped, no amO\D\t of deadllnes will result
in safer man ment of hazardous wastes; that ls, without possibly jeopardizing portions of Californi 's economy.
Accordtnc to th documents reviewed, many pieees of legislation, regulations,
and guidelines must be developed before the proposed program can proceed,
including (Tables 2 and 3; Section 3.3.1, h rein):

e

Promulption of regulations to ban the land disposal of "high-priority"
wut
.

•

Enactment of S.B. 810, as amended (Garamendi), which requires promulgation of r
tions or oth r actions in the following areas:
-

IJst of w t

for

which alte nativ

treatment technologies are

vatlabl

-

ProcedUre for generators to report hazardous wastes management
approaches to DOHS
Certification procedures for rapid amortization of equipment
Review letters from large hazardous wastes generators describing
their recycling problems
Perform feasibility studies (by contract) and conduct demonstrations of alternativ
technologies with immediate potential for
volume reduction, recoveri , tr ting, or destroying hazardous
wastes

-

Grant and 1

progr

s.

1 Already, the 1981-82 Implementation Program has modified the absolute
d dUne ordered by Governor Brown. The Discussion Paper issued by the
Interagency Task Porce (Section 4.0, herein} presents deadlines that are
significantly different.
·
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•
•

Enactment of S.B. 95
Promulption of recuJ,aticm and standarda for closure/maintenance ot
faaillti• pursuaDt to S.B. 95

~dous wastes

e Enactment of A.B. 20'15

I

•

Promulption of rep1atians for procedures and criteria tor payfnc
rewvda pursuant to A.B. 2075

•

Promulption of r eruJ,ati0111 deflninl a new cateBOry of special wastes

•

Developmet of pddeUnll for a procram to assist
uslftl alteraatlve technololl•

•

PromulptlCil of recuJ,atiCIIII pui'IU&Dt to S.B. 1918

•

Adoption of
facWties

e SUbmlalon of

lltifte criteria for speclflc tfttel of hazardous wastes

tlruli

Phue II-A ltCJlA appUcation to OSEPA

•

Preparation of pidelll*, repladana, and lepslatfon to Integrate
pubUc Input to the hazardous wastes tacWty p1annlnc process

•

Promulgation of regulations and suidellnes tor alternative technology
strateu, specltl hazardous wastes tees, and a new, consoUdated permits process (pauibly baed Oil new enabUng lestslation)

•

Promulptlon ot replat10111 for trYalu&tlnc hazardous wastes properties
pUrsuant to A.B. 2370

•

Promulptlon of replaticns for hazardous wutes haulers

•

Development of stratecy and schedule for ltCJlA Phase II-B· and II-C
.authorizaticm and submilllon to OSEPA

e

Promulgation of rerwations equivalent to the former CAM

•

Development of facWty needs projections for all 58 counties for the
end 20 years, respectively.

next 5, 10,

In addition, subltantial rwlllcna to all existinc Hazardous Waste FacWty
Permits must be made by the copizant acency croup. 'nle followfnc were Usted
In the 1981-82 Implementation Prosram a
e ltevlsiOil of an Class I and Class 11-1 permits to prohibit the land
dispoSal of recyclable aolvent wastes, wastes that can be Incinerated
In cement 1dlnl (PCB Uquids, Ignitable and volatile organies, and
orpnic pesticide so1uticna), and wutes that can be soUdlfied before
burial (toxic metal sludps)
e

Revision of permits to prohibit land disposal of high-priority wastes
that can be treated chemically or physically (aqueous solutions with
toxic metals, cyanides, llld orphies)
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3

Revision ot permits to prohibit land dlsposa1 of high-priority wast
that can be destroyed in rotary kiln inc~erators (solld wastes contaminated with PCBs or pesticides, paint sludges, and orpnlc slud
with toxic metals or halogens).
A real!stlc schedule to perform the nee
ry legislative, regulatory, admiftistrative, and organizational tasla to accomplish the preeedlng lists In no
way corresponds to th milestones spelled out by the Brown Administration
(Secticn 3.3, herein).
In pner ,
but a few laws still m~t
passed
and are up for consid ration in 1982; th average time to promulpte regulations, once a 1a goes into effect, is 284 days (By telephone , Mr. R rt
Peterson, DOHS Office of Regulations; to Michael s. Meredith, 21 December
198l)J and controversial r
tory programs
ve taken literally y rs to
drafted for public consideration ( • g. , the CAM) •
11M authors ot this
review, based on famWarity and experience with these matters, estimate that
It will be mid-1983, or later, betore serious permit applicati~ for any
type of hazardous wastes management f acUlty featuring alternative teebnoloefes eould be accepted for proc
under the new system, as presently
described by the Brown Administr tion.

5.2.2 Expected Effects on the Chemical Industry
The expected effects on the caufornia chemical industry in regard to the
siting and permitti
of new wastes tr tment facilities under the State's

untried program are summarized as follows:

o Som few requirem ts for new regulations, etc., will be met within
propcsed time Umits. They probably will include changes in operating
procedures and may benefit the industry
o

No workable mechanisms
in place to allow siting and permitting
of most, if not all, of the facWties required tor timely compllance;
thus ·industry will be forced to bear increased eosts tor on-site storage, to continue on-site disposal in technical violation of the law,
· or to operate under an extension of the ban. It will require an
unknown amount of effort to discern if extensions will be granted and
If a particular wastes generator is eligible

•

Additional tees and penalties tor land disposal will be paid, possibly
for substantially longer than currently envisioned in the 1981·82
Implementation Program

o Some individual companies will spend capital fWlds for compliance and
Ukely will be at a serious competitive disadvantage when compared
with larger firms and those who act later
•

All tir ms buying equipment early to comply run the risk of abandoning
th r equipment before its useful life has been reached, especially if
wastes m
m t companies build more efficient and cost-effective
facWties.

Finally, the program, as explained, will continue the high level of discretionary authority of the DOHS, resulting in further, m1even and inconsistent
application of rules. The chemical industry will be compelled to spend
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new hazardous wutes manapment facWti
of these question~ •.

wm

be delayed pendlnr resolution

5.3 TeebDalolleal llequlremetl
A primary consideratien In any tecbnoloU -ment (See Section 2.2.1 her ein)
Ia whether or not a pcrticular process hu been proven at the scale of appli•
cation tor which it II propaMd. U the prorram ( u described In the several
documents that are the subject of this review ) II Implemented, It appears that
the respanslbWty tor developing, tesUnc, and constructing new technologies
wm rest almost a:cluslvely with the wut
gene rators-and paaibly the
l&rp wutes manacament compenles.

Placlnl the burd• an the cen rators appears to be the Intention of the
procram for two main reuona. rtrst, the schedule for banninC the land d~
of certain hazardous wutes II such that no -wroprlations for serious additional research bJ· the State Into alternative technology applications could
be made In time. SacaMI , revi w of the proposed program reveals no apparent
Intention to conduct raeuch Into primary health effects (for development ot
ambient standards and criteria ), the efficiencies (thermodynamic, mechanical,
etc.) of alternative· tec:hlloloeles, and the unknown environmental consequences
from the deploym•t ot these new and/or relativaly untried technolocfes.
and concentrates from some of the
Besides , the need to landtm residu
alternative technologies wDl remain.
Even the most progressive hazardous
wutes manqament schemes In Western Europe include land disposal u an
integral element (Section 2.2.4, herein).
As noted in the OAT Report and
str-.d In •
review, land disposal Is required for "low- and mediumpriority" wastes u well as a portion of the concentrates and . residues from
new tec:hnoloctes. Research rep.rdlnC the geohydrologic, air quality, ecological, and human health and sat ty questions surrOWldfnC the land disposal
optlan must continua.
The chemical Industry, therefore, wm suffer the burden (along with other
major senerators) of developlnc technolocies with Umited assistance from
the State.
At a minimum, the following actions or some va~iants wiD. be
forced upon Industry:
•

On a volunteer basis, Institute wastes volume reduction and recycling
feulbWty and conceptual desip investiptians

•

Pund responsible enctneertnc studies to respond to questions posed by
the evolving replatory program

•

Develop interim, on-site storace capacity.

5.4 !Dvlromneatal Efteeta

Environmental consideraticns are, by definition, of major impor~ce to the
new program. The achievement ot tbe tundamental goal of eliminating the
application of interior manag ment technologies to wastes that may pose
serious threats to the biosphere Is an absolute necessity.
The number of
incidents of environmental damace documented ove~ the years in California
alone points to a need to usess carefully the full range of options that are
available to . mitigate tuture problems. To this point in the logic, based on
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scientUlc reuoninc and practJeal upel'ienee, the authors ot this review
It is from
re on, In predicting the prae- ·
concur complet ely with OAT.
ticabWty and capacity ot the subject program to accompUsh th e goals,
where disagreement arises.
There doubtlessly are environmental benefits from methods that reduce the
volume of, or recycle, materials that oth rwl.se would be disposed of In or on
the land u hazardous wast •
However, severe environmental (u well es
lepl and financial) concerns would surround eonUnued operation of the
California· chemical industry, if In fact, the only method of dlspoAl of
hazardous materials was outlawed prior to alternatives becomlnc a physical
reality.

If lltematlv technologl , such u those enumerated In the OAT Report, are
to be emplOyed confidently, th potential for their environmental etfects
first must
compared to what Is known about the Impact. of current manacement schemes. 'nle qu tion must be atked& Is callfornla now abandoning years
of research and operating experience by the public and private sectors concernin( secure Class I landtnls and containment systems!
It is instructive
to review the Ust of environmental concerns provided by OAT for the var ious
technologies that mleht be employed by the chemical industry in the fac of a
ban of land dispcaal for a portion ot their wastes. The very reneral environmental concerns enumerated by OAT bee more detaned analyses and place a
responslbWty on California to assess impacts more fully.
In the absence of
State-sponsored research, the only source of data on environmental effects
must come from industry. 'n\ls places a high liabWty on the private sector, causing serious additional delays for permits, regardless of the regulatory strategy. The chemical industry would be one of the most significantly
alfected industrial groups.

s.s

Beaaomle lmpeets

As discussed in Section 2. 3 of this review, there is not a consistent set of
assumptions or sufficient data presented in the OAT Report to assess economic
impacts quantitatively.
However, for the purposes of dl8eusslon, some
general comparisons and projections can be made concerning likely economic
etfects on the .Cali!ornla chemical industry.
The fir~t, and possibly most conspicuous, economic effect of the program as
described would be the differential impact between larger and smaller chemical manufacturers.
Even If a small facWty were to receive grants, low
interest loa.ns, or other financial assistance, it is possible that, unless
the capital costs of in-plant modifications, the first-year operational
costs, and/or increased . fees to existing facilities coupled with penalties by
DOHS were . nearly offset, it would go out of business. This is most probable
for small batch operations ( few thousand gallons of product per day), such
as unique chemical suppliers which are few in number and, therefore, are critical to the microelectronics industry and others.
On the other hand, a
small generator exemption (not currently an element of the new program),
which would allow wastes from operations under a certain generation volume to
go without treatment, could defeat the purpose of attempting to prioritize
wastes that are inappropriate for land disposal.
It is speculated by the
authors ot this review (although not investigated) that the aggregate volume
ot hazardous wastes from small generators in California could be sizable.
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Another element ot the new procram that could Induce slgnlflcant economic
M presently portrayed ID the 1981-82
lmpaota II - - m• t ot f. ..
Implementation Program, subltantfaDy lnoreued f. . would be collected from
Aprd iial an lor a 1Af.se universe of wutes that are · considered hazardous.
If atter sublequent I'UlemaJdnc, some of these wutes are lhcluded In a special exempt catecory, f.. wm have beeD over-collected (Section 3.1.2,
h rein).
Tbe efteeta of ttdl f" lflltem could renp from devutatfnl to
small com pales to IIIJDor, but unfair, for larp orpnlzaticm.
Another economic oonsider atlan r elated to requirements to UM alternative
technolacles an a ripd, spec:Uled schedule should be mentioned through
example. In Item County, the Air Pollutlan Control Dll~rict ( APCD) adopted
Rule 424 on 14 November 1980. The maiD requirement ot Rule 424 wu that, by
a certain date (U December 1980) , operators ot steam pnerators In excess ot
a certain slze were required to specify precisely which tlue ps desulfurtza;.
tian (PGD) technotocY (lncludlnl veftdor) they would employ to scrub 802 from
their staclc pses. A minimum removal performance rate (scrubblnc efficiency)
wu required bf Rule 424. Six and ane-halt months after reporting the technol0f1 ot choice to the APCD, the operator was required to Issue formal
purchUe orden for Ill of the equipment specified In their compliance plan.
Some operators in Kern "County miiMd the deadUnes (and presumably received
A number of thaN companies .found themselv•
extensions); others compUed.
in a dnemma.
FGD teohnolou t. wen-developed and applied for Industrial fossil-fueled
combustian (on, ps, and coal) at a scale tor electric utility boners.
Smaller scale FGD units (in the r qe ot 50-100 mDllon BTO per hour heat
input) are manufactured; however, fat fewer vendors supply these units.
FMC's dual-llkall system Is ant type, md other vendors produce lime/limestone
and caustic soda scrubbers.
'nle dlfflculty arcse when, on a very tight
In •oh case,
compliance schedule, a compuy apec:itled a particular unit.
inquiries rtlulted In promise by the vendors regardinC input rates, sludge
volume, etc.
Unfortunately, substantial operatinc experience tor the
required appUcatlon wu laoldJic, and in some cues expectations were not
met. · 'nle disappointed operator then was stuck with a large capital cost
and/or . operating expense increase, and he ltill wu not in compUance. In
addition, new technologies developed In the meantime, but the early respondent wu committed. Modltlc:ations Md/or new equipment are costly. 'Ibe moral
ot the story Ls that even proven technolou can tail to perform econom.ioally,
environmentally, md thermodynamically, if suttlcient research regardlne the
particular application Ls not performed in advance.
Even if the new regulatory program were well defined, there would be no way
to project quantitatively the economic effects on the chemical industry at
the very cursory level of detall of this r eview. It seems prudent , however,
to assume a potential tor economic hardship from the new program. A period
of prototype testing and careful r esearch prior to the setting of a ban date
would mltfpte such impacts to a slpiflcant extent.
'nle most slpiflcant potential tor Hrious economic impacts stems from any
policy that could result In curtaament of operations.
After review of the
relevant documents, it appears that an absolute date tor the ban of particular wutes from land dlspcN.l WOl be set.
If storage were infeasible
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for any r
, failure to hav alternative tr tment faeiliti
sited, permitted, and operational before the ban date could cause calamity.
1be
reuon for not having the alternative technologi• In place wW be faflee
to promulpte a regulatory
tem that wW r
t in siting and permittinr
of bazardous wut.es m
ement facillti • 'nd.ll, In mn,
ensue from
insufficient technical research and incompl t r
tory pre,..ratian.
Potential

omic impacts on the chemical Industry, therefore, Include a

•

Much ·higher tr tment/disposal cosu (on tho order of ·three to ten
tim , or more , the estimates by OAT; Section 2.3, herein)

•

Increased capital costs and expenditures tor legal, environm tal, and
encin r~ research by indlvid
firms, creating extensive dupUcation,
thus wasttnr economic d human resources

•

Reduction in economic growth and potential· diminution of r turns
on put inv ments as consequences of protracted r egulatory delays.
Summary of Potential Effects

5. 8

As discussed throughout this
to define.
Consequently,
trating task. 'Ibe following
throuch this review; it is not

•

review, the new program is extremely difficult
the prediction of resultant impacts is a fruslist itemizes the likely developments identified
exhaustive.

t in California may be adopted by other states-the
Precedents
results could range from positiv to devastating.

wastes
erators wW be prohibited from
-priority" wastes, possibly "other treatable
estes," on-site or off-site In DOHS/WRCB-permitted Class I and Class
II-1 facUlties. No mechanism will b in place to site or to permit
alternatlv tr tment facWti , thus forcing wastes generators into
one, several, or all of the following actions

As of 1 January 1983,
disposing of e rta.in "hi

•

-

Continue to operate in theoretical violation of the law

-

Operate under an extension of the ban while absorbing greatly
increased fees and penalties tor land disposal

-

Apply for
capacity

-

Forestall or absndon decisions to expand existing or to construct
new facilities.

~rmits

and develop additional, or new, on-site storage

Substantially increased fees will be required by the State
disposal of all hazardous wastes; the total maximum estimated
is 16 times the current rat • Overpayment may be required for 6
or more, for a special, to-be--defined category of "high-priority"

for the
increase
months,
wastes.
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e Total Industry co.ts tor huard0111 wastes manqement, baed only on
currct Industry aosts for ott-site land disposal, wm lnareue from
3 to 10 times, or more, the 1911 leveiiJ the dlt!erentlal, Incremental
efteetl on small pneraton wm be IUbetalltlal.
•

Canllderable lffortl will be required to respond
14llf,llation, executive orders, IDd pursuant recuJatiCIIII.

•

capital outlap wD1 be required tor poalbly redundant reaycU.nr and
treatment equfpment••espeeiany ft the wut• manarement Industry
ultimately builds reponal faalllties.

•

lncreued researeb CGIItl wm be Incurred to answer the ouatandlng
technical, environmental, economic, and lepl quations posed by the
Impelled r-eWatory procram.

e

Industry

•

'l1le propoMd P.rocram eventually could result ln reduction of some
lanr-term Industry UabWties.

to m-conceived

wm need to lnltltute eztenslve wutes volume reduc:tlon and
recycUnc studies for aD faclUties.

e Some hazardous wutes wm be reduced In volume, and beneftts may
accrue to lnduatry from recycbc.
e

Indiscriminate landtmlnc of priority wutes at on-site landfDJs
be eurtaned somewhat, thus resultinc In the reduction ot
adverse effects on the environment and possibly pubUc health.
Conversely, mep~, uncontroDed "midnlpt" dum pine may Increase.
will
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APPENDIX A

DISC'OSSIONS WITB TAAC MEMBEB.S
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Name

H.M. Schneider

Date

11 .Ianuapi 1992

Qt1ESTIONS POR TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
How did you come to be on the TAAC!
Don't really know. Possibly resulted from a solid waste

1)

conference in Denver.
Bow much did you participate in discussion among the TAAC and OAT Staff?

2)

Went to all meetings.

Made comments by phone.

What, lf any, was your input to the report!

3)

Comments about recycling of still bottoms.
4)

Were your comments heeded/suggestions taken by OAT?

Yes, in great part.
5)

Bow do you view the OAT Review Report!

(Favorable/Not)

Favorable.
6)

Was the intended use of the report clear to you prior to publication!
Use was different than I anticipated, but no real quarrel

with it.
7)

Could the report be improved?

Yes.
8)

If so, how?

Anything can be improved with more time to work on it.

Overall, was your experience on the TAAC a useful. one?

Yes.
9)

Do you wish to make any other general or specific comments about the
report/1981-82 Implementation Program, etc?

t

Don't make the report monolithic-it should be a living thing.
Don't shut down an industry if they can't make deadline-don't make it an either/or situation.
Little guy is hurt/midnight dumping is encouraged.
Agencies drag their feet on permits (e.g., PCB test burn).
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Pich•r" P•rr1ne

Name

nr

Daw

2e pesembjr 1ge1

QUISTIONS l'OB. TECJDtOLOO!' ASSESSM'EMT ADVISORY COMMliiEB

Bow did you come to be em the TAAC!
Bact suitable experience and education.

1)

Wu contacted by OAT
ata ff who had h e ard of him.
Bow muah did you partlalpate 1ft d~Muaica amanc the TAAC and OAT Staff!
Activ.ly participatttc!. Missed one of the three meetings, but
sent in written and telephone comments.
What, It any, w• JOUr Input to the report!
JUst general, infor.mal comments, early on.

I)

3)

4)

Were JOUr comments bftded/sugestlons taken by .OAT!
Yea.

5)

Bow do you view the OAT R.vtew Report! (Favorable/Not)
Quite qood. You can't help but have sCIIDe cODIDents on a report
like this one, but it is in the upper crust of regulatory agency

8)

rtfftiltntended - . of the report clear to you prior to pubUaatlon!
Yea, .definitely.
Could the report be Improved!

T)

Yea .
8)

Over

It so, how!

¥Ore study of the questions raised by the report.

an,

wu your experience an the TAAC a UHful one!

Yes.
Do you wish to make any other ceneral or specific comments about the

9)

(

.

report/1981-82 Implemenf:atlon Prorram, eta!
Brown Adminis tration program seems logical, makes sense from
what I've heard in the press. Have not studied the 1981-82
Dmplementation Program in detail.
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•
Date

4 Jtnnary' 198 2

QO!STJONS l'OJl TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY' COMMI'I'TEE
1)

Bow did you come to be em the TAAC!

2)

Glen Rouse of the CIC c lled me the day before the first meeting
and aaked me to serve on Committee.
Bow much dld you rtlaipete In discussion amonc the TAAC and OAT Staff!
Fairly active . Attend d March and April meeting~ missed th one
in JUly. SUl:mitted written as well as oral ccmments.

3)

What, If any, wu your input to the report!

SUbstantial input: oral and written.

4)

Were your aomments h tded/sumatlcw taken by OATT

SaDe ye s (concerning technical details ) and acme n2 (concerning

policy statements, s chedules, etc.).
5)

Bow do you view the OAT Review Report!

(Favorable/Not)

Alternative technologies survey-good
Conclusions and recommendation -bad.
6)

Wu the intended use of the report clear to you prior to publication?

. No. Was advertised as a handbook for those having to dispose
of hazardous materials--not the actual use.

If

7)

Could the rePf:)rt be improved?

8)

Yes. If OAT r eally still want a h ndbook, the technical
sections must ba beefed up.
Overall, was your esperience on th TAAC a useful one! Every experience is
useful. Will be careful, however before getting involved in a
committee like this again where my apparent function was to simply
lend credibility •

9)

so, how!

Do you wti to m&ke any other ren ral or ~eclflc comments about the
nport/1981-82 .Implomen tion Prorram , ta!

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

only off-site dealt with in OAT Report
on-site economics very different
landfill and land dispos al are used interchangably
report is
politic 1 document
schedule s given in 1981-82 Implementation Program are
unrealistic.
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Name

Mr. Bill Birtcil

Date

2l t)!sembir 1981

QUESTIONS POB. TECBNOLOGY ASSISSMEN'1' ADVISORY COMMl"lTEE
1)

Bow did ,au come to be en the TAAC!

2)

Approached by OAT because of contacts with X.n Finney/Pete
Weiner concernin~ the worker ri~ht-to-know-bill.
Bow much dld ,au participate In d.__.on amanc the TAAC and OAT Staff!

3)

Wbat, If q , wu 'JOUr Input to the report!

5)

Bow do you view tbe OAT Revlri Report!

8)

Wu the Intended ... of the report alar to you prior to pubUcatlonf
lfo. 'l'hou~ht it would be used only as a au~~estion/guideline:

1)

(Pavorable/Not)

· not a baaia for a mandatory program.
Could the report be Improved! It so, how'!
Yea. More research.

8)

Overall, wu your experience on the TAAC a U.eful one!

9)

Do you wish to make any other general or specific comments about the

report/1981-82 Implementation Program, etc!
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Name

pr. S.ljpa Bendix

Da~

ll Janu!ty l982

QOES'l iONS POll TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMJTr!E
Bow dld you come to be

1)

CD

the TAAC!

Name was racCIIIIIIend
by
environmental ;roup •
Bow much did

2)

Le

gue of Women Voters and

,ou partlatpate 1ft dllav.alon. among the TAAC and OAT Staff?

Extensive ly. Went to 2 of 3 mee tings , provid d written
and oral comments.
Wbat, lt any, wu your Input to the report!
Discu sed v ry apect of r eport and provided numerous
ccmmenta, par aqraph by paragraph.
Were your comments heeded/sua tlons taken by OAT!
Many, but not all.

3)

4)

Bow do you view th OAT Review Report!

5)

Favor ble.

V<

ry conatructi v

(:Favorable/Not)

r eport.

Wu the Intended use ot the report clear to you prior to publication?

8)

Yea.
Coul~

7)

the report be lmproved't

It

10,

how?

Major we akneaa is r port d ls only with oft-site wastes disr
--en-site disposal must be evaluated before clear picture of
hazardous wast s disoosal in CalLforni~ is ayailable.
Overau, wu your expenence on tile TAA.--c a userw one.
Yea.

8)

.Do you wish to make y other 1ener al or specific comments about the
report/1981-82 Implementation Procram, etc!

9)

1

JUst r ec iv d some of thia supplemental material today in mai:
I can't counent on it. Gen ally, ·s~cietal pressures must be
brouqht to
ar on probl
so that alternatives to landfill .
deve loped and impl
nt d. Value of report will be known wher
ttectiv n sa of th implementation can
judged.
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Name

Michael E. Belliveau

Date

11 ,Xanpe;ir 1982

QUISTIONS

~ll

*

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMITrBI

1)

Bow dld you come to be aa the TAACT

2)

Bow muab dld ,_ participate In dllaulllon amanc the TAAC and OAT Staff!

3)

Wbat, It 1111, wu JOUf Input to the report?

4)

Were JOUI' comments heeded/sugestlons taken by OAT1

5)

Bow do you view the OAT Review Report!

8)

Wu the Intended use of the report clear to you prior to pubUcatlon!.

7)

Could the report be Improved! It so, how!

8)

Overan, wu Jour experience on the TAAC

9)

Do you wish to make &ft1 other general or spec:ltlc comments about the
report/1981-82 Implementation Program, etc!

!

*

(Favorable/Not)

a useful

one!

Refused to respond over phone. Asked to see questions first
and requested a written explanation of their use. Requested
items were sent by mail on 12 January 1982 to:
ei~izens for a Better Bnviroament
88 lst Street, SUite 600
san Francisco CA 94105
I
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pa yid B!utr

Name

Mr.

Date

21 pec;embir 1981

QUESTIONS l'OB. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMlll EE

1)

Bow did you come to be

2)

Bow much did you participate In dlscWJ:Sion among the TAAC and· OAT Staff!

Clft the TAACt
Aaked by virtue of work in this area.

Quite a bit.
3)

Wh&t, If any, wu your

~put

to the report?

COIIIDented on several aspects, both technical and regula·tory.
4)

Were your comments. heeded/suaestions taken by OAT?

.some.
5)

How do you view the OAT Review Report!

(Favorable/Not)

Fairly satisfied.
8)

Was the intended use of the report clear to you prior to publication?
No. Did not feel that the Committee got the straight stuff about

the purpose of the report.
7)

Could the report b Improved? If so, how?

Yes.
8)

Did not expect it to be political.

By picking up where it left off,

Overall, was your experience on the TAAC a useful one?

Yes, but frustrating.
9) · Do you wish to make any other general or specific comments about the
report/1981-82 Implementation Program, etc!

-

UCD contract was let without consulting ~AAC.
Review schedule of OAT Report draft was tight/inflexible .
3 meetings was not enough.
california • s wastes stream has changed dramatieally recently.•.
Cement industry won ' t go for PCB incineration.
Per.mit process ~ be stre~ined.
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EXHIBIT X

IT CIJRPOIUmiiN
February 2, 1982

The Honorable Sally Tanner
Chairman, Consumer Protection
and Toxic Materials Committee
State Capitol, Room 2016
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Tanner:
This hearing is intended to review the OAT report 11 Alternati ves to the Land Disposal of Hazardous ~Jastes. 11 A detailed
critique of that report is possible: in effect, a line-by-line
listing of the report's accuracy, statements. and use of data
both appropriate and inappropriate. Those of us in the CCWPA
who attempted to work on this project each have our own personal
feelings as to what our role was or wasn't. In summary, none
of us fully endorse the project. However, that's not really
the point. Read as a whole, ignoring the conclusions and introduction, the report is a reasonable attempt to define appropriate
technologies applicable to California. It shows a heavy bias
by the actual authors, but it correctly indicates that a body
of existing technology exists that can be brought to the marketplace. As an association, we support the technical or so-called
state-of-the-art approach to the problew.. We always have and
expect to continue to do so. In that respect, the report is
directionally appropriate. nut, as the real implcmentors of
any approach, we are tasked with the solution. If politics
is the art of the possible - in California at least - hazardous
waste management is the art-of-the-permittable. Even though
technologies are available, they are of no value to California
unless they can be permitted, financed, and economically operated
here. This is the case whether or not the OAT report was ever
published.
The report itself is not an adequate support document for
implementation of the Governor's Executive Order B-8881, and that
really is the issue. The time frames proposed are not real. A
proposed technology may be totally designed and ready to implement, and the implementation time frame may be predictable. One
can order the pieces and put most of the technologies on line
in two to three years. But, the permitting framework is not really
predictable. The three permitting elements, local, state, and
federal, are really separate time elements that do not run

336 W. Anaheim St. • Wilmington CA 90744 • (213) 830-1781
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concurrently. Locl!l permitting is chancy at best. and the federal
government has yet to permit a new facility at all. Mandating
technologies on a time specific basis when there is a totally
non-certain, non-specific pern1it time frame makes little sense.
Mandating of technology has been tried before, but it has
never worked. ·The basic controlling parameters in the marketplace are not really subject to dictate. The prorosed desired
effect is nearly never achieved; the spin-off side effects h~ve
proven to be worse than the original p·roblem in virtually every
case. The bottom line really seems to be that the basic laws
of thermodynamics really aren•t subject to administrative mandate.
As an association, we are fully behind technical solutions to
problems but are totally opposed to mandated technology.
The whole executive order process smacks of political interference rather than aid. To begin with, expertise to determine
technologies exists in industry. The real experts are here.
We watch with interest as the state attempts, largely unsuccessfully,
to fill technical positions. The mandate is coming from a sector
poorly prepared to present it.
Whatever stability exists in hazardous waste management
is because the program has been based on technical reality rather
than political management. As an association, a ch~nge to political management is very troublesome and will impact the entire
industry. It is relatively easy to attract the necessary capital
to further technologically-sound projects showing reasonable
economic returns managed in a technical way. ~lhen the basic
driving force becomes political action, the capital disappears.
We feel that the political aspects being proposed today assure
the public that hazardous waste management is a relatively easily
solved problem, that new sites are not needed, and that, in fact,
existing sites may not be needed either. In that every existing
site is in a continuous permit maintenance process, we feel
this stance jeopardizes all of the facilities in the state of
California and makes the construction of new facilities even
more tenuous.
All of the members of our association have plans to improve
our facilities. Most of us will not share those plans with the
state of California, with our competition, or with most of industry.
We are working in a competitive environment where the economic
realities must he relatively certain beforP projf'cts are announced .
Presently, a view that only approved tPchnoloqif''l will be pPrmitted in California makes it even tougher for our in~rovement
plans to go forward.
11

11
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New technologies, even existing technologies, don't come
on line and won't come on line because anyone thinks that they
should or perhaps that they shouldn't. The basic driving forces
are a need for the system that will allow a reasonable economic
return, the availability of the capital to build the system,
and the permittability of the system. The permit realities in
California are that essentially no projects have been permitted
in recent years. The recent withdrawal of the Sand Canyon Treatment Plant Application ends three years and a half-million dollars
worth of effort to permit a technical facility. an effort which
did not result in a single hearing. The permitting process
lor the technicol facility in the Stdte of Louisiana l>egdrl with
conceptual designs in late 1978 which resulted in state permits
in December 1980, and have yet to result in the required federal
permits. The overall time frame from project design initiation
to full, permitted status will be at least four years. Construction of that facility will take another three, indicating a
technical project requires at least seven years to accomplish.
This is reality. and the same figures could be projected for the
state of California.
One of the basic economic facts in a hazardous waste project
today is that the cost will be multi-million in the permit phase,
and that the chdnc~s of successfully pern1itting a projPct, even
the best of projects, is only about 5%, and it takes several years
to accomplish.
During the last two years, a great deal of creative legislation has been passed in this difficult area. This committee,
the legislature in general, and the administration was willing
to take the heat and do the right thing. Our industry perceives
that this was accomplished by the legislature and the administration
walking hand-in-hand to get a difficult and unpopular task completed.
We also believe that this cooperative approach, for some reason,
has not continued in the last few months. In effect, the legislature
has not been invited to participate in development of the
administration's data base documents and proposed actions.
We see this hearing as a very positive sign that the legislature, and particularly this committee, is back. We ask that
you stay involved. We would invite members of this committee,
or your staff, to attend the hearings scheduled by DOHS in
February. Basically, we are pleased that the legislature is
back in the process - we like the balance that is thereby assured.
Surely our association would like to ~ee d streamlined state
permitting process, but that is hard ly a panacea to the permitting
problem. No one seems to agree that local options should be

Ms. Sally Tanner
February 2, 1982
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preempted, and no one seems to recognize that the f~derdl government will continue its involvement, in its own way, on its own
schedule. These are realities that must be taken into account
in any streamlining process. We would ask you to recognize
that the economics of the situation are truly a driving force,
and that they are very real. We would ask you to continue your
willingness to face up to these hard political and economic
realities. They are essential in dealing with this health and
safety issue.
Very truly yours,
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Dav1d L. Bauer1
Vice President
Environmental Affairs
DLB:vh
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EXHIBIT XI

BKK CORPORATION

2550 237TH STREET • P.O. BOX 3038 • TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90510
(213) 539·7150

STATEMENT OF THE BKK CORPORATION
ON ALTERNATIVES TO THE LAND
DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES

BKK Corporation is pleased to have this opportunity to comment on
alternatives to land disposal - of hazardous wastes and more specifically,
on the recent assessment of alternatives published by the Governor's
Office of Appropriate Technology.
We are in the business of transporting, treating and disposing of
hazardous waste.

BKK operates a permitted Class I landfill located in

West Covina, California and also a permitted hazardous waste transfer
station in San Diego, California where neutralization of corrosives has
been accomplished since 1979.
In the waste management industry, for more than forty years at
every stage of its development, BKK has endeavored to employ State of
the Art Tecnnology.

We are now in the advanced planning stages for

a new hazardous wastes treatment facility which will treat up to 70%
of the hazardous waste presently going directly into our landfill
facility.
At this time, it would be appropriate for us, as an industry
representative, to commend this committee for its unanimous support
during last year's legislative session, of Senate Bill 501, which assures
that the remaining six Class I disposal facilities in California will
continue to exist.

This will permit adequate time for the development

of new technologies which will de-emphasize landward disposal by treating,
Testimony by Kenneth B. Kazarian, Vice President of the BKK Corporation,
before the California Assembly Committee on Consumer Protection and
_ ____ __T? ~ i <:_ _ ~-~er_!~~s on January 26, 1982.

------ ~~~--------------------------------------------/
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neutralizing and de-watering these wastes, so that the volume of
residues directed toward the land are much smaller and in a more stable
state.
Our treatment facility will be located in a heavily industrialized area
of the City of Los

Ange~es,

adjacent to an existing solid waste transfer

station, now owned and operated by BKK.

To the credit of the Governor•s

Office of Permit Assistance, the City of Los Angeles and the State Department
of Health Services, progress on obtaining the necessary permits has been very
encouraging.

If the permitting process is as expeditious as we anticipate,

construction of the treatment plant is expected to be completed in the first
half of 1983.
Given this new direction at BKK, it should be apparent that we generally
concur with the OAT assessment and intend to do everything we can to
comply with the Governor•s Executive Order calling for a ban of untreated,
highly toxic wastes from land disposal.

We do, however, wish to make

several observations on the feasibility of what the state is attempting
to accomplish based on our experience in the industry.
First, we do not believe it is reasonable to expect that secure
landfills will no longer be needed.

Nor do we believe, that the OAT report

or the Governor•s Executive Order are premised on a total phase-out of secure
landfills.

For example, the solid material that will be the end product

of BKK•s treatment plant, although rendered chemically neutral, should
be

placed in a secure landfill to reduce liabilities.

The point of the

OAT report is that many wastes that are presently being landfilled could
be economically neutralized, prior to landfilling and in many cases recycled
to avoid disposal completely.

We agree with that assessment.
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We would also observe that the OAT report properly pays close attention
to the economics of moving to alternative technologies.

Some technologiest

such as incinerationt are substantially more expensive to implement than
other technologiest such as waste water treatment.

We are convinced that the

most successful approach to handling the hazardous wastes generated in California
will be the one that involves.the least cost to generators.

Regional

treatment facilities located in industrial areas that provide a range
of treatment optionst will provide this least cost alternative. Thust wastes
that can only be safely disposed of through incineration will be incinerated.
Other wastes will be similarly dealt with through use of the most appropriate
technology available at the least cost.

large generators and small generators

alike, will benefit from the economics of scale to keep their costs down.
And perhaps most important, the regional concept offers the best
opportunity to move quickly towards a solution.
In conclusion, we believe the OAT report will be a valuable resource
for legislafors and the business communi.ty on making decisions about
reducing the amount of hazardous wastes that need to be placed in secure
landfills.

Although the Administration may appear to be moving abruptly

away from landfill, it has been our experience to date that OAT and the
Department of Health Services, do not intend to totally ban any substance
from landfill without the availability of a proven alternative.

The

Administration's effort to assist industry in developing those alternatives
through technical advice, financial incentives, and expediting permitting
demostrate that intent.
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We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and will be
pleased to provide such other information or testimony that the Committee
may require, as it continues its review of the state's progress in
developing alternatives to the land disposal of hazardous wastes.
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STATEMENT TO THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES

TESTIMONY SUBMITTED ON FEBRUARY 2, 1982
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
BY PAUL W. ABERNATHY
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC.

Madam Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Paul W. Abernathy,
Program Development Manager for Chemical Waste Management, Inc.
(CWMI). I am responsible for the development of new hazardous
waste management facilities for our firm. CWMI is pleased to have
the opportunity to appear before this Committee today to discuss
one of the most important issues facing Californians.
CWMI currently owns and operates 20 major permitted facilities
in 13 states for the treatment, detoxification, recovery, incineration and disposal of industrial chemical wastes. In California,
we currently operate three facilities for handling hazardous
waste, including a Class I disposal site located in the Kettleman
Hills area (Kings County), a Class II-1 facility in Coalinga
(Fresno County), and a Class II-1 facility near Bakersfield (Kern
County). At the present time, in California and elsewhere in
the western United States, we are proceeding with the development
of several additional hazardous waste facilities. None of these
facilities will be a landfill disposal site. Rather, these new
facilities are intended solely to provide for the transfer, treatment or recov~ry of hazardous wastes. However, the siting issues
surrounding the development of these facilities is very similar
to those associated with establishing a new hazardous waste
landfill~ and it is for that reason this testimony is provided.
As early as 1979, CWMI was the first company in the hazardous waste
management industry in California to publicly advocate the establishment of industrial waste treatment, processing centers, and
to reduce the dependency on landfills. In public testimony
presented to the Department of Health Services Technical Advisory
Committee in January 1980 and to the Governor's hearings on
hazardous waste management in November, 1980, CWMI strongly
advocated that the future of California's hazardous waste management program depends more on treatment, dewatering, or reuse of
hazardous wastes to the exclusion of the creation of additional
hazardous waste landfills. Yet, there were then and still are
-1-

numerous governmental and industry organizations seeking to find ·
suitable locations in California for new chemical landfills.
Over the last two years, Californians have seen the closure of
three major hazardous waste landfills, and the practice of
landfilling hazardous waste has become increasingly distasteful
to the public as its awareness to alternative technologies
increases. The recent assessment of alternative technologies
conducted by the Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology
properly indicates that methods to treat and destroy or recycle
hazardous waste already exist -- and are in commercial status
in other states. Until now, attempts at recycling, creation of
waste ~xchange programs, provisions for tax incentives for the
use of alternative technologies and even proposals to prohibit
certain wastes from being generated have all met with limited
success and justifiable skepticism. These successes may have been
greater had there not been numerous, readily available and lowcost landfills legally operating in California.
Today, three years after CWMI advocated such a program there
is almost no one who would not agree that "high" technology
alternatives must be implemented, and landfill disposal practices
must be r~duced to an absolute minimum. However, even as we discuss this issue here today, the Southern California Association
of Governments (SCAG) is conducting -- at sizeable public expense
a study to develop exclusionary landfill siting criteria and to
search for suitable landfill disposal site locations in Southern
California. It was not until the Office of Appropriate Technology
agreed to fund a portion of this study that the technological
alternatives were even considered. It seems to us that this SCAG
effort is unnecessary and badly oriented.
We do not feel that today's political reality surrounding the
siting of hazardous waste facilities has been adequately addressed.
In an atmosphere of . near-unanirnous agreement for the use of
-2-

alternative technologies and complete State encou·r agement for
the establishment of those technologies, we still do not have a
mechanism whereby those technologies can actually be implemented.
In its booklet ~azardous Waste Disposal Sites, the Stanford
Environmental Law Society states:
"Pub) 1 C' pru•t1c1prtt1on is vital to hazardous waste s 1 t1 np·
Unquestionably, there is a growing awareness that
siting cannot be done without public involvement.
The more troubling question is, can you site with
public participation?"
--

The answer is no. There has not been one off-site hazardous
waste treatment, recovery or disposal facility successfully sitej
anywhere in the United States in the post-RCRA era. Now tha~ ~he
technology assessment is completed, the real issue becomes that
of creating a process whereby the public can be included and which
will lead to thP successful siting (i.e., land usc approvul) of'
modern facilities. Today this element is lacking in California.
By now the ubiquitous "not in my backyard" syndrome has been
di~H~IlfHH'c.i exhaur.tively.
No matter what type of facility is proposed, nor what its function or capabill ties will be, a pt·oposed facility doesn't seem to be acceptable to a public fearful
of a "toxic dumpsite." The fact is that any facility employing
any level of technology requires some of the same basic elements.
There must be a storage capability for the receipt and "batching"
of compatible wastes, and there must be a transfer capability to
reship non-treatable materials and residues (from the treatment
or recovery process) to more distant disposal sites. However,
~~recess for siting these facilities is identical to that for
a hazardous waste landfill, and has yet to yield a favorable land
use decision. The City of Long Beach is now considering the
adoption of an ordinance to prohibit all new hazardous waste
storage and transfer facilities within the city. Long Beach is
being generous when it states that it will allow such facilities
111 t.IH' "nphe1·e or influence" -- that iR t 11t property outside of
city boundaries over which the city has absolutely no jurisdiction
or control!

-3-
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Recent efforts to consolidate time-consuming permitting activities
and continued encouragement to implement technological alternatives
are indicative of the State's good faith efforts at reducing the
dependency on landfill practices. However, the next step is needed
now. This Committee and the State Legislature must be willing
to fully and directly participate in a process of siting facilities
that will allow for the implementation of alternative technologies.
This process includes: ( 1) working with local government, ( 2) helping
to create a better public understanding of what these facilities
are, and more importantly what they are not, and (3) in general
be willing to support a proposal which is demonstrated to be safe
and environmentally sound even though it happens to be "here" as
opposed to "somewhere else."
Failing this, the "last resort" will be for the State to become
the final land use decision maker. Preemption of land
use control is, of course, a very sensitive subject. No one
wants to openly discuss taking land use decisions out of the hands
of local government decision makers. However, the fear of recall or non-reelection for a local elected official is real,
and matters not whether the decision for favorable land use is
for a hazardous waste treatment and recovery facility or for a
landfill: If the constituency continued to maintain the "not
in my backyard" position, it is unlikely to assume that the
desired alternative facilities will be sited without State preemption.
By way of example, a brief overview of an existing framework in
another state, North Carolina, is appropriate. The North
Carolina State Legislature in early 1981 enacted a law under
which the State (Governor) can assume preemptive authority over
local land use decisions for hazardous waste facilities provided
the following conditions are met:
(1)

The public must be involved in a siting process.
Diligent attempts at negotiations between a facility

~3'7

proponent and its potential host community must
take place. The public must be allowed ample and
adequate opportunity for involvement and comment on
any or all matters relevant to the tec·hnical
or socio-political aspects of a facility development.
( 2)

The·re has to be a demonstrated need for a
proposed hazardous waste facility. This includes
a quantified statement of the lack of existing
hazardous waste management capacity in the area of
the prnposed facility.

(3)

The proposal must be technically flawless and pass
the tests of public health and safety protection,
groundwater and air quality protection and appropriate transportation routing. All State and Federal
permitting agencies must be willing to issue operating
permits prior to and without regard to land use
approval for the · facility.

This -comprehensive process may still lead to an unfavorable lanq
use decision, but is prerequisite to State consideration or
override of local land use control. Thi~ "last resort" mechanism
doe:~ not replace, but follows a siting attempt process.
Serious
consideration by this Committee should be given to a similar
mechanism being established in California if we are serious about
seeing technological solutions to the State's hazardous waste
management problem become reality. We urge this Committee to
focus its efforts on this most important aspect of siting
facilities.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide our input, Chemical
Waste Management, Inc. stands technologically ready, is willing,
and is financially capable of developing the needed new "high
technology" facilities in California.
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EXHIBIT XIII

SCA CHEMICAL SERVICES, INC.
WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE
1735 NORTH FIRST STREET, SUITE 305
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
1408) 292-1511

February 2, 1982
George Weiner
Director of Corporate Development
Western Region
California State Assembly Committee
on Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials
Sacramento, California
Topic:

Alternatives to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes
An Assessment for California

Madame Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to present the .
views of SCA Services on the .Alternatives to the Land Disposal
of Hazardous Wastes, prepared by the Governor's Office of
Appropriate Technology.
By Way of introduction, SCA Chemical Services is a division
of SCA Services, Inc., headquartered in Boston, Mass.
The company has two operating entities:
The Solid Waste Division, representing 85%
of the company's operation, which collects,
transports and disposes of residential and
commercial refuse in sanitary landfills in
35 states. Operations in California include
Orange and San Diego Counties, and Sacramento.

continued:
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The Chemical Service Division has seyeral
..,
operating facilities, predominantly on the
-Eastern Seaboard. These include secured
landfills. in Model City, New York; . Pin~wood, South Carolina and Fort Wayne, Indiana. Major chemical waste treatment facilities are operating in New York, Massachusetts
and New Jersey. Chemical waste treatment
plants in various stages of permitting or construction are in Charlotte, North Carolina and
Memphis, Tennessee. A modern the~mal destruction unit capable of incinerating solid and
liquid wastes including chlorinated hydrocarbons is in the start-up phase in Chicago, Illinois. The SCA central research facility is in
Buffalo, New York. It is fully equipped with
the latest "State of _the Art" analytical tools
and is staffed with highly trained technical
personnel.
Now, I would like to.direct my comments to the O.A.T. Report,
and in general, the technical feasibility of the State of California's hazardous waste program.
We feel there are four areas of importance for the Committee
to consider during the deliberation on the O.A.T. Report.
These are the availability of high technology to properly proce·ss toxic waste, the achievabili ty of the time schedule in the
Governor's executive order, the cost comparison between land
disposal and treatment, and finally what other states are doing
regarding waste treatment.
•

continu~d:

:f!igh t~chnology in both · th~ ·f orm of incineration and chemical
treatment is available and it is proven operationally. Fo'r
example, our company has several yeaJ;'S experience with ·recovery, treatment and detoxification of many different liquid
waste streams
in our.'Newark, New Jersey facility,
as we11 .as,
.
.
at our Western New York operatton. In addition, the technology of de.toxification and materials recovery ha·s been used
in se.v eral comme;-cial facilitie~ in this ·country· and in many
European countries for a number of years. The point, as the
O~A.T. Report · recoqnizes,:is that there is technology available today to prov.ide a working alternative to land disposal
of waste.
As you can - see by our list -of· facilities, we have a mixture .
of incineration, chemical treatment, recovery and secure landfill operations. However, it is our philosophy that our future
in the chemical waste business will.be a highly technological
approach with emphasis on treatment, recovery,.detoxification
and thermal destruction. We plan, .that in the long term, our
secure landfills will be used only for residues from our treat- .
·ment processes.
You will note that our operations in the chemical waste area
are all ~ast of the . Mississippi River. There are good reasons
for this. Alternate technology. could not be economically competitive with the unusually . low landfill disposal costs that
. now exists in the California market. The existing California
waste market, in our judgement, consists of chemical wastes
.
.
suitable for treatment and incineration technology that we ·
have been practicing in the Eastern part of the United States.
But, until the Governor's Office of Appropriate Tech~ology
prepared the report which we are .discussing today and made
recomme-n dations to phase out land disposal of hazardous waste,

0
continu~d.:
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we could not economically: justify an investment in
ing high technology waste processing facilities in
This report and the . Governor's execut1ve ·o rder has
.
c.t.-~..M&~ k . . f or a p 1 an t . s~. t e or s~. t es,
~n SCA aet•v•t~ ~oo ~ng
ment and recovery facility.

developCalifornia.
resulted
f or t rea t -,

, The second a~ea is the achievability of the time schedule
proposed in the Gover~or's,e~ecutive · order phasing out land
disposal of hazardous waste. We believe the· schedule is
workab~e, provided regulatory agencies develop an it~mized
approach to implement the program. Presently there are solvent recovery and treatment facilities in California which
are not operating · at full capacity. Those should have no
problems achieving the· report's objectives in eliminating
land disposal of certain solvents and chemicals. Where new
plants are required, it is our judgement· ~hat it will take
approximately 2 to 2~ years to permit and build the kind~ of
facilities needed to complete the Governor's executive order.
The third area that I wouid like to comment on is the cost
of treating and recovering chemical wastes in lieu of land
disposal. There are two types of costs tha~ need to be dis-.
cussed whenever . one wants to have a dialog on high technology processing versus land disposal. The first cost is the
~ne that we can most easily quantify, w~ich - is the cost per .
gallon or per ton of processing. The other is the long term
environmental cost which is not easy to pin down. Our review
of the numbers which appear in .the report, lead us to conclude that the costs attributed to both incineration and treatment are excessively high. For example, the average cost that
we charge a customer for treating hazardous waste at our
facility in Newark, New Jersey, is 20% less than the cost
•

'I Y.;.

:'

':>·, ••

.
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continued':
. .

which the report attributes to chem~cal oxidation-reduction.
The average cost which' we propose to charge
.
. at our Chicago
incineration facility i~ 70% lower'than the average cost attributed to incineration in the O.A.T. Report. I should
also point out that we are in the business to .make profit, ·
and that we · can make a profit and still have costs that are·
substantia,l,ly less than the::report indicates. Furthermore,
there are the long term environmental costs 'of trea~ment .
versus land disposal. These are the cost of land disposal·
facilities monitoring ,- and maintenance, the cost of potential
damage to the environmental and ground water supplies,· a.nd. ..:the
unknown cost to our public health and welfare. Therefore,
when a company like ourselves evaluates costs~ in its true
prospective, · it is clear that:high technology is mor.e thai)
.
.
competitive with land disposal.
'

Finally, I think I would like to provide you with examples
of what some other states,·in which we ·presently'operate,
have done concer~ing the question of land disposal of hazardous waste • . In New York State, the Department of Envinanmental Conservation has required commercial operators of
landfill,s to build and operate high technology :t~.eatment
and disposal facilities as a condition to obtain permits
for additional land disposal capacity. They have also est~blished regulato~y guide lines like the State of California, · which prohibits the land disposal of highly toxic materials. The Governor of the State of Illinois has issued
an executive order which prohibits the land disposal of toxic wastes by 1985. The State of New Jersey passed a law
last year which serves to prevent land disposal of hazardous waste unless it can be . totally · recovered from any such
facility. The State of Michigan has stated in their hazard6us waste regulations, that land disposal shall be the

··
·.

continued':

Page 6

Qtechnology of last resort".
In summary, we totally support the plan developed by the
Office of Appropriate Technology and believe that the State
of California, whic.h prides itself on its development of high
technology industries, will lead the way to practice ~dvanced
waste
treatment, recovery and thermal .destruction
processes • .
.
.
In closing, ·.I wo~ld lik'e to offer my own personal observations
and opinion o~ the supject. During the infancy . period of ·the
Electronic and Semiconductor Industries in the 1950's an~ 60's,
a gr.e at deal of valuable scrap material, . containing gold and
other precious metals, · has been discarded. Some was dumped
.
.
into. the San Francisco Bay. Others have been taken to sanitary landfills. Then some entrepreneurs came .along, reclaim- ·
ed these valuable metals and recycled them to the Generators.
Very profitablyl
I was invotved .in cases when Electronic companies actually
paid to have their valuable precious metal bearing materials
hauled away. Now reclaimed precious metals yield millions
of dollars of revenues to industries in the Silicon Valley.
There is a · similarity to what we are facing now with regards
to industrial by..:.products, that we also call "Hazardous Wastes".
I do not claim that solvents, chlorinated hydrocarbons or
smelly metal sludges are as glamorous as precious metals!
They do, however, represent valuable resources and scarce
raw materials, which take labor and energy to produce. When
our children look back to our times, they should be able to
say that through the joint dedicated effort of the public
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EXHIBIT XIV

Testimony of the
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
Before the California Assembly Committee
on Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials
On
ALTERNATIVES TO THE DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES,
AN ASSESSMENT FOR CALIFORNIA,
Prepared By the Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology

Atlantic Richfield Company appreciates this opportunity to comment on the
Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology (OAT) report on hazardous waste
disposal in California.

We applaud the attention paid by this Committee to the

impor.tant issues and concerns raised by the OAT report and the resulting
Executive Order No. B-8881 declaring a prospective ban on the land disposal of
certain wastes.

We believe the OAT report is an excellent first step in

identifying potential problems assoc fated with continued reliance on land
disposal and in discussing alternatives for handling hazardous wastes.

The OAT

report offers several recommendations with which Atlantic Richfield Company
agrees, including:

o encouraging the construction of facilities that recycle, treat and
destroy hazardous wastes;

o encouraging the reduction in volume of certain wastes;

o categorizing wastes based on the degree of risk they pose to the public
health and welfare when disposed;

0

o developing a data management system that can be used in a number of
ways in a waste management program;
0

o incorporating hazardous waste management into local governments' land
use planning;
0

o encouraging an assessment of current on-site disposal practices to
determine opportunities for source reduction and recycling;

o encouraging cooperative research and demonstration projects among
state agencies, the Environmental Protection Agency, universities, and
industry to develop waste management technologies that offer opportunities to reduce costs, recover resources, and reduce environmental
pollution; and

o streamlining the permit process for new waste management facilities.

While Atlantic Richfield generally supports many of the OAT report's recommendations to reduce dependence on landfills, we nonetheless have concerns regarding
specific portions of the report and some of its conclusions.

In addition, we

seriously question the wisdom of any precipitous ban on the land disposal of

!nl wastes absent an analysis of the recommendations made in the OAT report.
The OAT report simply does not support such a dramatic shift in waste management administration for California without further consideration of the
economic, technical, regulatory and social issues addressed in the report.

-2-

To elaborate on those points, we call the Committee's attention to a 11 Review of
the OAT Report and Related Documents, .. prepared by Meredith/Soli and Associates
for the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA} and submitted to the Committee
today by the California Chemical Industry Council (CIC}.

While the Meredith/

Boli document does not necessarily represent the views of the CIC, CMA, or
Atlantic Richfield Company, we generally concur with its findings.

We recommend

that this Committee review this report as part of its analysis of this issue.
We have another particular concern addressed only incidentally by the Meredith/
Boli document, with regard to the OAT report's conclusions about the oil and
gas extraction industry.

This will be discussed later in the testimony.

Generally speaking, the OAT report does not address in enough detail the
environmental, economic, regulatory and social ramifications of a shift from
land disposal to alternative waste management.

In particular, the OAT report conclusion that alternative technologies to
handle the land disposal of high priority wastes are 11 feasible, affordable and
~

safe

11

is simply not sufficiently supported by the OAT analysis.

Additionally,

the OAT's interpretation of the work done by SCS Engineers--a major basis for
many of the conclusions reached in the OAT report--is highly questionable.

Overdependence on land disposal of hazardous waste is a serious problem.

But

one .must realize that the creation of waste, some of which requires land
disposal, is an inevitable by-product of industrial and economic activity as
well as effective air and water pollution control.

In fact, with regard to

this latter point, more than sixty percent of the hazardous waste generated by
our Watson refinery in Carson, California, is the direct result of air and
water pollution control at the refinery.

-3-

The problem of hazardous waste management in California is exacerbated by the
large number and types of wastes that are deemed hazardous under state law.
It should be noted that some of these wastes are not considered hazardous in
most other states or under federal law.

For instance, drilling muds and

brines, which are not designated as hazardous under federal law, are mentioned
early on in the OAT report as being a major portion of the hazardous waste
stream going to state landfills •

•

Yet, as even the OAT report later points out, these wastes are not 11 highpriority11 hazardous wastes and alternatives to the traditional land disposal
of these wastes do not exist.

Such a discussion gives the reader a misleading

impression of the dangers such wastes pose to the public health and welfare and
environment.

If California were to follow the Federal lead in deferring the

decision regarding whether drilling muds and brines are to be classified as
hazardous wastes until the EPA and industry studies of these wastes are
completed, considerable capacity would be available in land disposal sites for

.-

other, truly hazardous, wastes.

...

~.

The OAT report does not make the case that land disposal of highly toxic wastes
should be banned as the subsequent Executive Order (EO No. B-8881), issued by
the Governor, would lead one to believe.

Rather, the literature

~earch

done by

OAT indicates the need to reduce dependence on landfills and focus attention on
bringing alternate technologies into reality. The SCS Engineers' report states
that, with one exception, 11 COmmercial Class I disposal sites have performed as
designed" and are considered to be "secure sites 11 (page 6). This same report
indicates that hazardous waste land disposal in California is feasible.

It

clearly points out the need to continue land disposal practices even when
alternative disposal/treatment technologies are perfected, for, even after
-4-

alternative disposal methods are employed, some hazardous residual will
remain.

And this residual will require some type of permanent disposal.

As

the OAT report indicates, approximately 22 percent of the hazardous waste
stream is amenable only to land disposal.

To abolish the concept of land

disposal is unrealistic and is not supported by the preliminary analysis
contained in the OAT report.

Of course, we believe that smart business dictates that dependence on land
disposal be reduced .and alternatives for the disposal of hazardous waste which
can be further treated be developed.

To define and evaluate these alternatives properly, Atlantic Richfield
advocates a broader study of the issues discussed in a cursory fashion in the
OAT report--issues that the report itself recommends should

~e

addressed.

These include the economics, technological feasibility, environmental impact,
and regulatory framework associated with a shift from land disposal to
~

alternative technologies. And one must realize that such a shift does not by
itself resolve the difficult issue of facility siting--an issue that must be
tackled head-on.

In fact, such a shift surely will shed light on the glaring

insufficiencies of the current siting process in California.

As many of the

members of this Committee know, Atlantic Richfield has advocated
solution to the waste facility siting issue.

~

possible

That solution provides for (among

other things} streamlined permit processing, public hearings consolidation, and
simultaneous California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA} ·review--recommendations
the OAT report itself makes (pages 170-171}. The issue of facility siting must
be addressed for all hazardous waste management facilities--not just landfills.

-5-

Atlantic Richfield Company is willing to participate in further study of the
waste disposal issues raised by the OAT report.
active participant in developing sound policy.

We are committed to being an
Only

th~ough

consideration of the issues can such policy be developed.

deliberate

Quick fixes--instant

bans on land disposal facilities--may be aesthetically appealing.

In reality,

they can prove ruinous to business and may very well jeopardize public health .
and the environment.

In an effort to help identify appropriate technologies--their feasibility,
economics and impacts--Atlantic Richfield already has begun certain programs.

First, our personnel have made plant visits to two hazardous waste
management facilities in France to obtain first-hand knowledge of these
operations.

One plant employs a high-temperature rotary kiln and the other a chemical
treatment, neutralization and stabilized sludge generation system.

Both

~

facilities rely on land disposal for ultimate disposition of residuals.

Each

plant, located many miles from urban population centers but close to industry,
uses several of the alternative waste management options suggested in the OAT
report.

However, in our opinion these facilities would have to be

substantially upgraded in design and operating practices to be acceptable under
California permit criteria.

One additional comment concerning European waste management is in order.

The

OAT report analysis would lead one to conclude that so-called alternate
technologies are the mainstay of European waste management administrations and
that land disposal is virtually nonexistent.
misleading.
-6-

This is inaccurate and

According to a recent memorandum, prepared by the Canadian Government for .the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization on waste management approaches in member
countries:

11

Landfill is almost universally adopted as one of a number of

acceptable options for waste disposal and it generally represents a major
element in the overall disposal strategy •• ~(C)ontinued use of landfills ••• to
varying extents seems to be a generally accepted principle in all participating
countries ••. "

Second, our Watson refinery already reclaims spent sulfuric acid through an
outside operator, recovers and reuses various waste oils as feed-stock to
process units, and

periodica~ly

evaluates opportunities for additional waste

reduction.

We have found alternatives to land disposal of two of our wastes which
result from the operation of air pollution control equipment.
waste catalyst dust, is used in the manufacture of cement.

One material, a

The other,

-~-

solidified sulfur recovered from refinery gas streams, is being converted· to
conmercial sulfuric acid .by an outside operator.

However, these effo'r ts will

not be adequate to meet emerging regulatory and economic constraints.

Most recently, the Environmental Engineering group at our Harvey Technical
Center just outside

Chi~ago

is conducting a comprehensive assessment of the

feasibil.ity of applying alternative waste management options to our refine.ry
operations in order to reduce the volume and/or degree of risk of refinery
waste streams.

This effort was initiated to identify alternatives to

land

disposal which makes sense to Atlantic Richfield, taking into account the
·efficiency of the approach, the feasibility and cost of retrofitting existing
facility equipment or ·adding other equipment, modifications in waste management
-7-

practice (including source control) and wherever practicable, reclamation,
recycling and reuse.

Our assessment program recognizes a practical economic reality:

waste

disposal costs, including land disposal, are going to escalate substantially.
This will require measures to control our cost of disposal.

We are willing to

share with the state the results of our assessment program to the extent they
are non-proprietary.

We anticipate we will have preliminary information by mid-

summer of this year.

In addition, the Atlantic Richfield Company, through its Oil and Gas
Exploration Companies, is actively participating in studies being conducted by
the American Petroleum Institute and the Western Oil and Gas Association which
are evaluating the characteristics and effects of the land disposal of drilling
muds, cuttings and produced waters.
be available in the Fall of 1982.

The final results of these studies should
Pr~liminary

findings suggest that there are

minimal risks associated with the continuation of land

~nd

offshore disposal of

such materials.

In sum, the OAT report provides a good starting point in the evaluation of
alternative waste disposal techniques.

Additional work must be performed,

however, before a maj.or shift in state hazardous waste management policy can be
justified. Atlantic Richfield Company is willing to participate in that work

D

to help reduce the state's dependence on land disposal of hazardous wastes.
the interim, one must realize that secure land disposal is essential if
-8-

In

business is to continue to operate.

And as the European experience indicates,

once alternative disposal technologies become operable,. secure land disposal
facilities will still be needed, even though our dependence on them will be
diminished considerably. The job before us now, is to ensure a safe and speedy
transition from overdependence on landfills to the sound development of
alternative technologies.
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EXHIBIT XV

RESPONSE OF THE
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION
Presented before the California Assembly
Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials Committee
FEBRUARY 2, 1982
on the Report
ALTERNATIVES TO THE LAND DISPOSAL
OF HAZARDOUS WASTES
An Assessment for California
Issued by the Governor's
Office of Appropriate Technology
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The costs of using alternative treatment mentioned in the report
do not adequately reflect the costs to our industry. Most of the costs
for small hazardous waste generators would be for handling,
segregating, packaging and shipping of wastes, not for the large-scale
treatment technologies listed in the report. Let me illustrate this
with an example of a typical small electronics company.
This company manufactures an electronic measurement instrument.
Several of the moving parts of the instrument are machined from brass
or aluminum stock and electroplated in a small plating shop. The sheet
aluminum instrument case is cut and bent to shape in a small sheet
metal operation, chemically cleaned and given a pre-paint treatment,
and then painted. Circuits for the company's product are designed in
its small solid-state research facility and manufactured for them by a
large semiconductor company.
The following wastes are generated in these operations in a 60-day
.Period:
1. 20 gallons. of waste cutting oil (with high sulfur content).
2. 10 gallons of waste chlorinated solvent used to remove cutting
oil from machined parts.
3. 30 gallons of waste alkaline cleaner used to clean brass parts
prior to plating.
4. 60 gallona of ~aste chromium acid solution used to prepare

D

brass for plating.
5. 30 gallons of waste phosphoric acid aluminum

~

.

cleaner~

My name is Glenn Affleck and I am employed by Hewlett-Packard
Company. Today I am making a statement on behalf of the American
Electronics Association.
The American Electronics Association has a nationwide membership
of 1800 electronics and associated companies with over 1 million
employees. In California alone there are over 1100 member companies.
Many of these are

sma~l

companies that generate small quantities of

hazardous wastes and are somewhat ·overwhelmed by the detailed volumes
of hazardous waste regulations they are being asked to obey.
The Governor issued an Executive Order last October for more
regulations of hazardous waste disposal based on information in a
report prepared by his Office of Appropriate Technology (OAT). That OAT
report is the basis for our comments today.
The electronics industry is particularly impacted by this ban on
land disposal. Our sensitivity can be characterized by looking at two
bits of data in the report. In Figure II-1, the electric and electronic
equipment industry is listed as the source of only 4.08% of hazardous
waste and as the source of 6.50% of the high-priority waste in Figure
IV-1. You could easily conclude that we would not be greatly impacted
by a land disposal ban. But in Table II-1 we identified approximately
30 out of 94, or 32$, of the categories of hazardous wastes as
generated in part by electronics companies. In Table IV-1, 13 out of 39
categories of high-priority wastes are generated in part by electronics
companies. So our hazardous waste generation is charaterized by mostly
small companies generating small quantities of a great variety of
hazardous wastes.
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6. 5 gallons of spent electroless nickel.

1. 50 gallons of chlorinated degreasing solvent and sludge.
8. 120 gallons of caustic aluminum etchant.
9. 120 gallons of aluminum deoxidizer containting chromic acid.
10. 120 gallons of chromic conversion coating solution containing a
low concentration of chromic acid (This solution is changed
only once every 6 months).
11. 50 gallons of paint sludge from the water curtain booth that
contains mixed solvent and water-base paints. (Partial shift to
water-base paints mandated by state and local air pollution
regulations).
12. 5 gallons of offspec paint in 1 gallon cans.
13. 10 gallons of chlorinated paint stripper.
14. 25 gallons of paint solvent used to clean up paint guns and
equipment.
15. 1 quart of waste photo resist. (Solvent based paint-like
material).
16. 3 gallons of waste chlorinated resist developer.
17. 1 gallon waste photo resist stripper. (Mixture of acid,
chlorinated solvent and water).
18. 1 pint of waste silicon tetrachloride.
19. 100 gallons waste hydroflouric acid solution.
20. 40 gallons mixed hydrocarbon solvents in water, some
chlorinated solvents included in mix.
21. 600 gallons of heavy metal sludge from small waste water
treatment system.
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I am sure I missed several wastes, but let me put these into the
context of existing regulations and the proposed ban on landfill.
Since this typical small company wishes not to be subject to a
list of California

regu~ations

for "treatment, storage and disposal

facilities" they must .not store wastes more than 60 days. This means
that these wastes must be shipped out in the listed amounts and not
accumulated to tank truck or, in many cases, 55-gallon drum quantities

Most of these wastes are presently shipped in 55-gallon drums and
buried in landfills or treated by a waste contractor. Many of the small
containers are packed with other compatible wastes in a 55-gallon drum
separated by a layer of vermiculite and sent to landfills.
With the exception of the

~hlorinated

solvent waste, there

currently are no recyclers who are interested in these wastes,
especially in such small qantities. The high costs of handling small
quantities of these wastes make the economics prohibitive for
recycling. Nearly all of the solvents and oils contain either
chlorinated

sol~ent

or have a high sulfur content and are not easily

incinerated. The paint sludge is a very thick, gooey material that
would be difficult to remove from the steel drum required for
transportation of flammables. As the report points out, water-based
paint sludge is not suitable for incineration. It is not feasible for a
small painting operation to separate sludges from water-based and
solvent-based paints.

2
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Heavy metal sludges from the waste treatment system and from the
waste contractors treatment operations and small containers of
solutions containing metals are now placed in Class I landfills.
Economics would have to make a very radical shift to make possible
recovery of reclamation costs on these metals. Who will pay the
difference between recovery costs and the resale value of the recovered
metals?
Solidification of heavy metal sludges is an added expense that
would fall heavily on the electronics companies. We see no evidence
presented in the OAT report that this expense is necessary to protect
the environment.
The OAT report lists all the wastes generated in California and
then lists all the types of processes that could be used to treat
waste, usually on a large scale. Assuming all these treatment processes
were soon available in California, implementation of recycling and the
alternative technologies to serve the 1100 AEA member companies appears
to us to be much more complex and costly than the OAT reporters
invisioned. The logistics and systems needed to handle, consolidate,
treat and recycle waste will require the development of new companies
or new operations of existing companies. We don't believe the cost to
small companies has been evaluated.
We think many of the goals of the report · are admirable, but they
should be goals rather than technology-forcing legislation and
regulations. To unleash a wave of new, expensive, unjustified hazardous
waste regulations before the recent comprehensive federally-promulgated
program is fully in place is an untimely overkill.
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Our industry is very sensitive to added costs that make it more
difficult to compete with our foreign competitors, especially Japan.
Without extremely high costs to our industry we see no way that
treatment facilities can be sited and built, recycling businesses can
be developed, and the proposed phase-out of landfill implemented in the
scheduled time frame.
We think that

reg~lations

based on the OAT report are premature,

that California should implement the federally mandated RCRA
regulations before adding more regulations, and that a closer look
should be taken at implementation problems for the alternatives to
landfills.
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EXHIBIT XVI

TEST 1~10NY BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY CONSUt-1ER PROTECT! ON
AND TOXIC MATERIALS COMMITTEE'
FEBRUARY

2~

1982

MY NAME IS JOHN CUPPS1 REPRESENTING THE CALIFORNIA
COUNCIL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC BALANCE.

THE COUNCIL~

THROUGH ITS HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT~ HAS PLAYED
AN ACTIVE ROLE IN THE ONGOING PUBLIC POLICY DEBATES ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTES IN CALIFORNIA FOR OVER TWO
YEARS NOW.

DURING THAT PERIOD OF TIME MUCH HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED.

lAST YEAR1 THROUGH THE DILIGENT EFFORTS OF MOST EVERYONE IN
THIS ROOM1 AND IN PARTICULAR THE CHAIRWOMAN OF THIS COMMITTEE~
STATE SUPERFUND LEGISLATION WAS ENACTED WHICH HAS BECOME THE
MODEL FOR OTHER STATES ACROSS THE NATION,

THE PREVIOUS YEARJ

A NUMBER OF MEASURES WERE ENACTED THAT HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
SUBSTANTIALLY STRENGTHEN THE STATE'S REGULATORY PROGRAMS IN
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT) PARTICULARLY IN THE AREA OF
ENFORCEMENT,

NoNETHELESS~

HAZARDOUS

WASTE~

AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES

CONTINUE TO BE ISSUES OF HIGH VISIBILITY AND PUBLIC

CONCERN~

AND PROPERLY SO BECAUSE THE FACT IS THAT MUCH WORK REMAINS
TO BE DONE.
PERHAPS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT SHORT-TERM PRIORITY
IS TO EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT EXISTING PROGRAMS AND POLICIES.
THIS SHOULD BE DONE BEFORE EMBARKING ON A NEW REGULATORY REGIME~
SUCH AS THE ONE CONTEMPLATED BY THE OAT REPORT AND THE GOVERNOR'S
EXECUTIVE ORDER BANNING THE LAND DISPOSAL OF "HIGH PRIORITY"
WASTES,

1 DO NOT1 HOWEVER~ MEAN TO SUGGEST THAT THE OAT REPORT

-1-

)

.

OUGHT TO BE FILED AND

FORGOTTEN~

WHILE THE DEPARTMENT GETS

ON WITH THE TASK OF IMPLEMENTING EXISTING PROGRAMS AND POLICIES,
INDEED~

THE OAT REPORT IS AN IMPORTANT FIRST STEP TOWARD A

GOAL THAT I BELIEVE EVERYONE~ INCLUDING INDUSTRY~ CAN SUPPORT-NAMELY~

THE REDUCED DEPENDENCE ON LANDFILL DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS

WASTES THROUGH THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES,
HowEVER~

THE OAT REPORT~ ExEcUTIVE ORDER~ AND THE

GOVERNOR'S IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM DO NOT PROVIDE A REALISTIC
BASIS FOR ACHIEVING THIS GOAL.

UNTIL SUCH TIME THAT THE ISSUE

OF HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY SITING HAS BEEN ADDRESSED
AND

RESOLVED~

THE GOALS ARTICULATED IN THE OAT REPORT WILL AMOUNT

TO NOTHING MORE THAN WISHFUL THINKING.

THERE ARE ALSO SERIOUS

QUESTIONS OF TECHNILOGICAL

ECONOMIC

FEASIBILITY~

VIABILITY~

AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
THAT NEED TO BE REVIEWED. IN MUCH GREATER DETAIL THAN WAS THE
CASE IN THE OAT REPORT.
IN CLOSING~ I WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT IN GENERAL~
INDUSTRY DOES NOT FUNDAMENTALLY DISAGREE WITH THE GOALS OF
THE OAT REPORT~ BUT RATHER ON HOW BEST TO ACHIEVE THEM.

-2-
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TESTIMONY FOR
ASSEMBLY CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC

M!~TERIALS

COMMITTEE

FEBRUAF\Y 2, 1982

Good afternoon, r11y name is Hank Martin.

I am Director of Environmental

Quality for the California Manufacturers Association.

We represent over 800

manufacturers and processors throughout the state.
I am not going to
That

ha~

di~cuss

the Office of Appropriate Technology report.

been cove:ed in detail by other speakers.

Rather, I would like to

discuss some of the practical problems involved \'lith implementing the proposed
high technology an•wer to the state's hazardous waste problem.
As our Association see5 it, there are three possible strategies the

~tate

can pursue in order to shift from current practices to new techniques rapidly.
First, specific materials can be banned from land disposal and industry forced
to find alternatives.
can be mandated.

Second~

specific technologies for specific waste streams

Finally, land disposal fees can be raised to the point where

utilizing landfills becornes uneconomical.
Associated \-lith each of these options is a long list of difficulties,
problems, and impraticalities.

Let me explain further.

I will first discuss the banning of specific materials from landfills.
is a major problem with identifying exactly which wastes must be banned.

There
For

any category of waste, the chemical nature, · physical state, concentration,
deminimis level, and waste stream must be specified.

When one looks at specific

categories of waste, other parameters requiring clarification are found.

For

example, how volatile must a material be to be a "volatile organic compound?''
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What forms of a toxic metal would be banned?
metnl suits, or just the elemental metal?
even be specified.

Would it be all compounds, the

For some metals, the valence must

Hexavalent chromium is pretty nasty stuff, but trivalent

is relatively innocuous.

Thcrt:

.:~re

more examples, but I think I have made my point.

I would like to

remind the committee of testirrony I presented at the Novernber 19 oversite
hearing in which I detailed the DHS failure to adequately determine what is a
haz.ilrdou ~. wn~te.

Givcrr the inability to even say what is huzurdous, iL

r~

diffic.ult to see how the Department would -hope to now move into a phase of
material identification which clearly constitutes a 2nd step.
m~1jor prt,ld,~rn

Anotlwr

with b.mning specific

nrnt~rialr.

h

;ro;··,urin~J

tlw

existence of alternative capacities.
To do this there are two basic choices:

1.

Use and adapt available facilities.

2.

Construct new faci 1 ities.

Each has u large number of difficulties.

Using existing facilities, such

as cement kiln incinerators sounds like a fine Idea.

However, consider the

added hurdrn the facility operators would be subject to.
fir~t,

il

lMge numlwr of permits would !Je needed to op(•r<rl<' tiH' f.1Lilit it",,

Air, water, and land use come to mind.

Also, consider the liabilities the

operator of a facility could be under.

~ould

he be required to insure himself?

How about fll ing post closure plans where decides to stop operating?

Finally,

although it may seem a nrinor point, cons -i der the competitive edge the operator
of an existin~1 facility would give his competitors if he ugrccs to proces~
hazardous wastes.

One can foresee competitor packaging saying,

11

This product
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not contaminated with hazardous materials.••
New facilities are even more difficult to obtain.

I do not need to

detail the difficulties involved with obtaining Class I disposal sites.
Suffice it to say that the last Class I facility was sited over a decade ago.
We realize that alternative technology facilities may be easier to obtain than
l?ndfi lls due to public perception of thes.e as relatively safe.

However,

would remind the committee of the public opposition to the incineration of
PCB 1 s at McClellan AFB, and of the current problems Aerojet is having with
their

11

high-tech 11 answer to their groundwater problem.

The bottom line, in

our view, is that the problems with siting the proposed new facilities will
be only minimally lower than those associated with landfills.
The second method of implementing the Governor•s Executive Order is to
mandate specific disposal or treatment methods for given classes of

~"astes.

In addition to the waste identification difficulties and facility siting problems
discussed previously, there is the additional danger of hindering the development
of new, innovative processes.
Let me present an example of this.

I recently ran a story in our newsletter

discussing the OAT 1 s discussion with citizens and environmental groups on the
possibility of utilizing cement kilns to incinerate certain wastes.

received

a letter from one member who was quite irate that kilns would even be considered
as a disposal technology.

His firm has developed a process which not only

incinerates the waste, but also recovers the heat and generates steam for
electricity.
This is not the only example of a wate disposal technique which would be
overlooked if certain technologies were mandated for individual waste categories.
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I know for example that Mrs. Wright is.very interested in the molten salt
incineration technology.

If another technique were to be mandated, or even

recommended, would development of this process continue at the pace it has
until now?
government~!

Our Association does not think so,

\·Je feel that putting the

stamp of approval on one technology could effectively eliminate

competing ide as.
We realize that it is possible to specify a number of acceptable disp.osal
or treatment technologies and allow case . by case review for others.

Considering

the past history of case by case review, however, we feel that the time necessary
for the appropriate agencies to complete their review would significantly
deter any of the new technologics

1

use.

The final method of mandating a switch from current disposal practices to
the OAT recommendations would be to raise the fees for land disposal to such
a value that land disposal becomes uneconomical.

In addition to all of the

problems associated with the two alternatives delineated earlier, this option
Is probably illegal under current statutes and poses the danger of inciting
a rash of midnight dumpings.
Currently, land disposal fees are paid by industry in order to fund the
Department of Health Services Hazardous Waste Management Program.

The total

fees charged may only equal the DHS hazardous waste management budget.

To

charge fees in excess of this budget solely to provide a disincentive to
landfilling would be contrary to current statutes.
Increasing costs would also have a much more practical point against it.
That is, if disposal costs were to be increased to a prohibitive point, those
generators who otherwise would have disposed of their wastes legally may be

Pc:~gc

Five·

tempted to utilize less reputable techniques.
Thruughout my discussion of the problems inherent with a government mc.ndated
S\-litch frorn

lc:~ndfills

to other technologies, one point should be

iiPrC~rc n t.

Thut is, for the state to attempt to proceed at the pace the 0/\T and the
GovC'rnor'~;

re .. ult in a

Office recommend \-Jould \-las.te manpO\-Jer and resources, and could \·Jell
~rl'<Jtl!l" ri~k

tn the people of California than from current

dhpo~.)l

pructice~.

Our

/\~•socintion

believes that if this is the course the state

wishe~

to pursue,

thc11 st,1te action should be limited to encour<Jging and allowing the construc..tion

of these fuciliLics.

Permitting needs to be streamlined.

be encouraged to accept these facilities.

The public needs to

finally, the slate must tC'lke an

active role in identifying where these facilities will be located.

To set

dates_ arbitrarily and offer no assistance while expecting California industry to
expend capital and resources meeting those dates is not only inequitable, Lut
irresponsible.
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222 FRANKLIN AVENUE

WILLITS. CALIFORNIA 9549(

(707) 459-621 ~

VIEWS
OF
KLEENSMOKE, INC.

Regarding

"ALTERNATIVES TO THE LAND DISPOSAL
OF HAZARDOUS WASTES"

for the

COMMITTEE ON COMSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC MATERIALS
The Honorable Sally Tanner, Chairwoman
The State Capitol - Room 4146
Sacramento, California
January 26, 1982

Prepared and Submitted by
Carl A. Gosline

'(7

222 FRANKLIN AVENUE

WILLITS. CALIFORNIA 95490
(707) 459-6219

To The Honorable Mrs. Tanner
and Members of the Committee on
Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials

My name is Carl A. Gosline.

I am Vice President of Kleensmoke,

Inc., a small privately held California Corporation based in Willits.
Kleensmoke, Inc.,

(KI) makes and sells patented Inverse Pile Burners

as well. as wastewater treatment systems that employ natural biological processes to reclaim wastewaters and concurrently build wildlife
habitat.
We welcome the opportunity to present our views on the "Alternatives
to Land Disposal of Hazardous Waste", prepared by the Office of
Appropriate Technology (OAT) . These views reflect both my current
activity as well as my extensive earlier experience in pollution
abatement and commercialization of innovative technology.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The report is soundly conceived and is an adequate responsible initial
step for the establishment of general policy governing land disposal
of hazardous wastes.
The report is not suitable for providing specific answers to individual situations;

indeed, that was not its intention.

it must be used with care:

Therefore,

discretion will have to be exercised

if the major recommendations are to be implemented smoothly.

For

example, the very first step must be to identify those wastes that
present acute, immediate problems so that they can be rendered innocuous or safely contained now.

If this is not done, precious Class

I landfill volume will be squandered.

For such reasons, the report

also-is insufficient to be the blueprint for instant rules and
regulations.

47</
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The Honorable Mrs. Tanner

I agree that the gradual abandonment of landfilling of hazardous
wastes is sound policy because institutional mechanisms cannot be
counted on to ensure that today's "safe" landfills will be kept
safe by future participants in the overall environmental control
system.

0

Indeed, that is the hindsight lesson of Love Canal.

institutional systems broke down;

The

the original protective technology

survived for more than twenty years after ownership transferred
from the generator to another party.
The report requires definition of hazardous waste.

We have heard

about a three-tier definition and believe such an approach not only
desireable but necessary to conserve limited landfill volume, avoid
unnecessary public and private expenditures, and buy time to ensure
orderly development of alternatives.

Clearly, hazardous waste manage-

ment is in a state of flux due to various federal and state statutes
or initiatives.

This state of flux means that any management system

must be flexible and readily adjustable to continuing changes.
quently, hard and fast rules will be counterproductive.

Conse-

Rather,

an overall control system and an orderly approach to devise procedures
for siting new hazardous waste management facilities is appropriate
to provide needed flexibility. _As to the latter, it may be that
the pattern used in other states can serve as an example.
Apart from the constantly changing volume, composition, character,
and geographic disposition of the waste streams, there is the never
ending stream of new technology and innovative solutions for waste
disposal problems.

KI's Inverse Pile Burners are an example.

were not evaluated by OAT.

That is not its fault.

They

Only recently

has the patent been allowed and commercial units come on line.
RECOMMENDATIONS
These address the overall situation as perceived by a small manufacturer

in business to serve large and small, private and public

entities with power conservation and waste disposal problems.
recommend:

We

The Honorable Mrs. Tanner

Page 3

First, that regulations be streamlined so that manufacturers
of control equipment can obtain approval quickly (say,
within one week) to conduct short tests to determine if
its equipment could be suitable for solution of a prospective customer's problem. Today, there are far too many
players: no clear policy exists that melds the interagency
individual .responsibilities to induce swift action.
Second, incentives be offered to foster innovation and development of new technology by individuals and small concerns.
Presently, various incentives (accelerated amortization,
low-interest pollution control bonds, etc.) devolve to
generators, handlers, and disposers. NONE are available
' to pollution control equipment manufacturers that conceive
and offer new technology. That ignores the clear history
of the source of innovation and invention. Two thirds
· of all important inventions of this century sprang from
the minds of individual inventors rather than corporate
entities.
Third, a forum or clearing house be established whereunder
small businesses can learn about the successful solution
of comparable size problems in comparable size companies
with comparable technical, scientific, engineering, regulatory comprehension, and financial limitations.
Your thoughtful attention is appreciated. Please call on me if
I can be of help in further elaboration or in contributing to the
fulfillment of the recommendations.
Respectfully submitted,
KLEENSMOKE, INC.

Carl A. Gosline
Vice President
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£.wi11onmentaL
Hea.Lth. Coalition
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~}tljlf~>hi'XIXIR·~fti.R«lo3 2 Devonshire
(714)~~~
San Diego, CA 92107
275-2440

·~·

Assemblywoman Sally Tanner, Chair
Consumer Protection and Toxic Materials
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Co~mittee

February 3, 1982
Dear Mrs. Tanner:
1 attended the hearing of your committee yesterday, Fab. 2, 1982
and due to the lateness of the hour was unable to testify.
I
would like to take the opportunity to present my thoughts to
you nnd your fC'l1ow committee members nnd offer some informntlon
ior the record.
T represent the Environmental Health Coalition, a group of nvur
IOU lndlvlduuls and organizations concerned wllh envlronmt!ulaJ
and occupational health and safety.
Our work is focused largely
on providing education to community members and policy makers.

One of our recent projects concerns itself with many of the issues raised yesterday, particularly those of Mr. Katz.
We are
currently involved in a small generator education program.
This
idea was inspired by our past work with the Office of Appropriate
Technology and has been aided greatly by their constant support.
Our small generator project is based on the utilization of alternative methods for production and disposal of hazardous ruuLcrials.
The pro.1ect has brought haulers, industry, academics,
nnd consumers together to address the problems in households nnd
small industry.
More specifically, we have had extensive participation from IT Corporation, BKK Corporatimn,,San Diego State
C:rauuutc Sehoul of Public llcnllh, San Diego County Dt>pnrtml'nl of
Health Services, San Diego Gas and Electric, and many others.
Tn our 18 montlts of research we discovered that hazardous watte
problems art! frequently blamed on homeowners and Mmnll .uuH.inctHICH.
It is true that consumers are responsible for much inappropriate
utilization and disposal of toxicants.
A major barrier to this
is lack of information and promotion of safe substitutes.
Our project is devoting much of its effort to this end and with
the help of OAT inten~ to provide homeowners with information
concerning safe substitutes and appropriate disposal for those
items for which there are no known alternatives.·
•.
. The emphasis

x
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pg. 2
will be on cost-effectivenss.
To date, there exist many safe
substitutes but these have not been promoted by manufacturers.
We plan to produce a fact sheet and toxic awareness kit to be
distr~buted in utility bills.
We are also hoping to influence
the purchasing departments of schools, hospitals, and government agencies.
Another critical aspect of our project is aimed at small businesses which are consistently attacked by large industry as
the real culprits.
Small industry, as Mr. Katz noted, 1s in
an untenable position.
Their piece in the puzzle, while notable, is relatively small.
Of the 18 million tons of hazardous
waste generated each year, only 20% is generated by small firms.
The remaining 80% is generated by 5% of the generators.
Like ·homeowners, small businesses suffer from lack of data and
solutions which are economically feasible.
In a recent survey
by the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services, data
revealed that violations amongst generators occurred frequently for improper record keeping and mixing hazardous waste with
solid waste.
We hope to counter this pattern with education
based on economic alternatives appropriate to small business.
We plan to hold seminars using business representatives who
are currently utilizing advanced technology,such as w.aste exchange and recycling successfully.
This effort will be complimented by the passage of SB 810.
This
bill offers small industry incentives, such as low interest loans,
an·d grant funds, to implement alternative· technologies- . T~i"' i"'
a critical component of making strides in this area.
Uriless we
alter our thinking by making it feasible for homeowners, small
industry, and large industry we will continue to have a reactive
approach.
The technologies are there.
We need only to incorporate them into our educational efforts and commitment.
The Environmental Health Coalition is commited to prevention.
We feel that the time for alternative strategies is now~ We do
not feel that our current approach offe~s the money pr response
capability to offer community residents the security they deserve.
Thank you for your time and courageous efforts.

Sincere~

~apner,

Projects Director
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January 28, 1982

•

environmenta
action
foundation

Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
State Capitol
Sacramento, California
95814

724 Dupont Circle Building
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Governor Brown:

Board of Directors
Walter Boardman
Gail Harmon
Lenneal Henderson
Katherine Hunnmen
Richard Munson
Jerry Powell

Advisory Board
Harry Caudill
Herman Daly
Michael Frome
John Gofman
LaDonna Harris
Hazel Henderson
Odessa Komer
Sam Love
Amory Lovins
Victor Reuther

Projects
Administration (202) 659-9682
Electric Utilities 1202) 659-1130
Waste and Toxic
Substances (202) 296-7570

Environmental Action Foundation congratulates
your administration for some of the notably
progressive moves you have made in dealing ~ith
the critical problem of industrial hazardous
waste management. We particularly applaud the
Office of Appropriate Technology's work on
alternatives to land disposal, and your recent
executive order which will phase out the direct
land disposal of California's high-priority wastes.
Environmental Action Foundation, a non-profit
environmental organization, has been involved in
research and education work on waste and toxic
substances issues for nearly a dP.cade, and maintains
contact with a national network of thousands of
individuals and g~oups who are dealing with problems
at the state and local level. Our communication
with this network reveals tremendous opposition
to direct land disposal as a hazardous waste managernent option. Technical experts and academics,
citizens and government officials cite the long
term health and safety risk inflicted upon communities
near hazardous waste land disposal facilities.
I'hi=:; seutimeut: is reflected in a clear poli~:o_y
trend. EPA has spoken in support of phasing out
land disposal, and more than two dozen states have
instituted policies to encourage alternative
hazardous waste management techniques.
California has assumed the lead position by
actually taking concrete steps to ensure the eventual
cessation of land disposal of untreated hazardous
waste.

~··
100'1. recyded paper
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Governor Brown

January 28

-2-

The Office of Appropriate Technology report which
precipitated the executive order ("Alternatives to the
Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes") has proven. to be an
excellent technical resource to which we refer frequently.
It is the only document we are aware of that clearly
presents in both technical and economic terms the potential
for reduced reliance on land disposal for six major
categories of hazardous waste. As such, it will be
valuable to policy makers, regulators and citizens in
other states who are serious about solving their hazardous
waste problems. To that purpose, we have distributed
copies to our contacts around:tbe country, and have
written and spoken extensively about the report, the
executive order and the implementation plan.
Again, we commend your efforts to deal effectively
with taxies in California and hope we can continue to
point to your state as exemplary for progressive policy
in this area.

Sincere~y,

,{ )

),/ /

%~~altf!u~d~~

j/i;therine A. Durso~hes
for The Waste and Toxic Substances
Project
Environmental Action Foundation
cc:

Toxic Waste Assessment Group
Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology
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CITIZEN'S CLEARINGHOUSE FOA HAZARDOUS WASTES, INC.

January 29, 1982
Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
State Capitol
Sacramento, California
95814

Dear Governor Brown:
I would like to express my support for your administration's
program to phase out the land disposal of untreated hazardous wastes
in California.
Personal experience has convinced me of the intolerable
risks associated with direct land disposal of hazardous waste. But
I speak also for the thousands of citizens Who have contacted me for
assistance with problems in their communities, and who express nothing
but fear and mistrust about this method of industrial waste management.
I am glad that there are ·g overnment officials not only listening, but
responding to citizens' concerns.
The report from the Office of Appropriate Technology on
alternatives to land disposal of hazardous waste is an excellent
resource for citizens and government officials alike. Hopefully it
will encourage other states to try to eliminate their hazardous waste
problems now, rather than burying them for future generations to deal
with. We've already seen what that approach can lead to.
I wish you all the best in your continuing efforts towards
resolving California's toxic waste problems, and setting an example
for the rest of the country.

cc:

Toxic Waste Assessment Group
Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology
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